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Calloway Jail being reviewed
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Roof leaks part of
architectural problem
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By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
Calloway County's jail is
among facilities built in 23
Kentucky counties that may not
comply with the Americans with
Disabilities Act. Those jails,
built by Architecture Plus, a now.
defunct company, are currently
under investigation by the U.S.
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Department ot Justice.
"We have numerous investigation.s into (accessibility at)
county facilities that -sere
designed by Architecture Plus,
Eric Holland, a spokesman for
the Justice Department told the
Associated Press,
Jailers at some of those jails
have'said their units have struc-

•See Page 2A
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State board appointment,
withdrawal puzzling to some
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TOM BERRY/Ledger 8 Times photo

Little Ashlynn and Colton Reed enjoy a ride on "Jiminy Cricket" during Hazel Day festivities Saturday morning. The miniature burro was just one of several other animals
that joined a traveling puppet show, miniature motorcycles, antique tractors and cars,
colorful floats, a big, red fire truck in the Hazel Day parade.

to

tural problems that include
leaks, cracks in walls and design
issues.
The majority of the work performed by Architecture Plus was
centered in Kentucky. although
the company also did work in
Indiana, Ohio, Tennessee,
Connecticut. Mississippi. Utah
and South Dakota.
"We've got some roof leaks.
condensation problems and air
distribution problems." commented Phil Haile. Callow a

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Fletcher's secretary of the
Staff Writer
Finance and Administration
Gov. Ernie Fletcher appoint- Cabinet. He plans to use the
ed Murray-Calloway County warehouse as a distribution cenEconomic Development Corp. ter.
President Mark Manning to the
Manning said in an interview
Kentucky Workforce Investment with the Murray Led,ger &
Board about two months ago Times for a July 27 story that
-then rescinded- it six days later. -Rudolph's $6.frmillion puidiaseThe governor's office calls of the former Mattel warehouse
the move a "clerical error." but "disappointed" him because the
some are left to wonder whether Economic Development Corp.
Manning's comments about had prospects considering the
Robbie Rudolph's decision to property. The 817,000-square
buy, the former Mattel ware- fpoLhad been vacant for nearly
house prompted the withdrawal three years.
of the Aug. 3 appointment.
'Rudolph said Manning's
Rudolph owns Rudolph Tire comment had nothing to do with
in Murray and serves as the confusion over the Kentucky

Board.
"It was just a coincidence it
happened at that time.- Rudolph
said. in an interview' this morning.
Manning was out of town and
unavailable for comment. .
The 25-person board recommends- how fonds -'ttr train
employees for private industries
should be used. Fletcher spokeswoman Jodi Whitaker said
Manning is still being considered for the open seat.
Sen. Ken Winters, R-Murray,
originally
recommended
Manning. a self-called conservaWorklorcc lit cstment

MI See Page 2A

Hazel Celebration
gets glowing reviews
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
• HAZEL, Ky. — Hazel Day
means a lot of things to a lot of
people. For Nashville, Tenn..
resident Dorothy Huddleston.
it's a pleasure that she can share
with her friend Gladys Hodge on
one of her trips to the northwest
Tennessee-southwest Kentucky
area.
Although Huddleston and
Hodge spent most of the day
rummaging for hidden treasures
in Hazel's antique malls during
the 16th Annual Hazel Day
Celebration Saturday. they also
took the time to remember the
good old days of youth by visiting the Hazel Woman's Club's
14th Annual Open Car Show.
Huddleston said the festival
reminded her of the charm and
uniqueness of her own hometown in eastern Tennessee.
"Oh. I love it," she said while
she and Hodge were ogling a
sharp, black 1960s vintage
Chevrolet Impala. "It's not
Disneyland. It's just hometown
people having fun, but that's for
me...it has it's own special
charm."
Hodge, who lives in Paris.
Tenn., loves the city's antiques
- shops and wanted to take advantage of special sales and giveaways taking place at the stores.
"I come over to the antiques
shops every now and then. but 1

Tomorrow's
Forecast

always come over for Hazel Day
every year. I never miss it," she
said. "It's a lot more fun on
Hazel Day. Everything is on
sale."
Huddleston and Hodge were
just two of hundreds of people
from Kentucky, Tennessee and
Missouri that flooded the Usually quiet town for the celebration.
They were joined by a few visitors from Georgia, Alabama,
Mississippi, Illinois, and possibly as far away as Idaho (based
on a quick survey of car license
plates that filled
Hazel
Saturday) to enjoy the shops, the
live music, games for the children, and other attractions.
Don Scott, of Princeton,
made the trip to see the car show
with his daughter and his three
grandchildren. but was also
amazed with the sorghummilling demonstration.
"Sure smells sweet," Scott
said while watching Calloway
resident Terry Bourland scoop
residue from the bubbling mixture. "Makes me want to grab a
cup and take a drink. I had no
idea it was made like this. I've
only seen it on the shelf."
Nearby, Bourland's wife,
Sheila, and his daughter,
Abigail, attracted a crowd as
they ran cornstalks through a
tractor-powered grinder that
squeezed juice into a bucket.
Elsewhere, several couples
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decided to do some. dancing
when the Red Wiggins Band
took the main stage just after
lunch with James Wimberly and
Dot Bazzle leading the way.
Others participated in the cake
walk and washer pitching or
looked over several arts and
crafts booths set up behind
Hazel City Hall.
Pumpkin painting was a popular attraction for children.
Brittany Darnell, Kacey Smith.
Savannah Farmer and Rayghan
Long — among others — tried
their hand at it with some artistic
and sometimes messy results
from the little Ones.
Hundreds of people came
out of their homes or gathered
around the Third Street area just
after lunch to watch the. Hazel
Day parade. R.B. Patterson. a
former Calloway County Court
clerk and president of the former
Dee's Bank of Hazel, and his
wife. Hilda. rode as grand marshals of the occasion in celebration of the city's 115-year history under the theme "Back to the
Beginning."
Onlookers were treated with
lots of smiles and waves, as well
as candy for the children, as the
parade made its way to Stateline
Road.
Roy "Popeye" Allen, a
Clarksville, Tenn.. resident who
was headed home from a visit to
Paducah and wanted to take in
some of the beauty of the western Kentucky countryside, said
he ran across the festival by pure
luck.
"I usually swing through
Paris to see my brother while
I'm over this way and I came
through here." Allen said as he
watched the parade go by. "I'm
glad I did. It's been interesting.
"I'll think I'll come back and
bring my wife with me next
year. She'll get lost in these
antique stores.

ERIC WALKER Ledger 8 Times photo

Nathan Crafton plays in the pit for Murray High School's band during their preliminary performance in Saturday's Festival of Champions at Stewart Stadium. The
Tiger Band claimed the Class A title, as well as other honors. See additional information on Page 2A.
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L edger 8, T
M HESome of the winners and contestants in the Little Mr. and Little Miss Hazel Day beauty pageant were guests of honor
in the Hazel Day parade. Pictured here (left to right) are Kyra Jones. Kennedy Jones, Branda Moore, Tiffany
Hammonds, Rayghan Long. big sister Kaylynn Lacy holding contest winner James Lacy, and Joshua Byers.

Bush nominates
MHS Band wins A
class, finishes 2nd Harriet Miers to
at Festival Saturday Supreme Court
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray High School's Tiger Band claimed the Class A title
and several other honors in Saturday's Festival of Champions
hand competition at Roy Stewart Stadium.
The Tigers vv ere also honored with awards for best percussion
and woodwinds, and went on to take second place overall in the
compstition firrals.
Other preliminary class os inners were Todd County Central
(AM. Muhlenbeig North (AAA). MadiSonville-North Hopkins
(4A)and Marshall County in the new 5A classification.
Madisonville, Marshall and Union City, Tenn.. were also singled out in individual performances by the judging. The Maroon
Band took best overall marching. music and hest brass. Marshall
County won hest overall effect. while Union City won best overall color guard.
Madisonville-North Hopkins was the overall winner. Third
through 11th place finishes were Marshall. Muhlenberg North.
Lone Oak. Union City. Houston. Tenn.. Gibson County. Tenn..
Grayson County. On-cloy:I, Tenn. and Todd Central.
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Bar Association.
By The Associated Press
Senate Republicans said they
WASHINGTON iAPi President Bush nominated would press for confirmation by
White, House counsel Harriet Thanksgiving - a tight
Miers to the Supreme Court on timetable by recent standards
Monday. turning to a lawyer that allowed less than eight
who has never been a judge to weeks for lawmakers us review
replace Sandra -Day U-C41nnor--- --her record, hold he;krings and
and help reshape the nation's vote.
• Within hours of Bush's
judiciary.
"She has devoted her life to announcement in the .Oval
the rule of law and the cause of Office. Miers headed for the
Justice." Bush said as his first Capitol to begin courtesy ,calls
Supreme Court pick. Chief on the senators who will vote on
Justice John Roberts. took the her nomination-.
Senate 'Majority Leader Bill
bench for the 'first time just a
few blocks from the White Frist. R-Tenn.. was first on the
list. His vvelcome was a stateHouse.
by .the ment in praise. "With this selecIf confirmed
Republican-controlled Senate. tion, the president has chosen
Miers, 60. would join Justice another outstanding nominee to
Ruth Bader Ginsburg as the sec- sit on our nations highest court,"
ond woman on the nation's high- it said.
Senate Democratic Leader
est court and the third to serve
there, Mier. was the first woman Harry Reid was.complimentary,
=preside-W-0f The issuing- - matemcnulhat'said lieTexas State Bar and the Dallas likes Miers and adding "the
Supreme Court would - benefit
trom the addition of a justice
who has real experience as a
-- practicing tawyet"
NOTICE
At the same time, he said he
II The Murray-Calloway
County Airport Bdard will
looked forward to the "process
meet Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at
%%hid) will help the American
Ryan's for dinner and a meet- 'people learn more about Harriet
ing. Agenda items include terMiers. and help the Senate
minal building project an a
determine whether she deserves
presentation.
11 lifetime seat on the Supreme
III The Murray Independent
Court "
Boa-rd of Education has
scheduled a special-called
on
meeting for 7. p.m
Thursday. Oct 6 in the Murray
Elementary School library. On
the agenda for the meeting is
an update on construction
From Front
work at Murray Middle
School, consideration of nonUse Dem( al. tor the hoard.
resident student contracts.
"He has a proven track record
along with personnel and
of economic development sucrecommendation
staffing
reports among other items. cesses in our community,"
Winters said. "That's the priBoard members will meet with
of
Murray
mary thing that caused me to
members
Elementary School's Siterecommend him."
Making
Decision
based
Manning came to lead ecoCouncil at 6 p.m at the same
nomic development recruitment
location tc discuss issued
and retention efforts not long
concerning elementary school
alter Mattel announced its dooperations.
monthly
regular
• The
meeting of the Dexter-Almo
Heights Water District has
been changed to Thursday at
Tonight so ill be partly cloudy
7 p.m. at the water district
with some clearing late. Lows
office. An agenda item is
will be in the lower 60s.
opening bids for the Flint
Tuesday will be partly cloudy
Road project.
highs in the upper 80s and
with
•To report a Town Crier
lows in the mid 60s that night.
item. call 753-1916.
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HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. (AP) - State Rep. James Carr of
Hopkinsville. elected last year as a Democrat. announced
Monday he was switching to the Republican Party.
"1 dorand-have-alwar--been-tr-Chrituieft-eettservative."-saidCarr. -Today I see too many Democratic leaders not willing to
tnake a stand.Carr was accompanied by U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell and
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield as he made the announcement.
"The leadership of the Kentucky Democratic Party is out of
step with many rank-And-file Kentucky Democrat voters who
hold issues such as gun control, abortion and the military close to
their hearts," Carr said.
With Carr's defection. Democrats hold a 56-44 advantage in
the House.
State Sen. Joey Pendleton. D-Hopkinsville, who attended the
announcement, said Carr had "fallen into the trap that you've got
to be a Republican to be a Christian."
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sure in April 2001. Mattel's cessful
move to Mexico displaced near- here." Elkins
said
of
ly 1.200 workers.
Calloway County Judge- Manning's
Executive Larry Elkins, a leadership in
Democrat, is among those want- the commuing an explanation. He said he nity. "I think
plans on writing the governor, we've been
asking him to reconsider successful
because we
Manning for the board.
Elkins
Elkins said he has no evi- put political
dence that Manning's comments differences
about Rudolph's purchase aside and social differences
prompted Fletcher to rescind the aside to work together. We have
appointment. but he said the a lot going for us. but takes
community deserves to know someone to pull everything
together. Mark and the EDC
for sure.
"Obviously he's been suc- have done a good job with that.cessful here: we've been suc-
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Murray Police Department
• A drive-off was reported at 4:20 p.m. Friday at a BP station.
•A dnve-off was reported at Pocket's gas station at the corner of
12th and Chestnut streets at 7:22 a.m. Saturday.
• An injury accident was reported on ,Ky. 94 West at Crosstield
subdivision at 5:35 p m Saturday Murray Fire Department and
EMS also responded
• An injury accident was reported on U.S. 641 North near Best
Western at 7:46 p.m. Saturday. MFD and EMS also responded.
• A vehicle was vandalized at Hardee's at 11:53 p.m. Saturday.
• A vehicle was vandalized at 1548 Oxford Drive at 1:09 a.m.
Sunday.
Someone from the Murray-Calloway County Hospital emergency room called in reference to a fight at Lambda Chi's fraternity house at 2:29 a.m. Sunday.
• Gold Rush jewelers reported a burglary at 6:07 a.m. Sunday. An
officer was out for a follow up at 9:31 a.m. Store officials are still
doing an inventory to determine what was taken. The case
remains under investigation.
• A drive-off was reported at T-Mart at 2:26 p.m. Sunday.
• Russell Elkins was arrested after a subject was out of control at
a 600 Poplar St. apartment at 3:29 p.m. Sunday. Elkins, who lives
at the address in Apartment D, was charged with second-degree
assault, terroristic threatening, resisting arrest and disorderly
conduct.
• Criminal mischief was reported at 508 Meadow Lane at 5:34
p.m. Sunday.
• Dave Edwards was cited for criminal trespassing after an incident was reported at 2:24 a.m. Monday at 510 N. Seventh St.
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• A brush fire was reported on State Line Road about a mile from
Hazel at 12:24 p.m. Friday. The fire was extinguished.
•A four-wheeler damaged the No. 17 green at Sullivan's on Brinn
Road at 7:19 a.m. Saturday. A criminal mischief case was
opened.
• An injury accident involving a motorcycle was reported at 4239
New Providence Road at 1:38 p.m. Saturday.
• A fence post was reported stolen from a West Fork Road residence at 6:43 p.m. Saturday. On Sunday, other items also were
reported stolen from the area.
• One vehicle was involved in an injury accident at 2:12 p.m.
Sunday on Wiswell Road.
• An injury accident was reported at 3:27 p.m. Sunday on Brows
Grove Road. The brakes went out on a truck and the driver struck
a tree in the caller's yard.
- Information is obtained from reports,
logs and citations from various agencies.

I 800-363-4720

County jailer. "I'm just dealing
with what we've got."
Hazle. who took office in
1999. said, the problems have
been ongoing. "I think ;he building has been leaking since
before then. but since that time
we've been patching leaks and
just doing the hest we can."
He said the facility also had
condensation problems in the
summer when the humidity was
high. "We have issues like pipes
dripping during those months."
Haile said air distribution
problems were geared toward
regulating thermostats in different parts of the building.
"When there are thermostats
in different areas. it can become
difficult to keep a steady temperature throughout the facility."
He said the contractor had
taken care of some issues in the
past. hut for now "we're just

to
having
with
live
what we've
got."
He said
he was not
presently
aware of any
specific
plans - relatHazle
ing to the
issues
at
hand, but he hoped the current
investigation would help to fix
the ongoing problems at the
facility.
The company, formerly of
Georgetown, designed and in
many cases, acted as construction manager for numerous government building across the
state, the AI' article reported.
based upon information from
The Owensboro MessengerInquirer.
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Obituaries
Franklin Dale Hodges
Franklin Dale Hodges, 58, Oak Hurst Drive, Hopkinsville, died
Sunday, Oct. 2,2005. at 1.1:10 p.m. at Jennie Stuart Medical Center,
Hopkinsville.
He was owner and operator of H & H Express, an expedited
_trucking and delivery,and a former member of Hardin Chapter of
Free and Accepted Masons. He was of Baptist faith and had been
living in Hopkinsville the past three years. He was born Sept. 16,
1947 in Calloway County.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Janice Kay Still Stewart
Hodges; one daughter, Christie Renee Moore, one son, Jeffery Dale
Hodges. and his mother, Mrs. Dotty Rue Parrish Tabers, all of
Murray; one sister, Mrs. Diane Ahart, Almo; two stepdaughters,
Mrs. Kathi Deshazo and husband, Mike, Bowling Green, and Mrs.
Pamela Bradley and husband, Maurice, Hopkinsville; two stepsons,
Michael Stewart and wife. Leigh Ann, and David Stewart. all of
Hopkinsville; five grandchildren; seven stepgranchildren; three
stepgreat-grandchildren.
Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of arrangements.

Larry Nix (Nicky) Ahart
Larry Nix (Nicky) Ahart, 64, Almo Road, Almo, died Sunday.
Oct. 2, 2005,at 520 a.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray. His
death followed an extended illness.
Before retiring, he was a self-employed concrete mason. He was
of Church of Christ faith.
Preceding him in death were one sister, Ardath Brandon, one
brother, James Edwin Ahart, and four nephews, Dwight Hargis, and
Steve, Randy and Marty Wilson. Born Nov. 5, 1940, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late Aubrey Ahart and Pluma Williams
Ahart.
Survivors include two sons, Daron Ahart and wife, Carol. and
Dana Ahart, all of Almo; three sisters, Mrs. Betty Ball and husband,
Lynn. Paris, Tenn., and Mrs.'Ernestine Hargis and Mrs. Rhonda
Smith. both of Almo; one. grandchild, Felicity- Hope Ahart,
Bardwell; one sister-in-law, Mrs. Jewel Mae Ahart. Almo; several
nieces and nephews.
A graveside service will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. at Ledbetter
Cemetery in Calloway County. The Rev. Heyward Roberts will officiate.
Visitation will be at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home from 5 to 9
p.m. today (Monday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hospice of MurrayCalloway County Hospital, 803 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071.

Pennington Gap, Va., Mrs. Flossie Edwards, Almo, and Mrs.
Charlotte Can. Sterling, N.Y.; aunts and uncles, Nicole Edwards,
David Haws, Katherine Haws, Marcell° Haws, Chrystal Reynolds,
Nadine Haws, Brian Haws, Sterling Haws, Marlowe Haws and
Cindy Ball.
at noon (today) at Murray Memorial
_ A graveside service will
Gardens. Bishop Raymond O'Conner and Joey Collins will officiate.
Visitation is now at Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Murray.

Mrs. Evelyn Verna Lindsay
Mrs." Evelyn Verna Lindsay, 94, Birch Street, Benton, died
Sunday, Oct. 2, 2005, at 12:22 a.m. at the home of a niece in
Lexington.
Retired from the laundry department at a hospital in Anaheim,
Calif.: the was a member of Hardin Church of Christ at Hardin.
Preceding her in death were her father, Fredrick Hoppenroth. her
mother, Fannie Kenyon Hoppenroth, one sister and five brothers.
Survivors include one niece, Mrs. Martha Finch McKenzie.
Lexington; one daughter, Mrs. Norma McDermitt, Buffalo, N.Y.;
great-niece. Lisa Burke, and two great-great-nieces, Mallory Burke
and Danielle Burke,- all of Lexington; one nephew, William Finch.
Benton.
The funeral will be Thursday at 6 p.m. in the chapel of Collier
Funeral Home, Benton. Chris Hodges will officiate. Burial will follow in the Marshall County Memory Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Thursday.

E. Leon Collie

great-grandchild

Clovis B. Lamb
The tuncial or Cho.is B. Lamb was
at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Re'. Tony Steele offidared.
Pallbearers were Danny Wayne Rogers. John
Wayne Lamb. Chrb Lamb. Adam Rogers. Jerry
Miller and Michael Lamb. active; Kelvin
Morris- Larry Miller-Ricky Lamb.Steve Lamb
agsram•••=
, Danny Adams and Orville Adams. honorary..
Bun...! was irt the Highland Park Cemetery.
Mayfield.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to
Gideon'. International. P.O. Box 5215. Mayfield, KY 42066 in memory of Clovis B. Lamb.
Mr.. Lamb.83. Mayfield. died Friday. Sept. 30. 2005. at 6:35 a.m.
at Heritage Manor Healthcare. Mayfield.
He owned and operated Lamb's Market for 34 1/2 years and was
a member of Sharon Baptist Church. tie was 5 star Army veteran of
World War II.
Preceding him in death were his wife, Nancy Adams Lamb.'and
three brothers. Robert Lee Lamb. Wilson Lamb and Billy Lamb. He
was the son of the late Lexie Lamb and Ethel Adams Lamb.
Survivors include two daughters. Mrs. Patricia Ann Byrd and
husband, Bobby. and Mrs. Darlene Rogers and husband. Danny, all
of Mayfield; three sons. J.B. Lamb and wife. Fay, and David Lamb
and wife, Linda, all of Mayfield. and -Joe Lamb and wife, Donna,
Nashville, Tenn.;_opc sister. Mrs. Sue Miller, Mayfield; two brothers, J.D. Lamb, Coldwater, and Wavel Lamb. Mayfield; nine grandchildren: 19 great-.grandchildren; eight great7great:grandchildren

at
A graveside service for E:teoneollie willte today (Monday)
2:30 p.m. 'at the Murray Memorial Gardens. The Rev. Terry Garvin
will officiate.
Visitation is now at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
•
Mrs. Patricia (Pat) Gillis Richmond
Pallbearers will be Robert Spann, Buddy Spann, Richard
The funeral for Mrs. Patricia ( Pat) Gillis Richmond was Sunday
Smotherman, Phil Allen, Kevin Wurth and Bob Brown.
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of HornhealeFuneral Home. Fulton. The Rev,
Expressions of sympathy, may be made to Murray-Calloway
Danny.
'Potts and. the Re'.. Matthew Wright Officiated Burial was in
County Senior Citizens, 607 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071.
the Camp Beituregard. 'emetery;- Water- Varney.Sept.
30,
Murray.
died
Friday.
Dogwood
Drive,
Mr. Collie. 88.
Mrs. Richmond.60, Water Valley.. died Thursday. Sept. 29. 2005.
2005, at 8:58 p.m. at West View Nursing Home.
at 5:48 a.m. at Parkway Regional Hospital, Fulton. .
A retired auto dealer, he owned and operated Collie Motor Sales
She was a member of Highland Baptist Church, Wingo, and was
in Murray before moving to Charleston, S.C. He was a member of
graduate of Ezell Beauty School in Murray. She was the. owner of
a
First Baptist Church, Baraca Sunday School Class of First Baptist
Pat's Cafe.. Water Valley. and had lived in that area most of her life.
Church and of Murray Woodmen of the World.
Preceding her in death were her first husband. Robert Haley Sr.,
Preceding him in death were his wife, Jimmie Ann Lowrey Collie
and one brother. Jack Gills. Born ,Xtig.. 11. 1945. in Graves County.
Edith
in 1997, one brother, T.C. Collie in 1995, and one sister.
she was the daughter of the late Jeff Gills and Lurdene Barber Gills.
Collie. Born July I. 1917, in Calloway County, he was the son of the
Survivors include her husband. Donnie Richmond; one daughter.
Ovie
E.
Spann
Collie.
late Ermon E. Collie and
Master Christian Angel Haws
Mrs.
Jenifer Govern, Aurora. three sons. Newt Ochalek, Wing°.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Linda Ford and husband.
Master Christian Angel Haws, infant son, Pleasant Hill Drive,
Chet Ochalek. Water Valle. and Robert Lee Haley Jr., Milan. Tenn.:
Brenda.
Collie
and
wife,
sons,
Charles
Jerry.
Murray;
two
Almo, died Friday. Sept. 30, 2005, at 12:44 a.m. at Murraytwo stepdaughters, Mrs. Tammy Page. Newport News. Va., and Mrs.
Morganfield, and Phillip Collie, Murray; one brother. Dr. James
Calloway County Hospital.
Lydia Daniels. Lincoln. Neb.: one stepson. Kevin Richmond.
Preceding him in death were his grandfathers, Gary Haws, Collie and wife, Jean, Normal, Ill.; five grandchildren. Cindy Wurth Kansas City,Kan.; duce...sisters, Sirs Mary Ann P-aul and Mrs. Freda
andlustarid, Kevin, 1Paducah, TenriTer Allen and 'husband, Phil,
Hughes Edwards and James William Can.
Cunningham., both or Mayfield. and Mrs. Peggy Adams, Water
Survivors include his parents, Paul and Tiffany Haws. Almo; Paris, Tenn., Sharlisa Smotherman and husband, Richard, Murray, Valley; half brother. Jimmy Gills, Lynnville: four grandchildren:
and
Phyllis
grandparents, Roger and Crystal Edwards, Almo, and Mrs. Karen Robin Lingerfeldt and husband, Eddie, Taylorsville, Ga.,
three stepgrandehildren; one steptireat-grandchild.
Murray; great-grandparents, Dr. Paul S. and Rolene Cain, Lockhart, Cartersville. Ga.; eight great-grandchildren; one great-

20 killed Sunday when tour boat overturns on New York lake
By CHRIS CAROLA
Associated Press Writer
LAKE GEORGE, N.Y. ('AP)
- The captain of a tour boat that
capsized. killing 20 people, told
authorities it was hit by waves
and went over as he tried to steer
out -of -them, - authorities -said
Monday.
The postcard perfect day of
sailing on Lake George suddenly turned horrific Sunday when
the 411-foot boat the Ethan Allen
flipped over so quickly that none
of the 47 passengers could put
on a life jacket. Seven people
were hospitalized.
All the passengers were from
Michigan, Warren County
Sheriff Larry Cleveland said
Monday. Their names were not
immediately disclosed. A hospital spokesman had earlier put the
toll at 21. but Cleveland said it
was 20.
"The boat was sideways in
the water, and people were
screaming," said Joanne Rahal,
who was in a boat when the
Ethan Allen flipped. "Bodies
were floating by our boat."
"We were just cruising along,
and all of a sudden, the boat
tipped We thought it was kind

‘tiling just north of the village
boats on Lake George on thc
sunny Sunday afternoon. Low- ot Like George. a popular
tourist destination about 50
ing "a lot of ys aNC :1C11011.
miles north of Albany in the
Cleveland said.
Investigators had not tested Adirondack Mountains.
With calm waters, clear skies
Richard Paris, who is an experienced boat _c_aplain. for drii_g_or and temperatures in the 70s, it
seemed perfect boating weather
alcohol use .because there Ns
no evidence- of i ntoxication,1 he and the lake•bustled with activiThelate-ts -approximately 32
sheriff said. ITe saidTheredan t
11%iite
ii
les. long and nearly 3 miles
appear to he any criminal con- ‘
duct. Paris was the sole crew
Trenton, Mich., Mayor
member on hoard ss tb the 47
Gerald Brown, whose communipassengers.
Many of the bodies were laid ty is about 20 miles south of
out along the shore Sunda. and Detroit, said 14 of the passenthe site was blocked off hy gers were part of a group. mostpolice with tarps. A hearse. ly from Trenton, that left
police,vehicles and seyeral sport Tuesday on a weeklong busutility vehicles later began tak- and-rail trip to see changing fall
colors along the East Coast.
ing the dead from the
Of the 14. three were killed.
Adult boat passengers arc not
required to ,yi.ear•life jackets in and II survived, Brown said.
AP photo New York. but boats must carry
"Ifs a sad time in our comDivers search the waters of Lake George for tourists who had been on a senior citizens' at least one life jacket per per- munity. Were a small community. and we handle things differcruise when their boat overturned Sunday in Lake George, N.Y., killing at least 20 peo- son.
The glass-enclosed boat was club in small communilies."
ple and sending more than two dozen shivering passengers to a hospital.
carrying a tour group from. the Brkm n said.
in the boat by divers," he said.
of Tike a joke," Ann Mae is now."
Trenton. Mich.. area. and ‘‘
The National Transportation
The sheriff said none of the
Hawley, 74, told the Glens Falls
Post-Star. "Next thing I knew, I passengers was able to put on a Safety Board arrived on the
Debbie Sparks. MA,EdS, LPCA ,
was in the water under the boat. life jacket. "Some of the victims scene early Monday.
hundreds
of
had
been
There
trapped
found
still
were
in
fact
"I could see my -husband. and
Mental Health Counseling Professiona
I called to him, but he didn't
Integrating a faith-based perspective with
respond. I don't know where he
psychological principles to treat the whole person
• Marriage and Family Life • Molescent Adlustmoir
• Career Counseling Life Adjustment Issues • Foren int ss ThkrapN

CHEAPEST UPS SHIPPING IN TOWN...GUARANTEED!
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• We Also Offer .Latest Pick-Up-In-Town -Same Day Shipping •
•
•
For Packages Received By 6 p.m.• In-Store Packing
•
•
•Color & B&W Copies, Faxing, Laminating•
•
•
•roir-,t
Fvsenr:-es
•
•
4
•••••
•
•
MAILBOX RENTAL SPECIAL
•
Rent a malbox for one year get three months tree •
•
•
•
THE UPS STORE ‘, PhSt NsxttoFainoriBila
•
•
NI-F 8 a m -7 p.m. Sat 9am.-4 p.m
•
ION 0111168.•
762-9103
• 'oa5v Owned & Operated .

Jason BillIngt^

5

Bob Billtngton

Jotin Nix Purdom

Alexander & Associates

THE MURRAY
INSURANCE AGENCY

Counseling Center
i00 Main Street • Mtirras. • (270)759-3138

AUTO • HOME • BUSINESS • HEALTH & LIFE

* Notice! *

Flf

At, Centei • Muri.ly • 7r,"i .1 7‘, 1

Investments Since 1854... Our best investment is you.

STOCK MARKET REPORT

The Green Plain School
of Biblical Studies
44
Vi

EVERY MONDAY BEGINNING
SEPT. 19 THRU DEC.5
7:00 p.m. "Scheme of Redemption'
Johnny Polk, Instructor
8:00 pm. "The New Testament Church"
Andy Erwin;Instructor
Classes offered at the Annex of the Green Plain Building
Classes are FREE and open to the public
Sponsored by:

Green Plain Church of Christ
39g0 Murray Paris Rod • Hazel, KY
For More Information Call 492-8206
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NOW
OPEN

Come visit us at our
New Location!
509 N.8th Street
(Corner of 8th & Arcadia)
On-display in our
HUGE new showroom:
•Sony Big Screens
•Sony Video Equipment
•Home Theater Systems
•Surround Sound'Outth)or

Ask about our commercial
or residential phone. sound
apd security systems.
Oy t 100 years of
csmobine_d exp. erience'
SALES I SERVICE I INSTALLA71ON

* MURRAY ELECTRONICS. INC.*

(270) 753-7567
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Pardon advocates
take advantage of
job controversy
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)It's an ironic twist on the controversy that erupted when Gov.
Ernie Fletcher forgave the nine
people indicted for violating
personnel laws.
While prosecutors,
Democrats and others roundly
criticized Fletcher for granting
the pardons
ton quickly.
and easily
and short-cu
cuiting the
judicial System. human
rights .adVocates have
targeted
Fletcher for

Capitol

trt.hkiite-it•tot.

-difficult for
Ideas
people
By Mark
already conChellgren
victed to get
AP Statehouse
pardons And
Reporter
have their
rights
restored alto- serving their sentences.
Convicted felons in
Kentucky lose a number of
their constitutional rights, and
not just their freedom. They
cannot vote, hold office. obtain
a professional license or carry a
gun. And those rights are gone
forever, unless restored by the
governor, whom the Kentucky
Constitution grarus broad powers trapardon.
Kentucky is one of only a
few states that does not have
some system that automatically
restores the voting rights of
felons who have served their
sentences. In 2001, the General
Assembly tried to make the
restoration easier for people
who have.served all their time.
paid restitution and fulfilled all
oth • pntivisionsAil their
_
tences. The legislation.excluded
_the right to carry lirearms,from
the righ-K hihe restored-.
A study by the Catholic
Conference ot Kentucky indicates that the new system
seemed work initially. The
nunther of felons with their
•
rights restored by the gosernor
went (ruin 575 in tlir 2001 (issear to 1.049 in 2002 and
1.2..11 in 2003.
But then the, trend reversed.
In 2004. the number was 626
and for the fiscal year that
ended June 30. 2005. the number tell to 464.
The intervening fact was
Flochets election.
Rat m I Cunningham of the
NAM •P complains that
Fleisher has made it inure difficult to hase cisiFrights
restr +red.
The administration sometime
in 200-4 added requirements for
three references front applicants. the submission ot an

"essay" on why voting rights
should be restored and allowed
local prosecutors what amounts
to a veto. Cunningham said.
Administration officials. say
no essay is needed, only a written application, and has defended the involvement of prosecutors.
Cunningham has questioned
the timing of the changes, noting they were installed just as
his organization was trying to
register voters for the 2004
election.
They did not do it in an
aboveboard fashion,"
Cunningham said.
But advocates are loath to
make the matter too partisan,
given they are also asking for.
Fletcher's assistance.
Cunningham noted, however,
that Republicans have traditionally constituted the opposition
to the restoration of civil rights.
"Out focus is on getting
them the right to vote, not on
whether it hurts or helps one
party of the other," said Ed
Monahan. executive director of
the Catholic Conference.
Cunningham said the effect
of the barrier is not really partisan.
. Historically, stripping a felon
orthe righi
"aimed
at the economically deprived.
'Voting is not limited to cer
tam n class, or should not be.'
Cunningham said.
The political considerations
notwithstanding. Monahan and
Cunningham said restoring civil
rights, particularly the right to
vote, is simply the right thing to
'do.
"What is the hallmark of this
country? It's democracy."
Monahan said. "And the hallmark of democracy is the right
to vote."
•-• Monahan said there is some
evidence that restorin_g the tight
to sote helps es-convicts merge
back into society. and may even
reduce recidis ism.
"The penal system is based
on the premise that people can
repay their debt to society and
vote. Permanent disenfranchisement negates that whole concept." Cunningham said.
They advocate an amendment to the Constitution to
ensure voting rights are restored
after a sentence is fully served.
But similar proposals in the
House and Senate went
nowhere during the 2005 legislature.
"Ws our position 'hat the
right to vote is so precious it
should not depend on a governor." Cunningham said.
Mark R. Chellgren is the
rankfort. Ky:, correspondent
for The Associated Press.
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The loneliest man in Kentucky
FRANKFORT - Go‘. Ernie Fletcher
surely. is the loneliest man in Kentucky
right now.
Many of his closest aides and advisers
are gone -."to seek
career opportunities in
the private sector,"
which translates into
"get out of Dodge
before the whole roof
falls in" - or they were
indicted for crimes associated with the hiring
scandal and later fired
Agree Or by Fletcher after he pardoned them.
Not
Fletcher seemed to
By Todd Duvall
believe first the pardons
Syndicated
and then the mass firings
Columnist
would put the personnel
scandal behind him and
his administration.
Wrong again.
If anything. the Two events-foctrsed-pub=
la- attention even more keenly on the scandal, which first erupted in May. People
were reminded of the old saying that innocent people don't need pardons. Nor, if they
are as innocent as Fletcher insisted for so
long, do they deserve to be fired before a
statewide television audience.
Then the state Republican Executive
Committee, presumed to he loyal to the first
GOP governor in more than 30 years.
ignored Fletcher's request that it fire
Republican Party Chairman Darrell Brock •
Jr:. one of those indicted and later pardoned
by Fletcher.
The committee v.as quite satisfied with
Brock's work as chairman.
And Fletcher's political mentor - or
Ss engali. depending on how you look at it -

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell, became a
highly conspicuous no-show on the roster
for those coming to Fletcher's defense. So,
too, former pop gubernatorial candidate
Larry Forgy, who early on tried to go into
federal court to stop the special grand jury's
work: Senate President David Williams'
famously acerbic barbs at any criticism of
the administration trailed off into silence.
- The greatest cut of all may have come
last week, however. Karl Rove, President
Bush's top political advisor and scourge of
Democrats everywhere, was in Lexington
for a private fund-raiser (not for hurricane
sictims or Fletcher's re-election campaign).
The first Republican governor of •
Kentucky since 1971, however, was not
present. Nor was the chairman of the
Republican Party of Kentucky.
- Fletcher's office said he declined an invitation because of his busy schedule, which
included signing proclamations and attending a Woodford County forum.
-Does anyone believe Fletcher would
miss the golden opportunity to hobnob with
some of the largest contributors to the party
in Kentucky'? Choose to sign a safe school
proclamation instead of having his picture
taken with the legendary-Karl Rove?
Of course not.
If Fletcher - and Brock - were invited, it
was in such a way that it was abundantly
clear that their presence was not really
wanted.
And all the while. Attorney General
Greg Stumbo's prosecutors continue calling
witnesses before the special grand jury.
some testifying at length. others clearly
invoking their Fifth Amendment right
against self-incrimination.
Why go on if anyone and everyone who
has committed a crime involving political

abuse of the state Merit
System already has a
gubernatorial pardon?
As Acting
Transportation Secretary
Bill'Nighbert discovered
after his pardonibut _not
firing), it is still possible
to be indicted for actions
taken after the date of the
Fletcher
pardon.
And as the only one without a pardon.
Fletcher himself remains a clear target of
the grand jury's investigation.
The governor's lonely isolation also has
done nothing to improve his politiCal
instincts. Not at all.
Last week; he filled the latest vacancy in
his media spokesman's job with the New
Jersey political consultant Fletcher hired
last month to advise his re-election Mit=
paign - and upped the salary by nearly
$20,000 a year.
The explanation for that wastheNew
Jersey consultant also will do scheduling
andywrite speeches. 1 can only imagine the
speech someone from New Jetiey will
write for Fletcher to appear before a
Hillbilly Days in Eastern Kentucky or a
barbecue in Western Kentucky or even the
Downtown Rotary Club of Louisville.
Democrats, of course, are ecstatic, a condition they have found to be quite pleasant
in recent months after a number of years
otherwise.
And there doesn't seem to be any.reason
why that ecstasy will disappear anytime
soon.
Todd Duvall is editorial page editor of
The State Journal in Frankfort.

The Sins of Tom DeLay
flit- question is not whether
Tom DeLay is guilty or not
guilty of the specific, bookkeeping offense for which he has
been indicted. That is for the
lawyers and the accountants to
figure out. What is crucial is
that DeLay• managed to do
something that is very, very
wrong and highly injurious to
our democracy — to fix the
elections for the House of
Representatives, in effect to
take the ballot out of our hands.
Gerrymandering has been
with us since the earliest days
of the republic.- when
Massachusetts Gov. Elbridge
Gerry drew a legislative district
that looked like a salamander to
get his allies elected, and the
press dubbed it a Gerry-mander.
But DeLay carried this pernicious practice to new lows.
The lines drawn by the
Texas Legislature after the 20(./0
Census were not stacked to
DeLay's liking. So the House
Republican leader worked overtime to elect Republicans to the
state Legislature so that they
could override the map drawn
in 2001 with new, even more
biased district lines. His tactic
worked and five Democrats
were defeated in districts that
wouldn't go Democratic even if
Adolf Hitler were the GOP
nominee.
Did he violate the letter of
the law in the ways he funneled
money to Washington ho exe-

cute his
nefarious
plot'? It
depends on
the paper
trail. One
has to he
really. really
stupid to get
caught in
this era of
Morris
porous camAdvisory paignBy Dick Morris finance
Syndicated
laws. If
Columnist
somebody
was crazy
enough to
send an e-mail specifying how
much the Republican National
Committee PAC should give to
each Texas state Legislative
candidate, they' almost deserve
v.hat will happen.
But there probably is no
such trail. Money is fungible.
DeLay and his minions probably orchestrated several corporate campaign contributions
which the national Republican
organization happened to use
for clerical and administrative
expenses which happened to
free certain hard dollars which
happened to be distributed
where they would do the most
good for the Texas GOP in the
coming state elections.
•
Yet the result of DeLay's
efforts is that we are losing our
capacity to elect the House of
Representatives. Only 20 of the

435 districts are in least sense
its very unlikely that any crimicompetitive.
nal action can be proven. A
In the reapportionments that
wink and a nod is not documenfollowed the 2000 Census, the
tary evidence.
political parties in almost every
Does DeLay deserve to be
state cooperated to draw the
indicted? No. In virtually' every
district lines to minimize the
1state in the nation, campaign
number of incumbents who
contributions from corporations
would lose their seats. As a
are scrubbed and laundered
result, the number of House
through PACs and state or
incumbents defeated in the
national party organizations so
post-Census elections has
that they can replace hard dolreached an all time low. In the
lars, which are then given to
elections following the 19/10
candidates while soft money
census. 42 House members
pays for all other expenses.
were defeated. In those after the
But Tom DeLay stands
1990 election, 39 lost their
guilty of a greater offense, one
seats. But after the 2000 census, not punishable by the rule of
only 16 members were defeated law: He has subverted
— half by other incumbents
American democracy. The
drawn into thesame districts as
lower House of Congress,
a result of the shrinkage of the
intended by the framers of our
state population.
Constitution to be the body that
The result of DeLay's efforts best reflects the ebbs and flows
is that the control of the House
of public opinion, is no longer
of Representatives has now
really democratic.(The Senate
been predetermined and taken
remains susceptible to national
out of the hands of the voters.
opinion swings, since even
No matter what happens nation- DeLay has not figured out how
ally. the GOP will control the
to gerrymander state lines.)
House until the 2010 reapporTom DeLay does not
tionment.
deserve to he indicted. But he
This massive disservice to
should be condemned for faildemocracy makes 'a mockery' of ing to exercise that quality of
calls for increased voter turnout. restraint and deference to public
What is the point when the lines opinion that-es-the hallmark of a
have been drawn in such a way
leader in a democratic society.
as to fix the results?
He sublimated the needs Of
Did DeLay violate the law
democracy to those of partisanin siphoning contributions to his ship. He has done his bit to
favored candidates? Maybe —
make America a banana repubbut everybody does it too and
lic.
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COMMUNITY
Boy Scouts of America
starting popcorn sale

o.burkeengmurrayledger.corn

Gierhart recognized-as Above and Beyond employee

Murray-Calloway County
Hospital is pleased to recognize Lillian Gierhart. RN in
the Critical Care Unit, for
receiving an Above and Beyond
award through the Journey to
Excellence program at the hospital.
Gierhart went "above and
beyond" her job duties by
adopting a family with two
children whose father was in
the Critical Care Unit. Lillian Gierhart along with Jamie
Rhodes, another RN in Critical Care, provided stuffed animals for the kids along with
support to the entire family
during the father's illness and
with his passing.
"I am so proud of the nurses from CCU and I believe
Murray Middle School invites all interested parents to stop their actions went far above
by the front office to sign up for school committees during and beyond their call of duty,"
this week. Also MMS Site-based Decision Making Council will said . Datha McCallon, a Gift
meet Tuesday at 4:30 p.m. in the school media Center. All Shop employee who nominatinterested parties are invited.
ed both Rhodes and Gierhart
Gierhart has worked at Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 of Free and Accepted Masons for 13 years. Gierhart started
out at MCCH in the laboratowill meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the lodge hall.
ry and returned to school to
receive her registered nursing
Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet degree from Murray State Unia
Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. Jimmie Joyce of versity. She has worked as
for
MCCH
at
nurse
registered
MCCH Hospice. and Angie Hutching, cancer nurse, will presto
ent the program. Hostesses will be Dru McKinney, Sondra six years. She is married
at
professor
a
Greg,
husband.
Barnett, Sue Allison Melva Hatcher and Lynda Chaney.
MSU, and she has a two-yearold daughter. Angela.
"Lillian's dedication to this
series
television
Angels Clinic will be featured on a I3-area
family was exemplary and I
on Kentucky Educational Television on Tuesday and again Oct. am proud of her for this
II at 7 p.m.
acknowledgement but I know
•

The Boy Scouts of America have started their annual popcorn sale. This is a
major fundraiser for thousands of Scouts
across the area, and aids in the purchase
of uniforms, taking trips and attending
summer cams. The popcorn is gourmet and
includes such items as white chocolate popcorn, cheddar cheese popcorn, kettle corn.
caramel corn and butter and butter-light
popcorn.
The Scouts will be going home-to-home
lo's
sell the popcorn. To locate a Scouting
Datebook to
program a Scouting program in your area,
By Jo Burkeen
visit http://www.freewebs.com/indianmounds
Community
and click on "Join Scouting." Visitors will
Editor
he able to find contact information for
Scout leaders in many areas throughout the community.
This information can be used to sign-up for Scouting.

MMS announces activities

- Temple Hill Lodge will meet

Pictured from left to right are Jeanne Mathis. Director of Critical Care: Lillian Gierhart
RN in CCU: Allen Peters, Vice President of Patient Care Services; Andrea Fassiotto
Pathfinder's committee member; and Keith Travis. Vice President of Human Resources
Gierhart was nominated for an Above and Beyond Award through the Journey to
Excellence program at MCCH.

Kappa Department will meet

that this is not unusual for Lillian," said Jeanne Mathis. Director of Critical Care. "Her dedication to quality patient care
is evident in her daily deeds
and actions. I am very proud
to have her as a part of my
critical care staff."
The Journey to Excellence
program at MCCH provides

Angels Clinic on TV Tuesday

TOPS Chapter will meet
Members of the new Murray Chapter of TOPS, #616 will
meet Tuesday in the annex of Calloway Public Library. Weighin will be froin 8:30 to 9 a.m. with the meeting to be held
from 9 to 10 a.m. Visitors are welcome. For more information call Joyce at 761-1491 or visit www.tops.org.

Singles will meet Tuesday
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the
annex of Calloway Public Library. This is open to all singles.
For information call Mike at 759-3180 or Pat at 489-2909.

Al-Anon meeting Tuesday
Al-Anon will meet Tuesday aL 7:30 p.m_ at First United
Methodist Church. Please enter from the southside rear door
located near the playground. The only requirement is that there
be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Promotion first Tuesday
A rebate day at Captain D's for the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens will be today. according to Rowena Emerson, AARP Chapter committee chairman for the Senior Citizens. Persons are asked to tell the cashier they are there for
the Senior Citizens.

the opportunity for guests,
patients, and employees to recognize MCCH employees for
any good deed, big or small.
by completing a card describing the deed or act done. Those
deeds or acts that result in
positive guest relations, fulfills
one or more of the hospital's
values: "Moving forward with

compassion.con tidenti al ity. and
honesty built upon respect and
teamwork." and goes above
and beyond required job duties.
will be reviewed and recognized by MCCH. Curds to
nominate employees for going
"Above and Beyond" are available at the hospital and offsite facilities.

American Heart Association's Heart Walk Oct. 29
About 500'people will get
together on Oct. 29 to do their
hearts good, and everyone else's
hearts. too.
This is the Calloway County Heart Walk, presented locally by Morningstar Foods. Murray Calloway County Hospital
is serving as a Platinum Sponsor. Regions Bank and the
Ledger & Times are Silver
-Sponsors.
Across Kentucky and across
the country. the American Het
Association holds walks to raise
awareness of heart disease and
stroke- and to raise money to
fight them.
Walkers secure contributions
from family members, friends.
co-workers and neighbors.
These proceeds go to the Amer

lean Heart Association, which
funds scientific research, advocacy in issue areas central to
cardiovascular health, and public and professional education.
Heart disease and stroke are
the number-one and numberthree killers in Kentucky. Stroke
is a leading disabler.
The Heart Walk will be at
the Murray State University
Regional -Special EVCIAN Center. Registration will begin at
- 8:30 a.m. with the walk starting at 9 a.m.
Most Heart Walk participants
join or form company teams,
but individual walkers are welcome. too.
Those who want more information or to participate may
call Chelsea Smith at the Amer

ican Heart Association at (270) nearly a million American lives
each year. The association
436-5327.
Since 1924 the American invested more than S439 milHeart Association has helped lion in fiscal year 2003-04 for
protect people of all ages and research, professional and pubethnicities horn the ravages of lic education, and advocacy so
heart disease and stroke. These people across America learn .
diseases, the nation's No. I and what they can do to reduce
No. 3 killers, and other car- their risk and live. stronger,
diovascular diseases, • claim longer lives.
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Kenlake I-adies Golf League
had 15 ladies to attend the
breakfast meeting on Sept. 28
at the Kenlake State Resort
Park dining room.
Golf play followed on the
Hamrick Memorial Golf Course
at the park.

Winners:aaf. gulf..play.1were
Mary Aladajczyk and Mary'
Neale Barton.
Other players were Gloria
Theis, Edith Lamond. Betty
Judah. Connie McManus. Dotty
Elliott. Martha Lewis. Sue Thetford and Ina Horton.
do

MCCH Blood Bank plans drives
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Blood Bank will have
blood drives on Tuesday and Wednesday from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. both days. For information call 762-1119.

North committee will meet
Curriculum Committee of North Elementary School Sitebased Decision Council will meet Wednesday at 3:20 p.m. at
the school.

Life House open in new building
Life House Care Center reopened today in its new location
at 602 Poplar St., according to Carmelita Norvell. director.
Hours will be from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.. Monday through Thursday. Life House was established in April 1983 for the purpose
of helping womergynen, boys and girls facing untimely prege-mail
nancy. For more information call 753-0700 or
fehouse@m urray-ky.net.

Girl Scout Service Unit to meet

Murray Girl Scout Leader Service Unit will meet tonight at
6:30 p.m. at Girl Scout Cabin, Sharpe Street. For information
call Cheryl Hicks, phone 753-6016.

Fire Protection district will meet
will

meet tonight
Calloway County Fire Protection District
at 6 p.m. at the No. 1 Fire Station of Calloway County FireRescue, East Sycamore Street. off South Fourth - Street, Murray.

CCHS Council will meet

Calloway County High School Site-based Decision Making
Council will meet today at 3:30 p.m. at the school media center. Yvette Pyle, principal, invites all interested persons to
attend.

Registration will begin at
The ladies of the Oaks Country Club met Sept. 28 for the 8:30 a.m. and golf play will
regularly scheduled golf play. begin with a shot-gun start at
A scramble was held with 9:30 a.m.
The ladies invite everyone
Jo Anne Auer, Laura Parker,
Belinda Elliott and Irene Woods to play in the tournament and
will take last minute entries,
winning first.
Second place was .won by Entry fee is $20 and cart rental
the team of Cynthia Darnall, is $20. Trophies and door prizes
Janet Kirk. Kitty Steele and will be awarded and lunch will
be served after play.
Mary Alice Smith.
For more information _call
On Wednesday. the ladies
will host the Rally For A Cure® 753-6454.
Breast Cancer Golf Tournament.

Ladies of Murray Country Club
Winners of Ladies Day Golf
at the Murray Country Club
on Sept. 28 have been released
by Marilyn Adkins. hostess, as
follows:
Championship flight - Linda
Burgess:
First flight - Barbara Gray,
first, and Betty Stewart, second:
Second flight - Ann Brown.
first, and Patsy Green. second:
Nine Holes - Patsy Chaney.

"'ESSENTIAL DAY 5PA
•m

GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE
An

200 Poplar St. • Murray, KY
Phone 270-753-7665 or Toll Free 888-246-4093
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Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons will
meet tonight at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall, Ky. Highway 121
North. Murray.

AMERICA'S LARGEST COAST-TO-COAST • NOW IN MURRAY
• Been told "no" by others? Give us a call or come by our office!
• We have programs that allow us to say "yes"
,oar home purchase or refinance.
'
to
• Cad or cam by today for your trim pre-approval!

first, and Ann Stanley. second;
Low putts - Norma Frank.
The ladies will play golf
on Wednesday at 9:30 a.m.
with Ve Severns as hostess.
Pairings will be made at the
tee.
Also announced is the golf
scramble to be played on Oct.
12 with Ve Severns, phone
759-8358, as hostess. A lunch
and banquet will follow.

Theatres
1008 Chestnut St.
NO CHECKS
SCHEDULE GOOD THRU OCT.6
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 P.M.
ON SAT 8. SUN. ONLY

Confused
about
insurance?
Our business nas a Jargon all its own
Deductibles. Replacement cost.
Additional living expense. Let us cut
through the maze and explain your
insurance in understandable terms
that make sense to you.
Call

Into The Blue
PG13 - 6:55 - 9:10
Just Like Heaven
PG13 - 7:30 - 9:40
Tim Burton's Corpse Bride
PG - 7:35 - 9:20
Serenity
PG13 - 7:20 - 9:45
Flightplan
PG13 - 7:25 - 9:30

an
liaserNk,Lik

Kim
Phtihr,

511,1.

RAVERSTOCK
INSURANCE
AGENCY
211 S. 120 St • Murray • 753-3415

ffr

Roll Bounce
PG13 - 7:00
40 Year Old Virgin
R - 9:15 Exorcism Of Emily Rose
PG13 - 7:10 - 9.35

i STATE AUTO'

Lodge meeting tonight

ALLIED
HOME MORTGAGE
CAPITAL CORPORATION

'

Ladies of the Oaks

AVEDA
Cr

1st Salon

amed one of tmerica's I otqcsl (roilitort: salon,
•
hon.-Thurs. 9-8, Fri. 9-5. Sat. 8-2
1\07 lohnsun Blvd. • Murras • 270-767-0760

Accepting New Patients
di/11Z

Ear, Nose & Throat
of Murray
Phillip Mapper. M.D.
- Hearing Aids - No Referrals Required

Cd1foi Appointment(270)7594811
300 South 8th Street - Suite 304F, - Murray. NY 4.2071

retrarre Ccrrvanses

Program Information Call 753.3311 :

Fnends you can depend on

Always kiss your
children goodnight,
even if they're already
asleep. _H. Jackson Brown, Jr

Iii

Refrigerator
TRUCKLOAD SALE!

MURRAY
APPLIANCE
'We Service
212 East Main St • 753-1586
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FARM
Funds to promote
'precision agriculture'
FRANKFORT,Ky. -- Funds
totaling $34,348 have been disbursed by the Kentucky
of Conservation
Division
DOC) for a project to promote
water quality through "precision
agriculture" in the Jackson
Purchase.
The project entails a 60-40
cost share with agricultural producers a.s an incentive to engage
in specific, targeted application
of soil,amendments and chemicals rather than a generalized,
broadcast spreading.
Targeting should reduce the
risk of water pollution because
fertilizer application Taleswould
vary with yield potential - lower
rates in areas of lower yield
potential, higher rates where
crops could absorb nutrients.
Fewer chemicals would he
required, resulting in less chernicarrUnoff into waterways of the
eight counties of the Purchase,
the westernnioq region of

Kentucky.
The funding is granted by the
U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency under Section 319(h) of
the Clean Water Act. DOC, an
agency of the Environmental
and Public Protection Cabinet,
disbursed it to the Jackson
Resource
Purchase
Conservation and Development
Council.
The partnership between
DOC and the Jackson Purchase
council will result in Best
Management Practices (BMPs)
that can be replicated across-the farming region. Once BMPs
have been installed, monitoring
will take place and comparisons
made to pre-BMP conditions to
judge the effectiveness of the
rroject and its impact On Water -quality. A local field day is
planned to demonstrate BMPs to
farmers and landowners.

rrayielger.com

Air
Show
ERIC WALKER/Ledger
& Times photo
The shadow from a hot
air balloon is cast over
Pullen
Farm's fields
Saturday morning during
Murray State
University's Fall on the
Farm. Balloon rides were
offered during the early
morning hours through
Hot
Air
Crawford
Balloons from Louisville,
which flew the Kentucky
Farm Bureau balloon.

Cash receipts for 2004 exceeded
$4 billion to Kentucky farmers
Special to the Ledger
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Agriculture Commissioner Richie Farmer
hailed a report that cash receipts to Kentucky farmers exceeded $4
billion in 2004 as evidence that investments made to strengthen and
diversify Kentucky agriculture are paying off.
Farm Marketings generated $4,126,185 in 2004. a 19 percent
increase over the 2003 total of $3,462,891, the Kentucky
Agricultural Statistics service_said- Livestock and livestock products accounted for 66 percent of the total, while crops made up the
remaining 34 percent.
-"I want to commend our farmers on an outstanding year,"
Agriculture Commissioner Richie Farmer said. "It is remarkable
that they exceeded the $4 billion milestone at a time when income
from tobacco is declining. This suggests that Kentucky's efforts at
diversifying our agriculture industry are working."
Horses and mules (including stud fees) were the leading
Kentucky farm commodity at $950 million, $150 million above the
2003 total.. Receipts from all poultry products were $816.6 million.
a 32 percent increase; of that amount, broilers accounted for $691
million. Cattle and calves generated $620.6 million, a 14 percent
increase o%er the $544 million total of 2003.
Tobacco was the leading crop at $421.7 million, down 2 percent
from the previous year.

Farmers Helping
Farmers

AUTO

CORN • SOYBEANS • WHITE CORN

INSURANCE

Grain Company

NEED A QUOTE? CALL or CLICK
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753-4703

Call for price quotes,

KIFIIMURRAY.com
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WANE
It's Hard lb Stop A Thane:
www.trane.com

To learn more about these limited Time offers, Call Today!
We service all makes and models. Call for a complimentary home evaluation.

RANDY THORNTON CO., INC.
MURRAY / M00158
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www.randythornton.com
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TENNESSEE TECH 42, MURRAY STATE 21

SCOTT NANNEY
Ledger & Times
Photo

Battered And Bruised

State
Murray
tailback Chad
Cook (28) rumbles down the
field on this
first-quarter
carry during the
Racers' 42-21
loss to Tennessee Tech on
at
Saturday
Cookeville,
Tenn. Cook finished the afternoon with 65
yards rushing
on 16 carries as
MSU rolled up
475 yards in the
losing effort.

Racers lose second
straight road game;
first OVC contest
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
COOKEVILLE, Tenn. — Halloween is still almost a full month
away. But it. appears as if the Murray State football team has already
been spooked.
Tucker Stadium — MSU's personal house of horrors the past
several seasons — served as the sight
for a frightful Saturday for the
beaten and battered Racers, who
limped to a 42-i defeat in their
Ohio Valley Conference opener at

INDIANAPOLIS 31
TENNESSEE 10

Colts take
control of
AFC South
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
- It's time to quit doubting
the Indianapolis offense. The
Colts showed they can be
methodical and score lots of
points at the same time.
Peyton Manning threw tor
264 yards and four touchdowns.
including two to Malvin- Harrison that tied the NFL record
for most TDs between a quarterback and receiver, and the
Colts beat Tennessee 31-10 Sunday.
Harrison caught nine passes for 109 yards, and Edgerrim James also ran for 90 yards
in helping the Colts improve
to 4-0 with their highest point
total this season:
"I guess we won't have to
answer the question what is
wrong with itie_offens
Colts coach Tony Dungy said.
_ The ' Titans (1-3) are the
NFL's youngest team, and their
inexperience showed. Drives
ended repeatedly with dropped
passes. including one that turned
into an interception, costly
penalties and two timeouts wasted in a march that finished
with a missed field goal.
Tennessee coach Jeff Fisher said he was disappointed
by the lack of execution. Center Justin Hartwig was much
more succinct.
"Today they just blew us
out of the water. When we
didn't come out-in the second
half and put points on the
board right away, it was pretty much over," Hartwig said.
Manning and the Colts were
numbingly efficient and had
fanS streaming to the exits midway through the third quarter.
They rolled up 364 yards with
four drives that stretched 69
yards or longer.
"It's tough," Titans linebacker Peter Sirmon said. "You
can't ,stop it. Peyton Manning
knows what he's doing with
the ball every time, and you've
got to give him credit."
Manning tied Ron Jaworski
with his 116th consecutive start,
which ranks second among
quarterbacks behind Green

and offensive lineman Jonathan
Harper. The status of those three,
players for this weekend's home contest against two-time defending:
league champion Jacksonville Stattwas unknown following Saturday's'
game.
The gory scene on the Tucker'
Stadium turf was almost too much'.
for MSU head coach Joe Pannunzio to take.
"We're not a very good foot;
ball team right now." said the sixth.
year Racer field boss. "Our backs
our against the wall. We've got
two choices: We can either lay
down and die or get better. I know
what myself and my staff and the
See RACERS Page 2B

2005 KHSAA GIRLS' STATE GOLF CHAMPIONSHIP

ear Us Roar!

MICHAEL DANN Ledger & TIrnes

Kelly Dick, Angela DeBella, Laurel McManus and Shannon Elias (from right) will make their second straight appearance at the Kentucky High School Athletic Association State Golf Tournament, beginning Tuesday at Drake Creek Golf Course in Ledbetter.

Lady Tigers look to make some
noise at state golf tournament

•See TITANS Page 2B

Laurel McManus

AP Photo

Indianapolis Colts wide
receiver Reggie Wayne(87)
is congratulated by Colts
center Jeff Saturday (63)
after Wayne scored a
touchdown against the
Tennessee Titans on a 25yard pass play in the first
in
Sunday
quarter
Nashville

Tennessee Tech.
In what is quickly becoming a
scary trend, the Racers (1-3, 0-1
OVC)had little to show on the scoreboard for their offensive efforts.
Meanwhile, a young and inexperienced Murray defense continued to
struggle in surrendering 35 unanswered points to a Golden Eagle
squad that entered the weekend
have scored just six -points in its
last eight quarters.
To add injury to insult, the Racers lost th'e services of their two
to offensive playmakers — quarterback Ken Topps, who left the
game in the first half after reaggravating a shoulder injury, and
tailback Nick Turner, who was pulled
early on after twisting an ankle -

Shannon Elias

By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
If a tree falls in a forest, does it make
a sound if no one is around to hear it?
Likewise, if the Murray High School
girls' golf team wins their first regional title
since 1993, do they make any noise?
No one really knows the answer to the
first question — one of life's great mysteries. But the Lady Tigers know there is no
mystery when it comes to defining their
season.
Four seniors — Angela DeBella, Kelly
Dick, Shannon Elias and Laurel McManus
— have walked softly and carried big sticks
this year while teeing it up for Murray High
School. The end result was a trip to the
Kentucky High School Athletic Association
Girls' State Golf Tournament for the second
year in a row.
Murray High head coach Justin Scott said
by going about their business and doing
what was expected of them. the Lady Tigers
kept a level head with the goal in mind.
"If we did anything unrealistic, there
would be so much pressure on these girls,"
Scott added. "There's enough pressure on
these girls being seniors, knowing that there
is no tomorrow, that this is it. They can't
come back next year and try to, do it better. To me, that's enough pressure without
having to go and add more by setting unrealistic goals."
. Scott and Murray High failed to make
last year's cut at the state tournament in
Bowling Green. tying with First Region foe
Heath for 11th place. Only the top 10 teams
advance to the second day of play.
Falling 10 strokes and one place short
of last year's cut left a sour taste in the

* For more state tournament
coverage, please see page 3B
Lady Tigers' mouths — a taste they hope
to spit out beginning Tuesday at Drake
Creek Golf Course in Ledbetter.
"We're just trying to play golf and do
the best we can to reach our goals at the
end of the season," Scott said. "We weren't
trying to go out and set the world on fire.
We were just trying to play good golf.
Where that puts us. we'll be happy."
Murray High played its practice rounds
Sunday and today. The idea of being able
to stay so close to home will be a major
advantage, Scott said. An advantage he and
his girls aren't afraid to seize.
"We've got an advantage by sleeping in
our own beds and waking up to breakfast
from mom,- Scott said. "We've got an
advantage with the state tournament being
on this end of the state, and we're very
aware of that.Scott said the Lady Tigers played Drake
Creek's front nine earlier in the season when
they took on Livingston Central. The Lady
Cardinals only had one golfer, but Scott
said there was some buzz about the state
tournament being moved from Rolling Hills
in Paducah to Drake Creek.
But no matter the location, Scott is aware
that it's a game that comes down to individual performance.
"They have to go out -there- and play
their sown game and do the best that they
can." Scott said. "The only thing that they
can do is get ready for the course itself. If
the course has anything that it's going to
throw at them, then they need to be ready
for that."

Kelly Dick
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Murray State
O 14 II 1-21
Tennessee Tech
7 14 14 7-42
PINS Climelsr
TTU — McNsaI 8 pass nom Bntton
(Foster kick), 12 07
Second Quieter
MSU
Topps 21 run (Crass kick)
605
11ASU — Spinks 21 fumble return
(Crass kick), 555
ITU — McNeal 27 pass from BrMon
(Foster kick), 404
TTU — Shipp 63 pass horn Bntton
(Foster kick), 1 21
Third Queries'
TTU — McNeal 22 pass from Bntton
(Foster kick) 607
TTU — Ottnx 18 pass from Britton
(Foster kick), 2 38
Fourth Quarter
TTU — Burton 41 int ref (Foster kick)
12 23
MEW — Marchman 8 pass from Salyer
(Crass kick) 4 31
A — 3,289
dome
TEAM STATISTICS
MSU TTU
First downs
28
17
Rushes-yards
43-150 29-179
Passing
325 227
Comp-Att-lot
26-48-3 17-23-0
Return Yards
33
42
Punts-Avg
2-32 5-45
2-1
1-1
Fumbles-Lost
Penalties-Yards
4-31 3-35
Time of Possession
35 50 24 10

SCOTT NANNEWLedger

Times Photo

Junior quarterback Ken Topps (1) tries to elude the
grasp of a host of Tennessee Tech defenders during
Saturday's action at Tucker Stadium in Cookeville,
Tenn. Topps completed 10-of-17 pass attempts for 107
yards and rushed for 40 more on 13 carries before
leaving the game, in the first half with a shoulder
injury.
players are going to do; we're
going to keep fighting."
The Racers began .the sunsplashed afternoon in relativet), good fashion, tying the score
at 7-7 when Topps scampered
21 yards for a touchdown with
6105 remaining in the, second
quarter. capping a 7-play. 63yard drive.'
More good fortune came on
the ensuing kickoff, as Chris
fountain's hit on Tech return
man Larry Shipp caused a fumMe at the TTU 21. Freshman
Dominic Spinks scooped up
the loose ball and raced 21 yards
into the end tone' for a Racer
touchdown and a 14-7 lead.
But -that's where the Raeers' momentum stopped, as the
Golden Eagles answered with
quarterback Stephen Britton's
second_of a record-tying _fiYLe
touchdown passes to wide
receiver Brent McNeal with

MURRAY

4:08 left in the half, knotting
the score at 14-14.
Tech took .the lead for good
with 1:21 remaining, as Britton connected on a 63-yard
bomb to Shipp to make the score
21-14 Golden Eagles at the
halftime break.
Britton, who did not have
a touchdown pass and had
thrown eight interceptions entering Saturday's play, took his
frustrations out on a weak Racer
secondary, throwing for 211
yards on 14-of-Hi attempts. His
five scoring tosses in a game
tied the school record, set by
former Tech signal caller Grant
Swallows in 2000.
•
McNeal also tied a School
single-game record with three
touchdown receptions_ On the
day, the Golden Eagle offense
racks:0_14i406 __total yards --throwing - fof 22'T while rushing for 179. Shipp led all ITU

STATE

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING — MSU. Cook 16-65 Wize
11-46, Topps 13-40, Turner 2-2, Salyer
1-1-3), ITU. Bonner 4-50, Ash 11-48,
Shipp 1-46, Kimes 10-37, Britton 2-5.
Houston 1-(mmus 7)
PASSING — MSU. Safyer 16-31-3218, Ken Topps 10-17-0-107 TTU.
Bntton 14-18-0-211, McCrary 3-5-0-16
RECEIVING — IISU. iland 10.136.
Rumley 7-82. Marchman 3-52, Cook 230. Harper, 2-19, Turner 1-6, VVize 1-0
TTU. McNeal 6-85. Shipp 5-100. Ohm(
2-19, Nichols 1-11,- Jackson 1-6.
Houston 1-6, Ash 1-0.

receivers in yardage with five
catches for 100 yards.
Offensively, the Racers had
little trouble moving the ball
-7- actually outgaining Tennessee Tech 475406 in total
yardage — but were unable to
translate those yards into more
than two scores. Murray
attempted to convert on five
fourth-down tries, but were successful only twice.
One of those tries came on
the opening possession of the
second half. Trailing 21-14, the
Racers faced a fourth-and-1 at
the Tech 15-yard line. Pannunzio contemplated sending placekicker Gary Crass onto the
field for a shOff'fleld goal try,
but elected to go for the first
riovirillIStead.But tailback Chad
Cook was stopped for no gain

UNIVERSITY

FREE COLLEGE
INFORMATION NIGHT
For adults
beginning or
returning to
college to earn an
undergraduate
degree

Thursday, October 6 • MSU Curris Center
Mississippi Room • 3rd Floor
Session 1: Filing for financial aid; 6 - 7:15 p.m.
Session 2: Admission procedures and requirements; 7:15 - 8:30 p.m
Attend one or both sessions. Course selection and
class scheduling are not a part of this program.

Reservations required by October 5.
Call 1-800-669-7654 or 270-762-4159.

CntinuingEducation
&Aademic Outreach
I

Sponsored By:
on the play, turning the ball
back over to the Golden Eagles.
'The decision proved costly as
Tech drove 85 yards in 10
plays to effectively put the game
away on Britton's 22-yard scorBUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
ing strike to NcNeal with 6:07
"Your more than one company agency"
left in the period.
753-8355
Murray State managed one
David King 901 Sycamore
more scoring drive in the game,
NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
capping a 7-play, 72-yard drive
with an 8-yard touchdown pass
National League
American League
East Division
All Times CDT
from backup quarterback Ryne
W
L Pct GB
East Division
Salyer to wideout Maurice
90 72 556
a-Atlanta
W
L Pct GB
88 74 543
Philadelphia
Marchman with 4:31 left in
x-New York
95 67.586
83 79 512
7
Florida
95 67.586
y-Boston
the game. But it was too lit79.512
83
York
7
New
15
Toronto
80 82 494
tle too late for the Racers.
81 81 500
Washington
9
21
74 88.457
Baltimore
Central Division
Salyer finished the day 1628
67 95.414
Tampa Bay
W
L Pot GB
Central Division
for-31 passing for 218 yards
100 62 617
x-St Louis
W L Pet GB
and the one scoring toss. Topps
73
89
549
11
y-Houston
a-Chicago
99 63.611
81 81 500
19
Milwaukee
6
was having a solid day before
Cleveland
93 69.574
79 83 488
21
Chicago
16
83 79.512
Minnesota
being forced to leave the game
73 89 451
Cincinnati
27
28
71 91 438
Detroit
with the shoulder injury, com67 95 414
Pittsburgh
33
43
Kansas City
56 106.346
Division
West
pleting
10-of-17
West Division
pas‘ing
W
L Pet GB
GB
W
L
Pct
attempts for 107 yards while
82 80 506
x-San Diego
—
a-Los Angeles
95 67.586
rushing for 40 more on 13 car77 85 475
5
7
Arizona
Oakland
88 74.543
7
75 _87.463
San Francisco
16
79 83.488
Texas
ries. Topps and Salyer combined
71
11
91.438
Los Angeles
26
Seattle
69 93 426
to give MSU its first 300-yard
95
414
67
15
Colorado
a-clinched division
passing day since Stephen
a-clinched division
y-clinched wild card
y-cfinched wild card
Sunday's Games
Hatchetl threw for 327 yards
Sunday's Games
Chicago White Sox 3, Cleveland 1
against Eastern Kentucky on
Flonda 7, Atlanta 6. 10 innings
Toronto 7, Kansas City 2
Nov. 1, 2003.
Philadelphia
9, Washington 3
Boston 10, NY Yankees 1
Colorado 11, NY Mets 3
LA Angels 7, Texas 4
"Ken is an incredible athPittsburgh 3, Milwaukee 1 Minnesota 6, Detroit 4
lete. I just hope we can get
Houston 6, Chicago Cubs 4
Baltimore 6, Tampa Bay 2
him back for next week," PanSt Louis 7, Cincinnati 5
Oakland 8, Seattle 3
San Diego 3, L A Dodgers 1
End Regular Season
nunzio said. "But if he's not
San Francisco 3, Arizona 1
ready, I have all the confiEnd Regular Season
dence in the world in what
Ryne can do."
One bright spot for the Racers offensively was the play
of junior receiver Jonathan
Eiland, who had a breakout
performance with 136 yards on
10 catches. Freshman tailback
Robbie Wise was also impressed
Red Sox, Astros wrap up The playoffs begin Tuesday with
the coaching staff, racing for
wild cards; playoff matchups the NI West champion San
46 yards on 11 carries.
Diego Padres playing in St.
"If there's anything positive set
(AP) — The ties are bro- Louis at 1:09 p.m. EDT.
that came out of this it -is Robbie Wise," said Pannunzio. "He ken and the matchups all set.
-The Astros will open
gives us another option in the Get ready for another postsea- Wednesday in Atlanta against
backfield."
son with the Yankees AND the NL East champion Braves,
The Racers now find them- Red Sox.
coming off their 14th consecselves in a precarious position,
"There's a chance we'll meet utive division title. It's a
already down one game in the again," New York manager Joe rematch of their first-round
conference standings with the Torre said. "If it does happen, series last year, won by Roger
defending champion Game- it'll be a shootout.Clemens and the Astros in five
- cocks looming for a 6 p.m.
games.
Just
when
it
looked
as
though
showdown on Saturday at Roy
"I'm very thankful. It was
Stewart Stadium. To make mat- the playoff picture might remain
ters worse for MSU. Jack- muddled for days, everything some rocky roads, roller-coastsonville State will enter this was settled Sunday on the final er rides throughout the seaweekend's play off a 31:14 afternoon of the regular sea- son," pitcher Andy Pettitte said
IONS at--Eartern---Kentucky — somafter a 6-4victoly over -the
just its third loss in league
Boston and Houston wrapped Cubs allowed Houston to finplay since joining- the OVC
up tile _wild cards, clinching ish one game ahead orPhiladel2003.
the final two postseason spots. phia.

The Insurance
Center of Murray

Red Sox, Astros
wrap up wild cards

•Titans ...
lead.
From Page 1B
- Harrison said it's still early
Bay's Brett Favre. He came
in their careers.
into Sunday with a two-game
-You just never know when
drought without a TD pass that it's going to end or what it's
was his longest since his rook- going to be when it's done,"
ie season.
Harrison said.
It didn't last long.
Manning also tossed an 8Manning was a perfect 4- yarder to James, and he finof-4 for 64 yards on the open- ished 20-of-27. .
ing Possession and capped the
Steve McNair did his best
drive with a 25-yard toss- to to carry the Titans as he scramReggie Wayne. who was wide bled four bilks for 40 yards.
open with Titans safety Tank but he was the Titans' leading
Williams late sliding over to rusher. He was 28-of-37 for
cover.
220 yards. and his only touch"Last week people were kind down pass came on a 6-yarder
of making a big deal," Man- to rookie Bo Scaife with 4:31
ning said of scoring 47 points left in the game.
in the first three games. "I
That ended the Colts' chance
overthrew it a couple times. to become only the second
The real mind-set is to finish team since World War II to
drives into the end zone, and hold opponents to single digwe did 'that today. And that its in each of their first four
really was the difference."
games.
The Titans chose to spend
Tennessee looked like it
most of the game in their basic might have a chance to rally
defense instead of filling up at the end of the first half.
the secondary to guard against Trailing 17-3. McNair found
the pass. They did stop James Drew Bennett on a 28-yard
three - times inside the Ten- .toss to the Colts 2, but the
nessee 7, forcing the Colts to ball bounced out and appeared
settle for a 20-yard field goal to be an interception by Bob
by Mike Vanderjagt in the sec- Sanders.
ond quarter.
Officials originally ruled the
That was the only big stop ball down for Tennessee, but
trom a defense that watched Indianapolis took a timeout;
the Colts convert seven of 10 then the replay official buzzed
third downs.
for the review. Referee Walt
Manning finally connected Anderson overturned the nilwith Harrison on an 11-yard ing and gave the ball to the
TD pass for a 17-3 lead just Colts.
before halftime for Harrison's
Tennessee coach Jeff Fish100th career TD catch. They er found Anderson and talked
tied Steve Young and Jerry to him as they walked off the
Rice for most touchdowns field after halftime. Fisher called
between a quarterback and that .a huge momentum swing
receiver with 85 career TDs even though he said the call
on a 24-yard pass with 13:09 was correct.
left in the game and a 31-3

--norm-nat•
Kentucky's
Public Ivy University

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
MAYFIELD. Ky. — The
Murray _ High boys' soccer
team fell behind 2-0 to Second District rival Mayfield
on Saturday, but staged a second-half rally to tie the Cardinals in a 3-3 final at Mayfield High Schoot.
Drew Nowlin gave Mayfield (6-4-3) the early lead
with an unassisted goal at
the 25-minute mark of the
first half. Raul Ramirez followed with an unassisted goal
seven minutes later to up the
Cards' advantage to 2-0 entering the halftime break.
Ted Masthay ended the
Tigers' scoring drought, banging home an unassisted goal
just five minutes into the second half to cut the Mayfield
lead to 2-1. Mayfield responded with Nowlin''second god
off a Jose Pineda assist. But
Murray 12-8-5) battled back
on a Blake McCuiston
off a Masthay assist with
minutes left. Masthay
knotted the match at 3-3
a Bobby Puckett assist
just four minutes to go.
Mayfield wtm the b
-shots 15-13.'Todd
rded sven saves in
half for MHS.
Welch added three'.
final 40 minutes.
Tigers are Sc
ost Paducah Tilghm
or varsity-varsity
kheader Tuesday
Mallary, France
lex.
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2005 KHSAA STATE GOLF TOURNAMENT

Now or Never
DeBella gets one
last swing at
bringing home
elusive state title
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
LEDBETTER, Ky. — Out
of the northwest corner of
Raton, N.M., came a girl whose
dreams seemed as far fetched
and as long as the 1,101 miles
it takes to get from the tiny
town on the New Mexico/Colorado border to Murray. Ky.
Yet. Angela DeBella stepped
on the campus of Murray High
School her freshman year with
bags and dreams in hand, and
hasn't missed a beat yet. For
the fifth time in as many years.
DeBella will make her annual
appearance in the Kentucky
High School Athletic Association State Girls' Golf Tournament on Tuesday.
The good news for DeBella, who is in her senior season, is that she's logged about
as many miles across the Bluegrass state as her journey from
the "Land of Enchantment."
DeBella played in her first
state tournament as an eighth
grader at Raton Middle School.
When she moved to Murray.
she played in state tournaments
in Independence. Ashland and
Bowling Green.
Now, as her prep.journey
seems to be coming to en&
DeBella can breathe a sigh of
relief knowing that she only
has to take small steps in order
to realize a childhood dream.
The 2005 state tournament
will be held at Drake Creek
Golf Course in Ledbetter — a
mere 45 minutes from Murray. Frit- DeBella. this is the
finishing touches on a painting she seems to have been
working on for a lifetime.
"I set a long time ago what
my goals were going to be,
and so far I have achieved all
of them, in terms of state,"
she said. "I said my freshman
:year that my g_oal was to win
state- my senior year. Now it's
ray senior year. and I think
that if I play like I am capable of and I don't play like I
did at regionals, then I can
win state."
DeBella was referring to last
week's regional tournament,
where she fired an 84, missing out on overall medalist
honors by eight strokes after
she took a 10 on No. _ 15.
Since learning that the girls'
state tournament was being
moved from Rolling Hills Golf
Course - in--Padueah to. Drake
Creek. DeBella has taken advantage of the opportunity be getting a leg up on the competition, having played Drake Creek
three times this season. She
played a practice round Sunday and was scheduled to play
a final practice, round today..
DeBella says that Drake
Creek is a course that plays
into her strengths.
"I'm long off the tee, and
this course is pretty open,"
DeBella said. "My approach
game has really improved over
the years and months, and my
putting has improved a lot.
too. I didn't three-putt at two

Drake Creek otters
risk-reward for golfers
By MICHAEL DANN
"It's almost college length.- Butts salSports Writer
"There will be a premium to keep the ha !
LEDBETTER, Ky. — Golf is a sport unlike the fairway. They are generous in size and
football or even baseball in the fact that its rough is fair, but can he punishing."
unnecessary to scout your opponent, unless said
Butts noted that holes such as No. II
opponent is 5,146 yards in length and sits on No. 18 should be the two major concerns
the Ohio River.
those individuals and teams preparing to
One advantage Murray High will have this Tuesday and Wednesday, adding that "then
year is the opportunity to- play a state tourna- going to have to be some force to carry ox ment in their own backyard, so to speak.
the hazards."
Ledbetter, some 45 miles from Murray, will
No. 11 is a 278-yard par-4 with a do
host the state tournament. And Drake Creek to the left. The hole itself will probably r
Club Pro Todd Butts couldn't be happier.
closer to 3()0 yards. There is a 90-degree
Butts took over the course in June after the hole takes at the dog-leg. and the second
serving more than 10 years at Mayfield Golf shot requires somewhere between 130 and 145
& Country Club. The state tournament was yards to carry the water hazard to the green
originally scheduled to be played at Rolling No. 18 is a straighter hole, but similar wit,
Hills Golf Course in Paducah. but course con- the second shot into the green.
ditions forced the course to close two weeks
"Girls who have distance and -length offzihe
ago.
tee will have an advantage." Butts said "The
Butts and his staff didn't waste any time other important thing to mention_is that :wc
jumping in to put their name on the dotted are right on the Ohio River, so the girls Who
line.
can play in the wind and perform in the wind
"This is a championship-caliber course, and should have an advantage." •
now we finally have a championship." he said.
Holes that have the risk-reward factor
"Because' of our superintendent, amazingly, this *Nb. 8' and No. 16. which have the -hest niid-rtcourse is in remarkable shape for this time of opportunities on each side.
the year."
"There is nothing really tricky about .t
Butts said that his staff, along with KHSAA golf course," Butts Said. "It's a very [tett)
and KGA-PGA officials, will oversee the tour- setting out -here, and we're not going to .tnis nament. With that, the KHSAA and KGA-PGA a beat as far as the state tournament is Co
have lengthened the course from 5.146 to 5.779 cerned. I have a PGA staff that is ready.
yards.
host a PGA-like tournament "

Wie announces plan to turn pro
MICHAEL DANN/Ledger 8. Times Photo
Angela DeBella practices recently with one of her
irons on the driving range at Murray Country Club.
Tuesday, DeBella will appear in her fifth straight state
golf tournament,
tournaments this year. For me,
that's pretty big: I normally
three-putt a lot."
Like many golfers, DeBella knows her competition is
not against the course or even
the other golfers, rather it's
against herself.
"I just try to go and do the
best that I can do." she said.
If I shoot two days of my
personal best and I still get
heat-, then Tfir not going'i be
upset about that. I'm not trying to play the other girls: I'm
not really worried about what
they shoot. I just want to do
the best that I can do."
DeBella hasn't made any college plans yet, although she
has admitted to receiving some
interest from certain four-year
institutions, including Murray
State University.
The only thing that stands
between DeBella and a state
tournament title is, ironically,
Lady Racer golf coach Velvet
Milkman, who in 1981 brought
back the individual title for
Murray High School.
"I really want to be the second one (to win a state title

at Murray High) because she
has been the only one," DeBella said. "I would love to go
out there and win state."
DeBella's other list of college choices includes Texas
A&M, Washington-Jefferson
University in Pennsylvania and
a few other smaller schools.
While Milkman has been
influential in her budding and
blooming career, DeBella said
she has the utmost respect- for
someone who encourages her:
"She called me the after the
regionals and told me to keep
my head up. that state was the
big thing and it didn't matter
what I shot at regionals as
long as I got to state." DeBella remembered. "I really like
Coach Milkman. She's really
sweet; she helps her players
out. I like her a lot. It'll be
hard for me to turn her down."
What happens, however, if
DeBella fails to win a state
tournament this yeas? "I go
home and cry and get up the
next day and work on whatever it is I have to work on.Again, she won't have
missed a beat.

The

SIMPLE

Retirement Answer For Small Businesses
Woodmen's SIMPLE IRA Plan is an individual retirement annuity designed
especially for small business owners. It is one of the•least expensive retirement
plans available, featuring easy set-up and low-cost administration.
\sk your local Woodmen representative about a SIMPLE way to provide retirement benefits to your employees.

inn WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
Vv.% LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
HOME OFFICE OMAHA, NEBRASKA
www.,woodmen.com

Shelia Crouse
330 C.C. Lowry Drive
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-4741
cell 270-293-7197

A PROGRAM THAT WORKS FOR WORKING ADULTS!

NEW YORK (AP) -Wie plans to announce
Wednesday she is turning professional, _six _days before her
16th birthday, ending an amateur career in which she spent
most of her time playing against
the pros.
Two sources involved with
her decision, both speaking on
condition of anonymity, told
The Associated Press that Wie
would make the morning
announcement in Honolulu at
the Kahala Mandarin Hotel near
Waialae Country Club. where
she has twice played in - the
Sony Open.
The time was set at 8 .a.m.
so Wie could get to class at
-Punahair Schoo
- The idea was
to allow' her to stick to her

routine, although she'll be the
Son) officials got to kw'.
only junior already a million- Wie during her two appear
aire.
ances at the Sony Opp. As
Her father, B.J. Wie.- had --14-year-old.--Ithe- shot -68 itttft:
said she would not turn pro second round -- the loye,j
until endorsement deals were score ever by a female -coin
final.
peting on a men's tour -- all
One of the deals is with Nike, missed the cut- by one sho
which one source said would She returned this year and slit
pay her about $4 million to 75-74 in the wind to miss.iff
$5 million a year. Nike prefers cut by seven shots.
its athletes to have a clean
One executive from Sot.
look with no other logos, mean- walked all 18 holes of her se,
ing Wie would have the swoosh ond round in 2004.
on her cap and clothing. She
Wie will make her prokhas been using its equipment sional debut at the Samsut
the last few years, and wear- World Championship in Pat,
ing shirts with the Nike logo. Desert. Calif.. where si,
The other major endorsement received a sponsor's exerm,
is with Sony, which is believed tion. The 18-player_evenIstaff
to be worth close to the Nike -Oct. - 13.- iglit -after she- -tura
deal.
16.

ATTENTION
We would like to introduce the area's newest members of the
ChemDry team. Kevin & Rhonda Knees have taken over the
local ChemDry franchise that has been doing business here fo
the last 15 years, Dave & Sue Lepisto have since retired.

Chentrity

is a World Leader in carpet,cleaning and maintenance.
They have been around for about 30 years, developing a
Superior Way of Cleaning Carpets and Upholstery.

t war, tknitibite

Say "Goodbye" to the days of soaps and detergents left in
your carpets, cleaning chemicals left in your carpets, and the
days when it took several days for your carpets to dry out.

•01,1einDrY)patented process using a safe, non-toxic, heated, and
highly carbonated solution for your carpets, that dries in a few
hours not days, is a superior way of maintaining your carpets.
• Kevin and Rhonda are trained professionals, that deal with all
your carpet needs including, spots, stains, ink removal and those
very unpleasant pet stains and odors.
A lot of you in this area are alreadyOr _nPr)users and believers.

MID-CONTINENT
UNIVERSIT1

please help us to.spread the word.
Thank You!!!

Classes beginning SOON
in Murray!

Call for an appointment today at

1-800-273-5184 or 703-9745
Also visit our website to learn more about us at www.chemdry.com

Associate of Science with an emphasis
In Business Administration
Visit our website at www.midcontinent.edu or call the
ADVANTAGE PROGRAM office at 1-888-MCU-GRADx306
Mid -Continent University is accredited by the Commission on Colleges of the
Southern Association of Colleges and Schools (SACS),
1866 Southern Lane, Decatur, GA 30033-4097.

A Superior Way of Cleaning at Very Competitive Prices

REMEMBER - "Drier, Cleaner, Healthier."

Lakeland Chem-Dry
& Upholstery Cleaning
Serving Extreme Western Kentucky - Independently Owned and Operated

Kevin and Rhonda Knees - Owners Residential and Commerciat;
68 Grand Blvd., Benton, KY 42025

411 • Monday. October 3, 2005
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CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Roar Estate
Lake Property

•

Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sake
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles 1. ATV's
Auto Parts
Sport Willy *helm
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats 8 Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco 8 Supplies

\

\

58.00 Column Inch, 60', Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
4.u.1•14,,kn lirtitrn t I 4.
$3.25 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
I I "s I

\I)'-,

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words 5.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days:$11 per word per da
vra tor Shopper
The publisher maintains the right to reiect or edit any submitted matter
1()t_ RI 1\I

\(

\I) \\l) Ii ‘\ ILL

\ITI

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
140
010

Want to

Legal
Notice

NOTICE
NOTICE
CITY OF MURRAYPROPERTY TAX BILLS
FOR.0""
THE YEAR 2005 HAVE BEEN
MAILED. IF YOU OWN CITY REAL
ESTATE AND HAVE NOT RECEIVED
YOUR BILL, PLEASE CALL THE CITY
CLERK'S OFFICE 762-0350.
HARLA McCLURE,CITY CLERK
COUNTY TAXPAYER'S NOTICE
The 2005 County tax bills are now due and payable. If you do not
receive your bill in 'the next few days, p1iec-orita-et The
('alloway County Sheriff's Office at )270l 753-3151. When mailing in your payment, please include your copy of the tax bill or
put the bill number on your check. If you wish a paid receipt
returned to you, please enclose a self-addressed, stamped envelope. The following are the collection dates:
24 Discount October 1, 2005 thru October 31, 2005
Face Amount November I, 2005 thru December 31, 2005
5'4 Penalty January 1,2006 thru January 31,2006
10'4 Penalty February 1, 2006 thereafter
IMPORTANT NOTICE:*
Payments made diinng the 1O penalty period but prior to the
sheriff's delinquent tax claim sale are subject to an additional
-1-0f/r7sheriff's fee. fri-addition-to-the404- penalty, paymenti-niarie
after the sheriffs delinquent tax claim sale are subject to a 20'4
eminty attorney's fee and a 10% clerk's fee

Notice of Open Meeting
Murray Calloway Transit Authority
Notice is hereby given that the Murrit
Calloway Transit Authority will conduct
an open. meeting concerning the FartStructure at 9:00am.on October 3, 2005
at Weeks Comm onitx t'enti•r In t hi,
Transit Office,

or0
PlaieWanted

bare Beata, Mineral
C'osemetics and
Skin Care are noss
sold kscal13,
( all Paula at
753-2783
COMPANY launches
new product Free promotional facials Make
appointment'
i2701748-6277

near
FOUND
Canterbury male black
Lab w collar, no tags
753-2660
LOST Female German
Shepard mix tan color,
red collar, name is
Sydney 759-2121
LOST female 2 year
old Beagle, blue collar
Whitnell
trt-colored,
area 753-3970
PUPPY FOUND Male.
black with tan & white
Blue eyes No collar
Found in town 753• • t.

ARBOR
Place
o
Puryear seeking LPNs.
CNAs arid weekend
RNs
We offer competitive
salary, 401k, hearth
insurance. • vacation,
holiday pay. Christmas
Club savings program,
salmon& training'certification Call Carolyn
Kaczor. RN. DON at
17311247-3205 EOE

BEST Western hiring
or experienced desk
and night audit and
housekeeping
Top
pay Apply yi person at
1503
N 12th
St
Murray
CABLING Technician
Candidate must have
minimum of 1 year in
the installation, test
troubleshooting. and
repair of twisted pair,
coaxial and fiber optic
cabling
systems
Technicians will be
responsible for working
independently and as
part of a team to provide
infrastructure
service to our customers located in KY.
TN. and MO Salaried
position of S30K up
with more than 30 days
vacation
Van furnished Send resume
to P0 Box 467.
Murray, KY 42071

CNA/Nurse Aide
PAN or full-time.
prefer experience but
will train Must enjoy
working with the
elderly Good
working conditions,
pleasant
atmosphere
Apply in person
Fern Terrace Lodge
1 505 Stadium View
Dr.
EOE

NOW taking applications for
Resident
AssistanTS FT & PT.
good pay, race community great residents
CNA
fnendly 'stall
training a plus Apply at
Glendale Place 905
Glendale Ficked

COOK
Work as needed NOT
lull time. experience
'referred. good work rip conditions, pleasant atmosphere. Applii in person.
FERN TERRACE
1.01X;E:
4505 Stadium
'View Dr.

LOCAL hotel hiring tot
experienced genera
manager Please send
resume to P0 Box
1040-B Murray. KY
42071
NEW interviewing for
day shift customer
service reps and cooks
for
Hardee's
in
Draffenville To schedule an interview.. call
888-398-3556
ext
0951
NOW hiring for all
shifts. Apply in person at Sonic, 217 S.
12th St.. Murray. No
phone calls, please.
POSTAL JOBS
$1522 to $21 62 hr
now hiring For application and free government Job info call
American Association
of Labor 1-913-5998042
24
hours
Employment servicePROFESSION
SA I.ESPEOPI.F.
NEEDED
%Ionian hired iltitruno
-I OP COMMISSIONS
5 DAY WORK WEEK
BEST INVENTORY
LOTS OF FINANCING
IN BUSINESS SINCE lir7r,
SEND RESUME in
731-644-0403
ITN: Olt rk hi 1 I

Murray law firm needs
permanent part-time
legal secretary Must
have flexible hours
between 9-5 M-F but
employer will try to
work w/school schedule if needed Minimum
40
wpm
typing
required Legal experience a plus but net
required Send resume
to PO Box 1040-D.
Murray KY 42071

DENTAL (Ace manager Experience preferred Send resume
to
1653 Calloway
Avenue. Murray. KY
42071
DRIVER to pull mobile
homes 3 year CDL
minimum No mobile
home
experience
required
270-2931837. 270-293-1244
270-753-7975
DRIVERS:
Company.Owner
Operators
Full Time Regional
OTR
Start $ 35 per Mile'
990
.No-Touch'
TI-IC Fuel Card'
a
VacationHolidays1
Excellent Benefits'
HeafftvPrescription,
401K1
Performance!Safety
Bonus'
CDL-A 1 yr OTR Exp
Renee 800-860-2181
Your Road to a Brighter
Future'
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Hotel Apply in
person only
KITCHEN, waitstaff
and
hostlhostess
Apply only in person at
Dirmuism. 305 S 12M
St. Murray
LOCAL church seeking
part-time custodian
Send resume with references to PO Box
1040-C Murray. KY
42071 EOE

NEED your home or
business cleaned" Call
Teresa 489-2957 or
227-8380
WILL clean before and
after renters, sale of
home, remodeling, new
construction kit, bath,
etc
windows.
Experienced- Valerie
436-5914

MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Spyware removal
759.3556

ANTIQUESOLD stuff
We buy 1 or all Cal
Larry at 753-36.33'
BUYING iunk cars
trucks, tractors and
metal boats 436-5235
CASH.paid for
good used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods 519S 12th
Murray
PETTING zoo type animals for our small zoo
Please call Gary at
Fern
270-978-0371
Terrace
Lodge
Personal Care Home in
Murray. KY 270-7537109.. We are especialry interested in swans,
small deer, pygmy
goats. etc
USED carpeting. eles.
tnc baseboard heaters,
refrigerators, air conditioners. stoves, and
doors 753-4109

Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100% of
the Deductibles?

1.4*.agat...Aks

CINDERELLA
prom
dresses 1 size 4 ye)low. 1 size 8 blue $150
each 270-492-8614
_
FREE
Satellite system up to 4
rooms, free DVR or HD
upgrade Call now to
see how you can gel
your first month free
Also
get
HBO
Cinemax & Showlime
free tor 3 months
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite 759-0901 or
877-455-0901

GIRLS 26" Huffy bike
Paid S140 new. Used
-about-5-11171er-A3king
$75 767-0567

All Ortarees,Treatiportation • Airport Service Certified COMM

753-9075
227-2193
WHITE Salon weddoig
w;
capped
dress
sleeves_ size 16,1200
Gall
270-753-6909
after 5PM

Appliances
Large Selection

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
on the square
753-1713
SHARP
microwave
Like new, used 2
weeks. 1200 watt, 2
feet
with
cubic
carousel Paid $130
new, asking $75 76T
0567
160
Home Furnishongs
ANTIQUE Antebellum
wood table 40" round
with leaf. 40-x48'. contoured legs on ceramic
rollers, $150 753-4864
DINING room table
with 5 chairs and china
cabinet $200 Coffee
table two end tables
sofa table all matching.
$150 Call 759-9040
leave message

CUB Cadet 19HP 42rich cut riding lawn
mower Series 1000
LT 1042 Purchased
May 15 2005 Comes
with 3 year extended
protection plan Less
than 20 hours of actual
usage Si 400 753-

310 Case dozer angle
blade, good, original al
over, $7 500 OBO
436-2388

You are responsible for 'the deductible that
Medicare does not pay. $912 on Part A; $110 an
Part B. Call me for more information,
FREE HELP LN CLAIM FILING FOR MI CLIENTS

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Commercial Wast
Disposal
IL

All Types Of RetuSe Service

PREPLANNING ^Dallas. Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist
Self Memorialization,
• a gift for those who
love you.

.4
1

Save 20% to 60% on Telephone Service
Business or Residential -

Set up Pre-Thana Trust

270-753-2411

535 00 a month

Rates are all-inclusive - no extra taxes or fees

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

Your telephone number will not change

201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071

Calling Features
*Caller ID
•Three-way callirrg
'Call waiting
.Hunting/rollover
'Call forwarding
•and more

Terry Isaacs'Karen Isaacs, Owner:,

PLACE YOUR AD HERE!
for as little as

For farther information or to sign up iontod
William Robertson phone:

$6.00 per week.

DIALOG

(270)753-0444

113 Week Contract)

320
Apartments For Rent cl
FIREWOOD $40 a rick
delivered
Tree
removal 527-8368
Obits ttomotots For Sate
COMPLETELY set up
1,2 acre. $12.500 7536012

DIRT DADDY'S
TOP SOIL
Gravel & White rock also
Call Terrell Tidwell

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

I 4.18SFOR ntftJS
140,167-6757

'
r

ARBONNE
International. What's
on your face" Animal
feces, animal products
mineral oil Call today
for a free facial or catalog filled with makeup
skin care. acne control
and our baby lines Call
Suzie at (731)4141678

VISA

INSURANCE

litr.feT '0 3Labprb'f
Limousines & Vans

WHITE wedding dress
size 22, white cape fur
hood and accessories
(2701328-8677
NEED a good House
and business cleaning" Call 753-1016

orspiele Formal Wear Headgear'.rs

Articles
For Sale
24 vol. Encyclopedia
Britannica & Brit. Jr
Encyc. Alt in mint condition. 753-9381

l.\

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY

WANT to buy. Junk Car
and Trucks Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week

advisors
SAFETY
$2500 month manager
trainees -$3000 -month S-TRAW tor sale. Si2 aCompany will train Call .bale 489-2436, if no
M-F 9am- 1 pm only' 1answer leave mes800-578-8799
sage

FOE
earn
DANCERS
S1,000+ weekly! The
Purple Building 270759-2153
270-2932069 or (270)5340333 after 5PM

Buy

.•\

1111 ‘\.11s111 \I \() I \ I R \

1980 Schultz 14x60
mobile home Must
move $2.700 or bes
offer 761-3536 or 227
0422
1996 Crimson Deluxe
16x80 3BR 2 bath
conctino-n,
excellent
delivered, set-up and
underpinned. $19,900
(?Z0)489-2525
1999 14)(56'. 2 bedrooms, 1 bath, shingle
roof, vinyl siding, new
deck,
appliances
included.
$15.000
(Coach
Estates)
(270)759-2427
2005 3 BEDROOM, 2
BATH SINGLEWIDE:
Alarm system. GE
only
appliances,
$29.99911' 731 -5849429
2005 CLOSE OUTS •
and
Singlewides
Doublewides - Buy
today
and
save
$1 000's WE OWN
THE BANK - Call today
at 731-642-6438
3 BED, 2 BATH DOUBLEWIDE - Land packages available' Low
down
payment'
Awesome financing
731-584-9429
LAND -HOME
Packages are our specialty
FHA
or
Conventional Let us
do the work/ Call 1800-533-3568 or 731644-0012
NO money needed
FHA land packages
available now Limited
funds Don't miss out
Call 1-800-533-3568 or
731-644-0012
REDUCED'
3BR
mobile home and lot,
$15.500 753-6012
REPOS,
REPOS,
REPOS Doubles. singles Land home Call
1-800-533-5368
SHARP, REPO DOUBLE WIDE: Fireplace,
front porch Call todaylt
731-584-9429
SINGLE AND DOUBLEWIDES - Bring
your deed - That's all
you need - New Used
and Repo's - Call today
at 731-6.42-6447

TAKE YOUR PICK
Need 5 Bedrooms and
3%ths or how a&csit 4
Bedrooms
and
2
etaths" -Both priced in
the $50's. Call 731642-6438 today!!
WE have 97°,
.financing on land home packages and we can help
on the other 3°. 100°.
loans Call 1-800-5333568

2 bedrooms, 2 baths
on 1'2 acre lot. Freshly
painted, new carpet
Yard mowing included,
no inside pets $275 a
month plus deposit.
Call 270-623-6314 or
270-994-9064
LARGE 2BR
753-6012

$275

NICE 2BR. No pets.
753-9866
Mobile Nome Lots For Rent

Lo-Ts

for rent

753-

9866
WANT to rent mobile
home lot not in trailer
park 293-8883
320
Aparbnents For Rent
1 and 2 BR furnished
apts Coleman RE 7594118
1 bedroom apt.. OW.
washer/dryer, stove,
refrigerator,
pets
allowed, 1619-D Chns
Dr. $335. Call 753
4219

•=T-

1 bedroom furnishe
duplex near lake, $250
monthly plus utilities_
and depose 270-4366081
2BR Apt
Cambridge
area. 293-6968.
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murra
starting at $200/mo.
7c3-41n9
1,2, & 3B11 apts. available. Please call 7538221
1-3 apts. 4811 house
753-1252 or 753-0606
'1BR 1 bath washer &
dryer. $335
•2BR. 1 Bath apt, kt.
appliances. wel, $425.
•1611 , 1 bath, with
study, wd. $350..
753-7559
1BR apartment. 1604 &
1606 Miller. Lease.
deposit requtred. No
pets. Laundry room
provided. Partial utilities paid. 270-5192699
1BR apt available, all
appliances furnished.
Mur-Cal Realty. 7534444.
1BR some utilities paid,
no pets. 767-9037
1BR. 411-1;2 S. 8th St.,
$250/mo + sec. 4742520
1BR, all appliances.
Oaks Apts , starting at
$250 Coleman RE
759-4118
1BR
low
utilities.
$225/mo no pets, no
lease 753-3949
1BR-4BR apartments
Ask about move in free
lays Coleman RE
'594118

2 BR, 2 Bath apt
washer & dryer, wate
fumrste . close to
MSU, 1 year old.
$550.00/mo. 753-2225
day. 759-1509 night.
2611 Apt
Cambridge
area. 293-6968.
2BR duplex, C/FirA
753-8067
28R, central gas heat,
central air. $275 and
up. some with new carpet. Coleman RE 7594118
2BR
some utilities
paid. $270 No pets
767-9037
4BF1, 2 bath, alt appliances. central HiA.
Reduced
rates.
Coleman RE 759-4118
FORREST
View
Apartments 1213 N.
16th St.. now accepting
applications for. 2br
townhouses. basic rent
$360/ month. Call 7531970. Leave Message.
LARGE duplex. 2B11. 2
bath. garage. S600
436-5685
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1811 $290,00
2BR $340.00
3BR $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NICE 2BR duplex 7537457 or 436-6357
SMALL 1811. no pets.
water pa,c1

el-•••

Run a lx1 ad in our
Classified section
for only
$75.00 per month
(Includes shopper)
This space
could be yours
for $75
per month!

Call Classified
Advertising at
(270) 753-1916

Murra) Ledger & Times

CLASSIFIEDS

NEON BEACH na
MINI-STORAGE

cos Offered

•All Size Units
Available
*.Now Have
Climate Control

753-3853Real Estate

II

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.

TWO story brick apart
merit building with 5
two-BR units. Excellent
income-producer.
$125,000. 270-7534109, 270-227-1545

VERY roomy 2br,
2 bath, garage, C/H/A,
All appliances, 1 year
lease, 1 month deposit,
no pets 753-2905

Homes For Sale

{111:1
11ouses For Rent
1 BR 8 miles North
$350 plus deposit No
pets. 753-8582
3BR,
2 bath, 309
Woodlawn. $510/mo +
sec 474-2520
NEWLY
upgraded.
charming 2BR. 1BA
lakefront house in
Panorama
Shores.
wtd,
C/FliA.
$400/month
plus
deposit.
Available
immediately. (310)5679321
References
required.
SOUTH Hazel 3BR, 2
bath, C/H/A 492-8526
360
Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

•

apt
ater
- to
old
225
dge

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*loside climate oeotret
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

1703 Farmer Ave. 3
bedrooms, 1.5 baths,
kitchen, DR, & utility
room, fireplace wi gas
logs, 1 car garage w/
opener $98,000. Call
for appt. 753-8349
3 bedroom. 2 bath on 3
acres, 16x16 deck, 2
car attached: new 2-1/2
car detached. South of
Midway on Bakers
Crossroad 492-8033
after 6PM
HOUSES and mobile
homes for sale and for
rent in 6 west Kentucky
counties. Call 270-3398824 or 270-339-8823
IMMEDIATE POSSESION: 3 bedroom, 1
bath. All appliances
included 502 Olive St.
$79.900.
759-2097
after 5
LAKE area home for
sale
by
owner.
Immediate possession
3BR, 1 bath. C/H/A,
built in 96'97. $69.900.
6 1 5 1 26 4 - 2 9 7 9
appointment only.
MODULAR home with
garage and lot. 3 bedroom. 2 bath 5 miles
out on Hwy 94E. 270753-5947
RANCH Style. House &
10 5 acres, 1 mile from
SW school. 3 bedrooms, 2 full baths,
30x40 heated shop. 4
stall horse barn. 22x40
equipment
shed,
$224,900. Shown by
appointment 753-9212,
753-3992

2003 Polaris Predator
90. Excellent condition
S1.200. 753-6865

ti/A

eat.
and
car759-

ties
)ets.

H/A.
tes.
118

hew

oting
2br
rent
753age

R, 2
600

dial
1r-its

753-

)etS

ommeical Prop. For Rent
707 South 12th Street.
South Center. 700,
1.000. 1.200 sq.ft
in
Available
September.
Phone
753-1252, 753-0606
COMMERCIAL or retail
750 up to 3.000 sq. ft.
C.'G/H,
restrooms.
plenty
parking.
of
excellent location near
judicial building. 404 N
4th St. complex. 7593772
PROFESSIONAL
office located on 2nd
floor at 309 N. 4th St.
Across from Judicial
Building. Two offices.
waiting room, full bath
and shower. Public and
private
entrances.
parking
Covered
space. Approximately
625sq ft $450 per
month plus utilities.
759-3954
VERY large warehouse
on approximately 3
acres. Office space. 2
bathrooms, equipped
with gas heat, air
hookup, steel hoist
beam, great lighting.
extra large overhead
doors, excellent location. Call 753-2905 or
293-8595.

ELM
Pets & Supplies
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
SHIH-TZU SAW paper
trained 731-352-0037
731-642-5151
390
Livestock & Supplies

Used Cars
2001
Intrepid
ES,
condition.
excellent
Call 489-2324. 2936201. 759-1204, 2934111
500
Used Trucks
2004 Dodge dually
diesel. White/grey interior, like new, $26,900.
731-336-3661, 731642-5671
2002 3 car hauler.
S7,000 731-336-3661,
731-642-5671
Ram
Dodge
'99
57.000 miles, nice
topper.
with
truck
57.000 293-9970
Services Offered
Lamb's
436-286
Mower Repair Free
pick-up/delivery
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages. gutters.
junk & tree work
492-8688 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types, 29
years experience. Call
Carters.
767-0533 MOWING.
mulching,
trimming,
painting, odd jobs.
Free
cleaning
Estimates. t978-1115.
A-1 JOE Lamb's Tree
Trimming.
Service.
removal, etc. Tractor
bushhogging.
work,
hauling. junk clean up.
gutter cleaning. 4362867
A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044

Trash
STRAW tor sale. $2.25 CALLOWAY
761-3740,
bale (day) 753-4582. Service.
t* 293-4045
(night) 759-4718

David's Cleaning
Services
"We Specialize in Cleaning"
.Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile How,
*Brick *All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hoi Water *Parking Lots St Driveways
David Borders
(270) 527-7176 or (270) 293-0939

AAA Handymen
Electrical, plumbing,
carpentry. decks,
ceramic & floor tiles,
etc. New, remodel. 30
years
experience.
Prompt, dependable.
Free
estimates.
(270)753-9210 anytime.

ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, sun
rooms, vinyl siding,
mobile home repair
sagging floors, termite
& water damage. Larry
Nimmo (270)753-9372
or (270)753-0353
ANDRUS Excavating
•Certitled septic
Installation
•Custom dozer
backhoe service
*Ponds
•Driveways
•Insured
753-9503. 978-0343
APPLIANCE &
ELECTRICAL REPAIR
CHAD B. HUGHES
22 YEARS EXPERIENcE
(270)226-9398
(270)492-8191
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
ASPHALT
SEALCOATING
*Commercial
*Residential
Free Estimates
TRAVIS
SEALCOATING
(270) 753-2279
BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe

BLUE SKY
LANDSCAPE
DESIGN & MAIM.
20 YRS.EXP
CALL MARK HAYES

753-1495
CONCRETE finishing.
Driveways, sidewalks.
etc. 752-0500. 7593229

Over 30 years
experience
Sales & Installation
• 753-7728
()NJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for
Call about our fall
specials
293-5438
ELECTRICIAN
New Const/Remodell
or trouble. Lic. and ins.
w/ 30 yrs. exp. Call
753-7091
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured. 4892839.
LEAVES MULCHED,
BAGGED. AND GUTTERS CLEANED 7670734 OR 752-0635
LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
"since 1971"
*Carpets *Upholstery
*Emergency Water
Removal *Quick
Drying
Free Estimates
"Got Dirt7"
753-5827
MASTER Plumber.
Almost retired, drains
cleared, plumbing fixor
tures
repaired
installed
(270)9780133
WALTERS
CONTRACTING
Builder.
Roofing,Decks, Siding
753-2592

FREE to good home:
male,
small
part
Dachshund.
part
Boxer, neutered, 9
months old. 753-7856

Free
Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger &
Times
First Come
First Serve
Please
No Phone Calls

(ft•tober

2IWP • 5ft

TV Listings Tuesday, October 4, 2005

Horoscope

TUESDAY MORNING

by Jacqueline Blear

A- CHAR ER. li SII. kk VI HI( I RI( . i

%UM ‘I. OSI.I)- (,Al..ANY

40' '.4 in
6)30 ' 7:00
A BCD 6:00
7.30
10:00 10:30 1 1 (i)
8:00 I 8:30
HAPPN
BIRTHDAY
for
NK1114-A8C 2 2
i5.00 i News
Good Morning America :'
flesisealKilp The Vert N. a
Meths h I
Thesday, Oct. 4, 2005:
WSIL-A8C 3 3 3
Good Morning Amite I
News
The view 'Ni I
_Jolty Deus
Mama PISMO!
You discover that ,our efforts
119191411C1 4 4
Today on Stereo)t _ ..
News
_
Tony Dies [ _
lien Sheri
are sometimes futile, but not ic 5 5
News
News
—TIM Early Show X licanel Moyne I The Price Is RIgla News
Y&R .
because of a lack of imagination
6 6 6 6 News X
or determination on your part.
Today (in Stereo)I
Wets lij it
NewsI
This year, your endurance might
7 Good limning
NUM 7 7
Good Morning Antrim I
Regis and Kali Tlw View Nil
Divorce Nies
'..
be tested more than in the past.
111111MI I I
Rogers Caibou Lions lArts, pouch Tel
Stamm Sinai
limy
1
Focusing on your long-term
.
11111Fee 9 9 2 3 Pad
Pad
Trott
PaidHalchat Hreichse Judge Mehl X People's Court
Divorce Judge ,.
goals will help you move
1
WOIYAIPN 10 17 11 30 Paid
Paid
Breaded Show
Penny Iliad Mt. Starling Over X Eye Eye Eye Eye :
through different situations.
KFVS-CBS 12 12 12 12 Broadest Show
The Early Show (In Stereo) X
Regis and Kelly
The Price Is ROI Young-Restlees ;
Creativity is your strong suit
WON
16 399 10 Chang- Belay- Hap
lisp
Hull- Hillbil- Rockford Rile
and as a result, your incomewill
Maack A
Magnum,P.I. a '
INSP
17 93 28
increase as long as you are not
Truths Mao* Jewish Mope- lieges Ule Tod llama Meyrl
Minis- Hickey Trivia Nape- '.
changing fields or overspending.
VROILI-PIN 21 21 5 11 Arthur Clifford Dragon Calm Shrinks Barney Sesame Street _V Lions UMW, Rogers Reading
If you ars single, you might be a
VIIIKA-NIS n 16 10
Clime Sabrina Sabrins Paid
Paid
Peid
Bain- 'Living GillPutters Cosby Coeby .'
bit possegsive when you hook up
24 29 26 8 SpertsCenter X *Meanie'X SportsCeMer X SportsCenter I SportsCenter X NBA. Sasebo!!
ESPN
with a special person. Often, this
BIP142 25 30 25
NFL live Baseball Cold Plus I ki Stereo Live)I
Cold Pizza iln Stereo[ I
Coaches Spotlight
person could go on a tirade. That
11711
26 49 27 24 (5:00) MTh Video Waite-Up i in Stereo MTV Hits
Dale - Room Cribs
Cram tribe •fleatity
behavior has to do with him or
TNT
28 27 39 14 Angel In Stereo) NYPD Blue X
NYPD Blue 1
her, not you. If you are attached,
ER AbOy Road a ER i In Stereo I Judging Amy .it
29 41 41
be easygoing with your partner.
TLC
HI-5
Save
Peep X Bus
Bete
Baby
Bringing Sweep Better NekWhet Not to Wear
He or she might want to redefine
UFE
30 52 31 31 Fit Lite Workout Design- Design- Gotten Golden Nanny Nanny WIN
Will
Unsolved Myst.
parts of your relationship.
USA
32 51 49 5 Coach Coach lent esti 'The Eaperg's Club"(2002,Drama) Nash &WWI Thu MOM
I. IDNIncl
SCORPIO helps you make
AMC
34 58 29
Movie Movie: Vow OVII, DOM"(111M)tili.Illovis:**el Illoro 744(1969)Red'Ralson. Movie: "Pnescor
money.
A&E
35 35 44 27 Pablo Picauo K '
Sell
tartly **ski liperinan Ir(1980. Fantasy)X Ilmesligaive
City Confidentiel
FAM
36 5336 2 Battle Spider Ringers Rangers The 703 Club X
Living iGilmore Girls X Slip
The Stars Show the Kind of
Full He.. Full Hes. ,
NICK
37 22 21 4 Rock
Neutron Ciddpar- Sponge Dora
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
Blues- Back- Dora
Go
LarySpider Blues- '
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
HGTY
43 36 18
Rebecca Craters Room OuNts Duval Duvall Room
Room Country Design- Clever Painted '
1 -Difficult
SPIKE
44 33 30 23 Paid
Paid
Paid
Paid
Stooges Stooges 7 Days itn Ster;c liscGyver 4 ' Deep Spice9
WTBS
52 26 21 13 Saved- Saved- Saved- Saved- Dewson's Creek X Movie: ** snare Mon(1992)I ' Becker Becker
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
TOON
--65 32 50
Ed Edd Coden- Grim
Cartoon Tidde U
* Don't buck the trends. Key
Land Bebe Tme M
Tom
discussions today will probably
COURT 66 61
Paid
Paid
Paid
Paid
Open Court
Trial Heat
,.
need to happen again. You might
BET
J7 39
15:001 BET Morning Inspiration
Wayans Mayans Jamie F. 1Jainie F 106 & Park: Top 10 Live •
BET
only be adding to your frustraCarl
70 34
(500) GMT Music
'
tion. Investigate and evaluate,
IN 71 51
HBO
IMovie: *5*'Dave"(1993) Kevin Kline. 1Win a Date With rad Hanhowirm "Love Don't Costa Thing"
Movie Dennis
but take no major actions.
Tonight: Listen to a key friend or
MAX
TM 72 54
Movie: **lir' i "Serum"(1973) Ai Pacino. IR'I 'Movie:** -The f3ig Pounce" 10r. Seuss• The Cat in the Hat iDevis
loved one.
SHOW
72 73 52
Movie:*** -Pdde& Prelude."(2003) WOE **',1 'The Price and me Passion"(1957) Movie: Modern Gins'i 1986)
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
DISN
78 31 57
Break- !Jiggly IHiggly JoJo
1Dood- Charlie Wiggles Koala
Rohe 1Dood- !Charlie JoJo \
** Though you have lots of
FUX
XIS
energy. you still mtght need to
awls X- "The 8oyinend School"(1990) 'The Rendn a Sivanp Pang- Movie:*,'2 -Pans Blues'(1961)14R Mac &
redo a project or anything you do
H802
652
Meat "Crossworlds"119961 limit *** Noises or i1902).PG-i3 illovie: -Lacknionne Bias" Maim -Reds"PG:
right now. Perhaps you could
a- 1.HUI,Eli, K. Sit RHS\ LI II URIC.( • 5111)15(051, I)- (;AI..kAN
relax or get some exercise. Play
TUESDAY AFTERNOON
it low-key for now. Tonight:
12:00 12:30
1:00 { 1:30
2:00 I 2:30
3:00 1 3:30 1 4:00 I 4:30
5:00 . 5:30 I 6:00
6:30
Respond to a call or an invitaKilti-ABC All My Children I One Life to Live General Hospital Judge J. Judge). News News
ABC
News
News
Fortune
tion.
NSLABC All My Children I One Life to Live General Hospital Tyra Banks Show *Mei Williams News I ABC
- News X EnterGEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** You are up for a key talk. =News MIPasside r
Tfr1eirT1DKPhil
Oprah Winfrey X News NBC
News
be it about a personal matter or a
• 7 & R Tali of the Town Bold
Guiding Light I As World Turns News Edition News News News
creative project. Though you are
Days of our Lives Passions7
Edition Insider Dr. Phil
Jeop- Million- News if NBC
NewsIiFortune
a sign that communicates well,
All lity Children X One Life to Live General Hospital Dr. Phil
Oprah Winfrey .X News ABC
you will have to repeat key disNews Fortune
cussions right now. Don't
-PBS Berens- ions Reeding Cyber- Shrinks Zoboo Dragon Clifford Maya
PostArthur Zoom I News-Lehrer
.
assume that someone is getting
10361-Fin Brown Brown The 700 Club tr: Paid
Cops 117 &bury tr.
Fear Factor 3f.
70s
Malcolm King HiN Simpthe gist of your message.
-111111 Enter- Holly- News.t: House ReStarting Over lt. Enter- Yes
Fine
Yes
RayHollyTonight: Lounge around.
KPISCSS NewsI Bold . As World Turns Guiding Light 4 Ellen Show
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
Oprah Winfrey k News X. News NewsI
**** If you want to handle a
WGN
News(In Stereo) Magnum P.1.4 Da Vinci's Inquest Cosby Cosby Moesha Moesha Home Home 'Home Videos
domestic or investment situation,
NSP
UN Tod Your
Fellow- Inge. Fellow- Mass
Reppres4.Discov- Travel Min
Chang- Hagee Your
Cerullo
postpone it for a day. You might
111111-22 GED
Cyber- ,1 Maya
Pre GED Berens- Shrinks Zoom I PostClifford Dragon 4GED
BusiNews-Lehrer
not hit a home run right now, but
instead get thrown out of the
106.4-121 My Wife Drew
Jerry SpringerI Feud
Feud
Poke- _IBatman .Xiaolin Cyber- ;My Wife Bernie Home [1Griffith
game. Tonight: Allow your imagiESPN
MLB Baseball: Division Series -- Teams to Be Announced MLB Baseball Division Series -- Teams to Be Announced SportsCenter A
nation to lead.
ESPf42 (11:00) College Coaches Spotlight X Wire
Series of Poker Series of Poker iolly- 4Quite Frankly
:Football
LEO (July 23-Aug.-22)- -Reality Reality RealWr1- RealWrl- Next
Next
Date -Room TRL I
.Laguna Laguna Direct Effect
*** You might think you are
quite direct and concise, and you
Judging Amy X
A Order .14 Law &Order-4.Alias ,-...?2,-.,-..!e :: . Law &Deer! .X. Charmed -x..
might be. The problem might be
C
Younger Baby
Clean SweepI Trading Spaces While You Out
Baby
Baby
Martha::
Rides IN)
your audience and their lack of
LIFE
Unsolved Myst Noes:lir* "Yarn of the Haunr(1996) Strong Medicine Nanny Nanny ;Golden 1Go4den Sreeping-Drii
ability to concentrate right now.
USA
District [Movie: ittri "12Alcnkeys"(1995) Bruce Willis. X
Instead, return calls; send out
'Move:*** frequency"(2000) Dennis Quad. Law & Order SVU
memos; catch up on errands.
MAC
Movie: Protocol X Naked Gun 33 113
'Moyle:mit* 'Stand by Me'0996)'R' Illovir *101 "The Karate Kid' 1984)'PG
Tonight: Mosey on home.
A&E
American Justice Sell
Movie:iii': "Superman ll"(1980,Fantasy)X Investigative
City Confidential American Justice
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Family Boy
Boy
Fulliise FullHse Ground- Ground- Gilmore Girls K 7th Heaven n
.Smallville Ge,,
:€
** Be careful with any deci-

t=

sions, situations or actions that
could impact your finances.
Postpone anything having to do
with this segment of your life, if
you can. Later in the day. make
calls and schedule a get-together. Tonight: Talk to a close relative.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Sometimes your words
fall on deaf ears. Such is The
case now. Even if someone
shakes his head as if he under
stands or is in agreement, don't
count on not having to address
the issue again. Be careful when
dealing with an associate.
Tonight: Order in.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
** The lower your profile, the
better off you are right now. You
might hit a logjam if you try to
move a situation or project
ahead. Even if it looks like you made progress, you might have
a backfire later. Relax. Tonight:
Nap, then go out on the town.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec..
21)
*** Use the daytime to catch
up on news or to network. You
might have some spare energy
that you want to plug into a project. Careful, because you could
make a mistake or trip up. Focus
on others. Tonight: Why not an
early bedtime?
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Your leadership skills can
only be enhanced by your creativity. The problem lies in that
others simply don't get it right
now. Relax and take it easy. Do
as much as you can by yourself.
Tonight: Friends surround you.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Taking an overview might
be tough with someone, or an
your
might
invade
issue
thoughts. Still, you can do it.
Imagine what it would be like to
be the other person involved.
Empathy and understanding will
save the day. Tonight: Call or
visit with an older relative or
friend.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Work with others, knowing that anything can change.
even if you think you have
reached a solid decision. Don't
worry. but try to absorb as much
as you can about where others
are coming from. Tonight: Seek
solutions rather than wallow in
problems.
BORN TODAY
Author Anne Rice (1941)

f

Go
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Rugrats Rock

Robot

Neutron Ocklper- Oddpar- Sponge All That Grown 1 Phan-

Oddpar- , Neutron

Decorst- Sensi-

Mission Design

Design

Design- Painted De-

Curb

Deep Space 9

Star Trek Gen.

Star Trek Gen.

Cosby
0011

Cosby

Harvey

Tom & Jerry

Harvey Drew

Looney Krypto

Drew

Mucha

COURT Both Sides

Homes Week-

Star Trek Gen.

Maximum Exp.

Yes

Home

Ed, Ecid Foster

Yes

Coden- Titans

Nancy Grace: Closing Arguments
1
-Student Center

Clever

Land-

Police Videos

House

, CSI: Crime Scri

Home

Seinfeld Seinfeld Ray-

Ray-

Totally

Lyoko

Titans

Titans

Foster

Catherine Crier

NYPD Blue?.

Road Show

106 & Park: Top 10 Live

Cops 4 CopsI

BET

BET Now

CIATV

CUT Music

HBO
MAX

Movie Movie: Vercome ki Mooseporr(20)4) Real Sports k
*a:"A WaN ri the Cloudi"Wo a Dere -nwn Tad Harniton!H2C04
Movie: The Deiifs Arhecaie Moyle: *tic "The Man Without a•Face Movie: at* 'Lorenzo's Or(1992) Nth Nolte.2 Along Came Pay

SHOW

Movie: Northlork"(2003)I Movie: **'i -Basquiat"(1996)'11' X

USN

Niggly

FLIX

Movie Mac and Me X. Man Wt. X-Ray Eyes

HBO2

11:15) Mail:iii-, "Reds'[1961. Drama`, PG' Movie: *** iltavorer(19913)11' X

Jcslo

Mouse

Country !CUT Music

Lilo

7:00

BET

'Dukes of Hazzard

Movie: **it -Pieces or Aarr' Movie *** -rne Legend 2"(1993) R

[Kim

Kim
[Kim
Proud [Sister Phil
So
i°
Movie: ** "Audrey Rose"(19771 PG. Moir trttitti "The Group"(1966) Shirley Knight.

Kim

Kim
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—

Rap City-Bass.

[CMT Music

Movie: ***':

the Elke."(1972)'R'

A- CHARTER. IL Mt RRAY ELECTRIC. C- MEDIACONI.IL (;ALAX%

WKRN-ABC Jim

7:30 I 8:00 1 8:30
10:00 10:30 11:00
11:30
9:00
12:00
9:30
12:30
Rodney Commander in Chief Boston Legal(N)I News
Friends Nightline Jimmy Kimmel Live
Sex &

WSIL-ABC Jim

Rodney

Commander in Chief Boston Legal[1.1) X News! Nightline ISeinfeld

WSIIV-NBC The Biggest Loser I Name
VITNIF-CBS NCIS -Mind Games'
[Rodney

Close to Home(N)I News

'The

Nova In Stereo) A

KBSI-Fox

MLB Baseball: ALDS Game 1 '-Teams TBA

Law A Order:SVU

Dmi Machine

Sex, Love & Secrets News

Friends

WGN

Da Vincrs inquest! Da Vincl's inquest! WGN News at Nine
Brahrgh Prophecy Centre [Ufe Tod

Today

American Exp.

Late Night

Late Show

Holly-

Tonight Show

Late Night

WDICA-VIB Gilmore Girls(N)! Supernatural NI!(
Series of Poker

EPIC

,6301 College Football Troy at No& Texas 'Live!

MTV

Reality

Series of Poker

Bound for Glory Nil'

Last Call

Served

To Be Announced

Nova In Stereo)I

Becker I Bernie

*all Winfrey!

Blind

Sex &
News

Lite

Paid

Blind

Metiers

Late Late Show

Friends

BeckerI Ds Vincfs InquestI Home Videos
Dukes

Fellow-

Inspir-

liar-

Ky Lite

GED

Mental

Charlie Rose(NII

Rose-

Sex &

WIN

Paid

tapir[Paid

SportsCenter(Live) Baseball NFL Live SportsCenter(irm)

Four Minutes

Real Wrid Real Wild Reel Wild Reality

Last Call
Late Late Show

MLB Post Frasier I King

Judge J. [Judge J. Rose-

ESPN

Jimmy Kimmel Live

Nighties Anew,Kimmel Live Seinfekl Seirdeld

[Missions Jacobs

GethwrianiI

Seinfeld

Tonight Show

Close to Home inl)I Nevis! Late Show

1NSP

Reality

News X

Frontline (In Stereo) News

1CFVS-C8S NOS "Mind Games" Amazing Race

210111-PBS ComnHlt- Mord-

News

Commander In Chief Boston Legal(N)X

voNPT-Pas

WOTV-UPN Nut Top Model

Law & Order:SVU

Amazing Race

WPSD421C The Biggest Loser! Name
*88)-ABC Jim

[The

NFL

Holly-

Frankly

Bound fa Glory(N) 1

Sweet 16 Sweet 16 Sweet 16 Sweet 16 Genocide Roan

TNT

Law &Order I

Law & OrderI

Las Vegas(In Stereo) Cold Case"Gleen"I The X-FileitI

TIC

Overhaulin'

Overhadin' I N'i

Adam Carole

UFE

Move Sleepittardl fair ihe Randiterv"(2002. &manse)X Will

USA

lierle **tt lbe Mummy Raturra"(2031) Brendan Fraser.I

AMC

Movie: Terms. Trains and Automobies"R Movie: cc "Tommy Bo((1995)Chns Farley. Malt nen* Tains awl Autorixt.be"R.

Overtmulin'
;Will

Law & Order:SVU

Airline! Milne :it Crossing Jordan .k

A&E

Cold Case Flies k

FAM

Movie:*101 "CanlBuy Me 1.0441"(19137)1 Whose? Whose? The 700 Club rir

NICK

Sponge

Mr/

Designed Design

School

Dog

Dog

Cold Cam Ries X
views woos

Dog
pad

Rose-

Fresh Pr. Hi-Jinks Cosby

iSmall

Designed Design

CSI: Crime Scene Investigstion' Grave Danger!

Friends

Sex &

Sex &

TOON

Grim

Caton-

Grim

Cartoon

COURT

Cope! Cops! Cops V

SET

Access

CIATV

100 Greeted Love Songs Concert

Keith Urban: Uvin'

Dukes of Had

HBO

The Sopranos!

Real Sports k

One

MAX

IBMs

SHOW

Movie: *-** 'Der(2004)1rI

Seated Seinfekl

SOCOM 3 CS1: Crime Scn

Male: cc 'Analyze 77Wt2002.Comer*

Dragon-Z Futurism Family
1
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[Reel Sex Curb
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CSI: Crime Scn

HBO2
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Adorn Carole
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What Get Design-

Friends

MN

Golden

Fresh Pt Hi-Jinits. Fresh Pr. Cosby

V/TBS

FLA
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The X-Files lf
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SPIKE

Access

Overhaulin'

'Poison by II: Lly"3E,
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Lizzie
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LookIngBack
10 years ago
Births reported include a girl
More than 5.0(s) people to Mr. and Mrs. Dwain Redden,
flocked to the Murray State Sept. II; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
ITrnerSity Curtis Center on Sept. Randall Boyd. Sept 17; a boy
30 tor the annual Community to Mr. 'and Mrs. Gregg Smith,
Resource Fair.
Sept. 20.
Published are a feature story
Donna Story presented a proand picture about the Ostrich gram on "Sand Casting Candles"
lann of Richard and Joan Arnett. at a meeting of the Creative Arts
The story and photos were by
Department of the
Murray
Staff Writer and Photographer Woman's Club.
Jim Mahanes.
40 years ago
Murray State University RacCounty
Murray-Calloway
ers won 45-17 over Austin Peay
United Fund has set a budget of
Governors in a, football game at $29,077 for the fall campaign.
Clarksville, Tenn.
according to Robert Moyer. pres20 years ago
ident.
High school seniors named as
Murray High School Tigers
commended students of the won their fifth kxnball game in
National Merit Scholarship Pro- a row for the season over the
earn were Jennifer Jarrett and
Bowling Green Tigers at BowlRegina Peeler of Calloway Coun- ing Green.
ty High School and Jennifer L.
Recent births reported include
Kratter and Lee Ellen Estes of a. girl to Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Murray High School. according
Armstrong and a girl to Mr. and
to CCHS Principal Jerry Ainley
Mrs. Bobby Paschall.
and MHS Principal Bill Wells.
Mrs. David Gowans gave highElected as officers of Murray lights of the meeting of the KenStar Chapter No. 433 Order of tuCky Federation of Women's
the Eastern Star were Frances Clubs at a meeting of the Zeta
. Churchill, Roy Clark, Dorothy
Department of Murray Woman's
Baztell, Bob Bazzell, luta Hut- Club.
son, Betty Dodd. Charlotte Wil50 years ago
son. Norma Finney and Louise
A meeting to discuss varying
Short.
amounts of plant food in the
Births reported include a boy .produetror of sorghum was held
to Roy and Jane Rogers. Aug. on the farms of James Harris
26:
•
and Leon Chambers. Present were
30 yeas ago
20 farmers and agriculture 'leadPublished is a picture of Eduarers.
do Catcdeo, instructor with G.
Recent births reported at MurReynolds Watkins Consulting
ray Hospital include a girl to
Engineers, teaching in a waste
Mr. and Mrs. George Turner and
water three-day school at the
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
Murray Sewer Treatment Plant
Wilkerson.
for area operators.
Murray High School Tigers
won 34-7 over Fulton High School
Mr and Mrs. Nolen 'Mason
Atkins were married for 50 years Bulldogs in a football game.
Sept I A

Dad cuts ties to daughter
after her interracial marriage
DEAR ABBY: Two years
ago. I married a wonderful
man I'll call "Kenny." I am
white and Kenny is AfricanAmerican. After I announced
my maniage. my father stopped
taking
my
phone calls
and e-mails,
and refuses
to have any
contact with
me whatsoever. He has
never even

met

my

Dear Abby

spouse.
I continue to send
By Abigail
my
Van Buren
father
cards on his
birthday, Father's Day and
Christmas. but I never receive
any response. We live only three
miles apart. Should I give up
on communicating with him?
I just cannot turn my back on
my own father, but it appears
he has done this to me.
I knew his feelings on interracial marriage when I marKenny. but how long
should a 45-year-old woman
let a parent's disapproval stand
in the way of her own happiness'?
DISOWNED
DAUGHTER IN VIRGINIA
DEAR DAUGHTER: At
age 45, you made a mature decision. You knew when you married your husband that there
would, be a price tag for your
happiness, and this is it. Face
it: Your father is a racist whose

TodayInHistory
By The Associated Pt,
(AP) - Today is Monday. (km.
;. the 276th: day of 2005. There
are 89 days left in the year. Rosh
Hashana. the Jew ish New Year.
begins at sunset.
slay's Highlight in History:
(In (Stt t. 1)465, President Lincoln declared the last Thursday
iii Nosember Thanksgiving Day
On this dateIn 1226. St. Francis of Assisi,
hounder of the Fran,: Is. an Imler.

died: he was canonized in 122$.
In 1941. Adolf Hitler declared
in a speech in Berlin that Russia
had been "broken" and would
"never rise again."
In 1942, President Roosevelt
established the Office of Economic Stabilization.
In 1944. dunng World War II.
US troops cracked the Siegfried
Line north of Aachen, Germany
In 1951. the New York Giants
captured the National 1.eague pen-

Murray: Ledger & Times

nant in game three by a score of
5-4 as third baseman Bobby Thomson hit a three-run homer off the
Brooklyn Dodgers' Ralph Branca
in the "shot heard 'round the world."
In 1955. 50 years ago, "Captain Kangaroo" and "The Mickey
Mouse Club" premiered' on CBS
and ABC. respectively.
In 1962:\astronaut Wally Schirra
blasted off from Cape Canaveral
aboard the Sigma 7 on a ninehour flight.
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prejudice is more important to
him than your happiness. Please
waste no more time hoping
he will "mellow." Live your
life and concentrate on your
future.
Please stop banging on a
door that may never open. The
next move, if there is to be
one, is up to your father.
•••

DEAR ABBY: A friend of
many years is terminally ill,
with only a few day* left on
this Earth. When I heard the
news, I immediately rushed to
see her. We hadn't seen each
other for about two years
because of an argument.
The argument seems so trivial now. Because of it, we
missed two precious years
together. I feel fortunate that
we got to talk and make
amends, and she knows how
much I love her. We cried the
moment we saw each other.
I thank God I got this opportunity. So many times we don't
have the chance. Please remind
everyone that they really do
need to say "I love you" today,
because one day there will not
be a :tomorrow.
I'm glad I got to say everything I needed to her, as well
as goodbye. My heart is aching.
She's taking a part of me with
her. We always thought we'd
be here for each other all of
our lives. I can't believe I have
to carry on without her. -- LOST
SOUL IN SYRACUSE
LOST
SOUL:
DEAR
Thank you for an important
'letter, and for the reminder
that sometimes . it takes a
tragedy to remind us that life
is so fragile and to pin our
priorities in order.
When carrying a grudge
takes over someone's life, sometimes the most healing thing
a person can do is simply forgive and move on.
In the Jewish religion, in
the 10 days between Rosh
Hashanah (the Jewish New
Year) and Yom Kippur (the
Day of Atonement). the faithful are commanded to ask forgiveness from anyone they may
filive wronged or offended riming the year. In Judaism, God
cannot forgive the sins_a person has committed against
another unless the sinner has
asked that person for forgiveness. If the injured party rejects
the apology three times -- and
by the way, in the Old Testament it says it's a sin to
carry a grudge -- the wrongdoer is then released from the
obligation to ask forgiveness.
This year, the 10 days to
ask forgiveness begin today.
p••

Dear Abby is written by.
Abigail Vah Buren. also
known as Jeanne Phillips.
and was founded by her mother. Pauline Phillips.

Conflicting diagnoses
leave reader confused
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am
a 70-year-old man who smoked'
cigarettes for 30 years. At the
age of 45, I was smoking three
packs
of
cigarettes a
and
day,
suffered
total blockage of the
main artery
where
it
separates to
go to each
leg. It has
been over
years
25
By
since
that
Dr. Peter Gott
happened
and I haven't had another cigarette.
Within the last year, I have
developed extreme shortness
of breath. Three months ago,
my cardiologist sent me to the
hospital for a breathing test. The
results of it were below normal. He told me I have the
beginning signs of asthma and
prescribed Advair. During my
next visit with my primary
care physician. he told me that
people my age don't develop
asthma, and that I have emphysema.
How can I find out for sure
what I have'? Do people develop emphysema after not smoking for 25 years, and if so.
what is the life expectancy of
someone my age that has it?
I am told that there is no cure,
and that it is always fatal.
DEAR READER: Asthma
is basically a spasm of the
muscles in the bronchial tubes.
It is reversible — and even
preventable — with appropriate therapy.

Dr. Gott

In- --contrast, emphysema is is chronic lung disorder marked
by breakdown of the tiny air
sacs where carbon dioxide is
exchanged for oxygen. This
leads to the trapping of stale
air in the lungs, with resulting breathlessness and diminished pulmonary efficiency that
is progressive in people who
are consistently subjected to
air pollution, including tobacco smoke. Emphysema is treatable with supplemental oxygen and medications, but the
affliction is incurable. In many
instances,emphysema and asthma co-exist, so simultaneous
therapy for both conditions is
often effective in reducing
symptoms.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am
95 years old and, for the past
year or so, have experienced
drenching sweats without a
demonstrable pattern.
I have a pacemaker and a
defibrillator, take OxyContin.
Ambien,
Synthroid
and
hydrochlorothiazide. I have
seen many doctors, none of
whom can come up With
answers. Can you help?
DEAR READER: Sweats
often reflect a hidden infection in the body, a problem
with the body's thermostat or
a reaction to many drugs. In
your case, the annoying symptom could be caused by any
one of the drugs you are taking.
'
I suggest that you return to
your primary care physician,
who should test you further
and, perhaps, sequentially withdraw one medication at a time
to see what happens.

ContractBridge
Famous Hand
South dealer.
North-South vulnerable
NORTH
•A Q
•K 9 6 2
•KQJ 5
•A K 6
WEST
EAST
4K9 8 7 6 54
•J32
•A 8 5 4 3
•Q 10 7
•--•A 8 4
408 7 4 3
46()
SOUTH
•10
•J
•10 9 76 3 2
4.1 109 5 2
The bidding:
South
East,
West
North
Pass
Pass
2 NT
Pass
5•
Opening lead - ace of hearts.

shown. The Canadian West elected
not to act initially with her 7-5 distribution, no doubt planning to enter
the auction at her next turn.
This strategy backfired, however,
when her next chance to bid came
over five diamonds, at which point
she decided to leave well enough
alone. With the club_g_ueen fain,
singleton, Mariscal had no trouble
making her contract, losing only the
two red aces for plus 600.
At the other table, with Elena
Brucilovsky and Bronia Nosnik of
Mexico sitting East-West, Nosnik
opened the West hand with one
spade, leading to this auction:
South
West
North
East
Pass
1•
Dble
2•
4 41
Dble
Pass
South could have saved the day
by removing her partner's second
double to five diamonds, or four
This spectacular deal arose in the
notrump (asking North to choose a
1993 playoff between Mexico and
minor), but she elected to pass. The
Canada to determine which of the contract could have been defeated,
two countries would play in the
but North led the king of diamonds
Venice Cup World Women's Team
rather than a top club. Nosnik disChampionship later that .year. carded her losing club on the dia('Unada won the match by a comfortmond ace and later led a heart to
able margin despite being on the' dummy's queen to hold her losses to
wrong end of the deal at both tables.
three tricks
When Mexico's Luisa Grinberg
Plus 590 at this table gave MexLaura
Manscal held the North- ico a total gain of 1.190 points, or 15
and
South cards. the bidding went as
IMPs, on the deal.
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I CAN a-OP!!!

I was wilting
6 Leaves out
11 Sneezer s
exclamation
12 Astrologers
map
14 Complaint
15 - the matter?
17 Gulf 51
18 Lingerie buy
19 RN stations
20 Grand total
21 Urges
23 Torah chest
24 Ceremony
25 Bright nog
27 Hinder
28 Computer
clew
30 Kind of poem
31 And. Wolgarg
32 Cop show
regular
33 Camel halts
35 Request
earnestly
36 Difficult duty

37 Family mem
38 Per person
42 Tiny bit
43 - vous plait
44 London lay
45 Cooling letters
46 Kindhearted
soul
48 Hideous
monster
49 Kind of floss
Far
from the
51
sea
53 Fully aware
54 Protuberances
DOWN
I
2
3
4
5

Question starter
Tuna habitat
Antenna type
- -cal
Financial
average
6 Arkansas range
7 Witticisms
8 Visa and pastvcd
9 Scale note
o G noted as go
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amp Hun

11 Popular
advice giver
13 Tourist staple
16 The good guy
20 Pose for
a portrait
10

IE

fNII
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MY NAME 15 CORMAC
I MET YOUR BROTHER AT
CAMP THIS SUMMER_

ON'T NEEP
I'M NOT"
YOUR
ANYONE ELSE I
SWEET
ALREADY HAVE
MY SWEET
13A64300,
BA13800

=MEM MEAN
MEMMOM MEMO=
MO= WM= WM
WINI
NM AM
MEM OM MIMI
Ad= MEM=
Ad AM MUM NM
EMMEN MUM
idOMM MI &MEM
MEM EMI
MUM
NM MEM 01.11
ABM= MANN.
AM= MUM

22 Hikers
necessities
23 Frothy brew
24 Change colors
26 Come-ons
27 Genetic
material letters
28 Tnnket
Cure-all
29
31 Search engine
find
34 Periscope site
35 Throw stones
at
37 Long gun
39 Pond scum
40 Toe woes
41 Whacked
weeds
43 Enloy a hot
tub
46 RR terminal
47 - and yang
48 From ancient
times
50 Compass pt
52 Thumbs-down
word
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Police investigating robbery case in parking lot
Female victim reportedly shown gun,
forced to drive near Poor Farm Road
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Murray- Police Department in‘estigators are trying to piece together a robbery after a woman reported Saturday

night an unknown male forced his way
into her vehicle then later stole cash
from her purse.
The alleged incident in Fred's Super
Dollar Store parking lot in Bel-Air

Center was reported at 6:35 p.m.
Saturday, according to a MPD release.
The female victim told police a black
male in his mid to late 30s forced his
way into her vehicle by showing a
small-caliber handgun.
"She gave a description, but she was
not familiar with him," MPD
spokesman Jim Osborne said.
The victim said she was forced to

drive from the store parking lot to the
north side of Murray near Poor Farm
Road, where the black male made her
give him her purse. After taking cash
from the purse, the male left the scene,
according to the release..
"He forced her to drive to that area,
then took her purse and left,".Osborne
said.
Osborne said investigators don't

know the victim's age. but he classified
her as a young adult.
Detective Sgt. Tom Bailey is leading
the continued investigation into . this
incident. Anyone with information
about the case is encouraged to contact
the Murray Police Department at 7531621. Anonymous tips can be made to •
CrimeStoppers at 753-9500. •

McConnell
mum on
Fletcher
situation

Reimbursement
for hurricane
victim aid being
considered here
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
. Calloway County Fiscal
Court is considering an offer
from the Federal Emergency
Management Agency that would •
allow up to 100 percent reim—
bursement of funds expended to
aid survivors of hurricanes
Katrina and Rita now living in
shelters and homes in the county.
However during a specialcalled meeting at the .Calloway
County Courthouse Monday
afternoon, magistrates unanimously voted to put approval of
the measure on hold for at least
a week until a resolution can be
created that will protect the
county from unforeseen liability
more details of the plan
have--1,c11constdelvd.
During the meeting. County
Emergency
Management
Director Jeff Steen and Joe
Chandler. a regional director for
FEMA,'detailed the program to
Calloway
Judge-Executive
Larry Elkins and magistrates

Steve Lax, Bobby Stubblefield
and Johnny Gingles.
Chandler told the court that
the assistance would provide
reimbursement of "reasonable
expenses" of up to 100 percent
for up- to on -year. A -second
option would provide up to
$55,000 in assistance for each
Specified expense such as transportation. medical expenses and
housing. Food would be covered, but only at an approved
shelter and not homes where
other public assistance would be
available. Educational expenses
incurred by the children of evacuees attending county schools ,
will be paid by FEMA to the
Kentucky
Department
of
Education under another federal
allocation and not to school dis-Erie's-or-the courfty.
Some of the details that must .
be worked out or excluded by
agreement include the county's
liability in renting homes for
evacuees (such as who pays for

•See Page 2A

Hazel treasures
may be featured
on WPSD show
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
HAZEL, Ky. — If all goes as
planned, some of the treasures
buried in Hazel's antique malls
and shops will be featured on
television to western Kentucky
shoppers on a WPSD Channel 6
morning show.
Commissioner
Linda
Harding informed other members of the- commission about
the offer from Mike Mallory's
"What's It Worth- televised
broadcast during a 'meeting at
Hazel City Hall Monday-night.
Harding said the show will
feature two or three antiques
chosen from one of the stores
during the broadcast.
"I think it's something that
would be good for Hazel," she
said, and other commissioners
agreed.
Harding said details of the
plan would be worked out
between shop owners, the commission, and WPSD officials
soon.
Also, Commissioner Nancy
Mieure said that the city's Ad

Hoc
Business
Ordinance
Committee is still working on a
survey that will be distributed to
vendors doing business inside
antique stores in Hazel.
The survey idea was created
by the committee to determine
the level of support among the
vendors for payment of an annual business licensing fee that
could be used only to advertise
the antiques and collectibles
sales and other business in
Hazel.
"We should hear something
on that pretty soon,- Mieure
said, noting that the survey has
not been completed.
The Ad Hoc Business
Ordinance committee, commissioned in May and comprised of
two commissioners, two antique
shop owners. and two Hazel residents, has not met since August.
Two members of the committee.
Russell Essary and Joy Waldrop,
have agreed to help come up
with a four or five question survey that would have to be

•See Page 2A

ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Times photo

Pictured is the new Life House Pregnancy Center building, located at 602 Poplar
Streeet. which officially opened Monday.

God's work shown around
new Life House building
By ERIC WALKER
Mana_9i9_9 Editor
God, they say, is in the little things as much as the big
Things: - That- apparently
includes rubberized baseboards.
The baseboards, according
to Carmeleta Norvell, are just
another example of the major
miracle that is Life House
Pregnancy Center's new home
at 602 Poplar Street — a home
that has been built and furnished with donated materials,
volunteer manpower and a
whole lot of faith.
-Rubber baseboards aren't
cheap: Norvell, the center's
executive director said, -but
an ex-(Life House) board
member moved to Florida and
became friends with a woman
whose huband makes the
stuff. She shared with him
what we were doing and he
said. 'I'll -donate- that."
Norvell added that the former board member's son was
visiting at the time and
brought the baseboards back
to Murray to be installed in the
new Life House site.
"Didn't cost anything; didn't cost shipping; and he gave
us enough to do the whole
building." she said with a
great big smille. "That's awe-

ERIC WALKERLedger & Times photo

Life House Executive Director Carmeleta Norvell
stands in the hallway of the new Life House building
near a print of angels. Norvell said God's hand has
been on the center and project since its beginning.

nearly three years ago. "I said
that if we are faith based, then
we needed to step out on
faith."
After prayer and discussion, the Life House board
agreed to go on faith and
build.
"And I can sit here and say
that we have not been in need
of a thing,- she said. "It's been
the most miraculous thing to
be in the midst of an on-going
miracle."
More than 175 individuals
But that's still a small porthe
businesses in
tion of what Norvell says God and
have
County
area
Calloway
has done since Life House
building project
began groundwork across donated to the
laundry
hampers
items
from
from the Gedrge Weaks
brickwork
Community Center some 14' to clothes racks to
months ago and made the to time. Norvell said Monday
move from its former that the only portion of the site
Chestnut Street house to its they owe is the parking lot.
"And I have faith that by
official re-opening Monday.
the
end of November. we'll
"Some board members
for and we
wanted to wait until we had have that paid
a
red
penny."
won't
owe
the money. to build," Norvell
As much as Life House
recalled of the plan's start

was built on faith, there was
also the need — for its service
to provide counseling to
young women and couples
facing pregnancy and for
additional space.
The Chestnut Street house
— provided rentLfree by
Murray Christian Fellowship
-- was 1,200 square feet with
most of that in the basement
area. Now, Life House's new
building has 4,000 square feet
with multiple bathrooms, a
laundry room and clothes and
furniture storage areas, as well
as a large meeting room that
can be utilized, Norvell said,
for group meetings of mothers
and soon-to-be mothers, bible
study classes, money management classes and parenting
classes for single parents and
couples.
Privacy is an added luxury,
as well. Norvell explained that

•See Page 2A
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By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) Kentucky's senior U.S. senator
and a western Kentucky congressman announced Monday a
former Democratic state House
member was defectin to the
--Rrpub 1 i can
Party-. narrowing the
Democrats'
advantage in
that charm
her.
Sen.
Mitch
McConnell
McConnell
l.
and
Rep. , Ed
Whitfield stood inside GOP
headquarters
_ just down
the
street
from —fifeCapitol
_
-a - n
announced
Rep. James
Carr
of
Hopkinsville
was turtling
Fletcher
Republican.
Noticeably absent was Gov.
Ernie Fletcher. whose administration for months has been
rocked by an attorney general's
investigation into personnel
practices.
McConnell refused to alcswer
questions regarding Fletcher and
ti,, -adittinisticiiion's woes,
choosing instead to only reply to
those regarding Can and his
party switch. With Cart's move.
Democrats now have a 56-44
edge.
"At the risk of being redundant. we're here today to celebrate a really important development
in
the
Kentucky
Republican Party." McConnell
told reporters, who were gathered inside the building that
bears his name.
McConnell. Whitfield and
Can. earlier Monday held a similar news conference in Can's
western Kentucky hometown.
At the Capitol. Fletcher said
he was "thrilled" by Cart's decision to join the GOP.
However. Fletcher said he
was not upset that he was not
invited to what McConnell
described as a celebration.
Fletcher said he spoke with
McConnell on the phone recently, but there were no plans for
the two of them to meet in person Monday.
"I really had not known for
sure until that was announced
there
(in
Hopkinsville)."
Fletcher said. "My understand-
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III Life House •••
From Front
some college women were
uneasy about walking to the former Life House site because it
was so visable and close to campus. The new building has two
private counseling rooms to see
twice as many clients as counselors had previously been able
to see.
"Free pregnancy tests are just
a little bit of it. There's lots after
that." she said of Life House's
services of counseling, clothing

Town Crier
NOTICE
III The Murray-Calloway
County Airport Board will
meet at 6:30 p.m at Ryan's
for dinner and a meeting.
Agenda items include terminal
building project an a presentation.
•The Murray Independent
Board of Education has
scheduled a special-called
meeting for • 7 p.m. on
Thursday. Oct. 6 in the Murray
Elementary School library On
the agenda for the meeting is
an update on construction
work at Murray Middle
School, consideration of nonresident student contracts,
along with personnel and
recommendation
staffing
reports among other items.
Board members will meet with
Murray
of
members
Elementary School's SiteMaking
Decision
based
Council at 6 p.m at the same
location to discuss issued
concerning elementary school
operations.
• The regular monthly
meeting of the Dexter-Almo
Heights Water District has
been changed td Thursday at
7 p.m. at the water district
office An agenda item is
opening bids for the Flint
Road project.
•To report a Town Crier'
item, call 753-1916

.and matenal asisstance, providing a connection to other agencies like Need Line. and education such as its Baby Bucks program where parents can earn
points for diapers, clothing and
furniture through researching
and learning information on topics like what will happen to the
body during pregnancy, how
delivery will be, money management, and what the Bible
says about raising children.
"We're not just here for the
young lady who finds herself
pregnant. We're here for the
mother who feels overwhelmed
and maybe has several children
and her husband has passed
away or they're divorced Of
seperated." Norvell said, noting
more than 700 clients Life
House served last year. -God is
all about second chances. and
that's what we're about."
As firm a foundation as Life
House's material structure is
built on, faith is its true foundation.
"I won't say that I never got
nervous, because this is my first
building project," Norvell pointed out. "But everytime I'd get
ansy. me and God would have a
talk.
"God worked all this out
before we contacted people."
More than 50 churches in and
around Calloway County support Life House in some way.
and six to seven support the center monthly: however none were
contacted to donate to Life
House's building project.
As final odds and ends are
pieced together. Norvell is

Forecast
_Tonight,will be mostly clear
with lows will be in the mid 60s.
Wednesday will he partly
cloudy with record or near
record highs in the upper Ms.

to Gospel
tilledtting
Octobor 7-9, 2005
Friday, 7:00 p.m. - Kevin Williams
Walnut Grove Church of Christ minister
Saturday, 7:00 p.m. - John Dale
Glendale Road Church of Christ minister
Sunday, 10:00 a.tn. - Charley Bazzell
University Church of Christ minister
Sunday, 10:45 a.m. - Josh Herndon
llnum Hill Church of Christ minister
Sunday, 2:00 p.m. - Gary Hill
Lebanon_cluirch of Christ minister
[here will he dinner on the grounds
(Pot I Ink)after the Sunday 10-45 a.m.

Murray Police Qepartment
• A harassment incident was reported at 801 Broad St. at 6:23
a.m. Monday.
• Kyle Warren, 23, of Almo, was arrested Monday on a warrant
charging him with first-degree robbery.
• A harassment incident was reported at Kroger at 4:44 p.m.
Monday.
• A fightwas reported at 110 Ash St. at 7:26 p.m. Monday.
• Cortland Catlett. 21, and Samuel Holt, 18, both of Murray, and
three juveniles were charged with unauthorized use of a motor
vehicle after a missing vehicle was found at North 10th and
Payne streets at 12.08 a.m. Tuesday.
Murray State University Police Department
• A theft was reported at Pullen Farm at 838 a.m. Thursday. A
part from a tractor was stolen.
• A wallet was reported stolen from Wells Hall at 2:49 p.m.
Thursday. The case is under investigation.
• Evan N. Pitman, of Mayfield, was arrested on three warrants
after a caller reported a male subject attempting to break into
vehicles at 1617 Hamilton St. at 3:16 p.m. Thursday. He also was
charged with possession of a controlled substance, Further
investigation led police to charge Pitman with theft by unlawful
taking more than $300 in reference,to an earlier theft of a backpack and lap top computer from the Business Building.
reported missing from a desk in Wilson Flail at 3:55
uresrdeay
pm Tshw
•ltern

ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Times photo

Volunteers Linda Farris (left) and Trish Foster size and
store baby clothes in the clothes storage area of Life
House Pregnancy Center's new building on Poplar Street.
already looking forward to the
annual Life House fundraising
banquet, Nov. 4. which is set for
raising money for day-to-day
operational needs and not the
building work. But Norvell said
she would prefer to call the
event a celebration instead of a
banquet.

"We want to celebrate what
God's done," she said. "God did
this. I'm grateful He used me.
but the moment I take my eyes
of' Him, it'll all fall apart."
For more information on Life
House. volunteering, services or
its banquet, contact 753-0700.

NI Hazel ...
From Front
approved by the Hazel City
Commission before it is distributed.
In other action. the commis. •
sion: • Agreed to have City
Attorney Trevor Coleman contact a property owner by letter
concerning the placement of a
single-wide trailer without a
permit in a residential area
restricted only to homes and
double-wide trailers.
Pittman pointed out that the
commission should take action

because the situation has resulted in complaints from other
property owners in the area.
Mt Agreed to seek bonding
insurance from the Murray
Insurance Agency for new City
Clerk Janice Wilkinson.
•Agreed to have the city's
PC
computer repaired by
Doctor in Murray.
MI Discussed the success of
the loth Annual .Hazel Day'
Celebration. Mayor Harold
Pittman and all the commissioners noted that the event went
well and may have attracted a
record crowd.

• Thomas M. Sullivan, of Murray. was arrested for alcohol intoxication at 11:11 p.m. Thursday at Chestnut and 16th streets on the
northwest corner of campus.
•A harassment incident was reported at Franklin College at 1143
p.m. Thursday.
• A fight was reported on the Regents College fifth floor at 12:35
a.m. Friday. Subjects were separated for the night.
• Suspicious activity was reported at 11:48 am. Friday at Franklin
College when a subject not authorized to be on campus was
soliciting magazines door to door. A citation was issued for criminal trespassing and the subject was told not to be on campus
without authorization.
• Criminal mischief was reported in the mall area at 11:40 p.m.
Saturday. Subjects were damaging the tandscapin.
• Subjects were hitting a vehicle near Richmond College to activate its alarm at 2:54 a.m. Sunday. They were warned to stay
away from the vehicle.
• Criminal mischief was reported at 11:20 p.m. Sunday at College
Courts. The caller said someone broke the back window of a
vehicle. The case is under investigation.
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• Two people were transported to the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital after a two-vehicle collision Saturday on Ky. 94 West.
Jeffrey L. Powell. 44, of Dexter, baked onto Ky. 94 West from
1492 Ky. 94 West and started traveling west when he heard
squealing tires. He attempted to accelerate and was struck from
behind by a vehicle driven by Jackie 0. Heriges, 17. of Murray.
Heriges was traveling west on Ky. 94 West and said he reached
down to pick up his cell phone. When he looked up, he Said it
appeared that Powell's vehicle was stopped in the road. Heriges
said he tried to brake to prevent the collision but was unable to
do so. The collision caused Powell's vehicle to spin 180 degree
and come to a rest in a ditch facing east. Witnesses said Heriges
had just passed them at a high rate of speed in a no passing
zone. MCCH Ambulance transported both Powell and Heriges to
the emergency room. A passenger in Powell's vehicle was taken
to Vanderbilt Medical Center in Nashville. Tenn.
• A single-vehicle collision at 2:12 p.m. Sunday resulted in the
driver being transported to MCCH emergency room Sunday.
Jessica N. Rogers. 20, of Murray, was traveling west on Wiswell
Road when her vehicle dropped off the right shoulder of the road.
She overcorrected to the left and steered to the right, losing control of the vehicle. The vehicle left the road on the right and landed front first in a ditch, overturned and came to a rest back on its
wheels. She complained of neck and head pain and was taken to
the hospital.
— Information is obtained from reports,
logs and citations from various agencies.

•FEMA
we're going to have to have
some guarantees." Elkins said.
any damages that should occur,. noting that the county has been
what to do about evacuees com- waiting about 18 months for the
ing into the county' with criminal state to reimburse legitimate
records and costs incurred by the expenses in other 'areas.
Calloway County Sheriff's Chandler said reimbursement
s in
Department and the Calloway' shOuld tiillow counidiiirn
County Jail in dealing with the approximately 6() to 90 days.
Steen noted that approval of
situation.
Elkins said he was aware the the plan would help protect the
program could save the county a county from further costs
lot of money, but wanted some incurred from helping the evacassurance that the money would uees from Texas. Louisiana. and
Mississippi.
he there and be there quickly.
"Essentially, we are not
-If I sate for the project.

From Front

service All are invited to participate.
The 2:00 p.m. worship will be the hnal
%yr% ne 1 I ti.1% DO Plan to N.• t ith

Refrigerator
TRUCKLOAD SALE!
MURRAY
APPLIANCE

UNION GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
2081 Poor Farm Rd, Murray, KY

-we so•.
212 East Main St • 753-1586

WE'VE GOT YOU COVERED

FOR LIFE.

—titlig the county,
going to be o
Steen said. "If we don't do this.
the vounty will he responsible
for the expenses and not be
reimbursed."
While pointing out the need
to know details of the plan.
Elkins- said The county should
consider the move in anticipation of additional costs expected
from services offered to the
county's newest residents.
"I think it's something we
need to look at. hut we need to
do it right." he said, noting the
county's limited resources and
financial obligations to current
residents.
The program will only pay.
for expenses incurred after the
agreement has been made and
not expenses incurred up to this
point. Chandler said. The program also will not reimburse
"donated expenses" from private groups that have provide
assistance with the exception of
the American Red Cross that
will be reimbursed at the federal
level.

So far—MC-county, both
school districts, and private
businesses have paid for children born at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital and some
emergency surgery'. as well as
some transportation, housing,
and educational expenses. - Program funding is only
available to Kentucky counties
that have been declared a disaster area by the state and FEMA.
Calloway County has the second
or third largest number of evacuees than any county in the state
and has been declared a "disaster county" by the state at
Elkin's request.
- If approved, an administrator
will be hired to oversee the program and the funding. Steen said
Pat Stevens, a Calloway County
resident and a former employee
for the state auditor's office, has
volunteered to take on the job.
The office and all expenses
.would he fully funded by
FEMA,.according to Chandler.
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If so. maybe now is a good
time to look at Edward
Jones. At Edward Jones,.
you get personal. confidential. one-on-one serv ,
from one investment
representative who ran
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Michael Stone. BC-HIS
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We offer the world's most
advanced digital hearing aids.
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account is easy.
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Jack Romaine
105 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
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Obituaries

Briggs &
Stratton
worker died
of a head
injury in
fork-lift
accident

Larry Nix (Ricky) Ahart

tbestta). October 4. 2005•3A

HEARING TEST SET
FOR SENIORS

graseside service for Larry Nix (Nicky) Ahart was today
(Tuesday) at II a.m. at Ledbetter Cemetery in Calloway County.
The Res. Heyward Roberts officiated.
Pallbearers were Pat Paschall, Johnny Burkeen, Dennis Thorn,
Joe Walker, Gene Outland and Gerald Walker.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home was in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hospice of MurrayCalloway County Hospital, 803 Poplar St., Murray, Ky., 42071.
Mr. Ahart, 64, Almo Road, Almo, died Sunday, Oct. 2, 2005, at
5:20 a.m. at West View Nursing Worne, Murray. His death followed
an extended illness.
Wednesday 10/5, Friday 10/7, and Monday 10/10
Before retiring, he was a self-employed concrete mason. He was
1311 Johnson, Murray •9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
of Chinch of Christ faith.
Preceding him in death were one sister, Ardath Brandon, one
A factory-trained hearing instrument specialist will be
brother, James Edwin Ahart, and four nephews, Dwight Hargis, arid
available
to give these free tests at the address below.
Steve, Randy and Many Wilson. Born Nov. 5, 1940, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late Aubrey Ahart and Pluma Williams
Ahart.
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Survivors include two sons, Daron Ahart and wife, Carol, and
Dana Ahart, all of Almo; three sisters, Mrs. Betty Ball and husband, Staff Writer
A fork-lift accident at Briggs
Lynn. Paris, Tenn., and Mrs. Ernestine Hargis and Mrs. Rhonda
Smith, both of Almo; one grandchild, Felicity Hope Ahart. & Stratton last week led to the
Bardwell; one sister-in-law, Mrs. Jewel Mae Ahart. Almo; several death of an employee who had
nieces and nephews.
worked there for nearly two
decades.
Master Christian Angel Haws
Frank Burkeen, 70, died
A grav cside service for Master Christian Angel Haws was Sept. 27 from a closed head
M-onday at noon at Murray Memorial Gardens. Bishop Raymond injury caused by the
fork-lift
O'Connee and Joey Collins officiated.
accident a day earlier at Briggs
Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Murray was in charge of arrange& Stratton. McCracken Counts
ments.
Master Haws, infant, Pleasant Hill Drive, Almo, died Friday, Coroner Dan Sims pronounced
Sept. 30, 2005, at 12:44 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. the Calloway County man dead
Preceding him in death were his grandfathers, Gary Haws, at Western Baptist Hospital's
intensive care unit. Sims said the
Hughes Edwards and James William Carr.
Survivors include his parents, Paul and Tiffany Haws. Almo; accident led to the fatal injury.
grandparents, Roger and Crystal Edwards, Almo, and Mrs. Karen
EMS brought Burkeen to
Haws. Murray; great-giandparents, Dr. Paul S. and Rolene Cain, Murray-Calloway
Beltone's latest and most advanced digital product, is
Counts
Pennington Gap, Va., Mrs. Flossie Edwards, Almo. and Mrs. Hospital at 8:45 a.m. Sept. 26,
a
designed to help you hear better in almost any environment.
Charlotte Carr, Sterling, N.Y.; aunts and uncles, Nicole Edwards,
hospital spokeswoman said. He
David Haws, Katherine Haws, Marcello Haws. Chrystal Reynolds.
was transferred to Western
Nadine Haws, Brian Haws, Sterling Haws, Marlowe Haws and
Baptist an hour and 45 minutes
Cindy Ball.
later.
Briggs & Stratton Plant
Mrs. Evelyn Verna Lindsay
I he funeral tor Mrs. Evelyn Verna Lindsay will be Thursday at 6 Manager Rodney Bohannon
p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Chris Hodges said Burkeen, an operator, was
will officiate. Burial will follow in the Marshall County Memory accidentally injured by a fork
Gardens.
lift. An OSHA investigation is
Visitation wilLbe at.the funeral home after 5 p.m. Thursday.
taking place as typical proceMrs. Lindsay, 94, Birch Street. Benton, died Sunday, Oct. 2, dure following such an on-site
2005. at 12:22 a.m. at the home of a niece in Lexington.
-accident:
Retired from the laundry department at a hospital in Anaheim.
Bohannon didn't elaborate on
Calif.. she was a member of Hardin Church of Christ.
the
accident details.
Preceding her in death were her father, Fredrick Hoppenroth. her
"We've never had an accimother, Fannie Kenyon Hoppenroth, one sister and five brothers.
Survivors include one niece, Mrs. Martha Finch Mckenzie. dent resulting in the death of an
Lexington, one daughter, Mrs. Norma McDermitt. and two grand- employee at this plant,"
sons. Michael McDermott and Timothy McDermott, all of Buffalo. Bohannon said. "We are happy
N.Y.: two great-nieces, Mrs. Lisa Burke, Lexington, and Mrs. Marci with the safety procedure we
Betxtut, Benton:two great-great-nieces, Mallory Burke and Danielle have in place, but no one is ever
Burke, both of Lexington; one nephew, William Finch, Benton.
happy with an outcome like
this."
Burkeen had worked at
Onggs for 19 years and seven
months. His wife, Mary, also has
worked there for about 20 years.
Bohannon said counselors were
on hand last week for employees.
"We are saddened by the
By CHRIS CAROLA
pended the certificates for two
tragic
loss of Frank." Bohannon
Associated Press Writer
small boats similar to The Ethan
LAKE GEORGE, N.Y.(AP) Allen _ The de Champlain and said. "He will be missed at
- With only one crewmember The Algonquin _ but Gibson Briggs & Stratton. Our thoughts
and just a passenger shy of full said theylhad expanded the sus- and prayers are with the family."
capacity, a tour boat that flipped pension to include- The
over and killed 20 elderly Adirondac and The Horicon.
tourists. was unprepared to han- Those larger cruise ships carry
dle the dangers they faced, 400 and 200 guests. respective'Rapid Wide Dynamic Range
Investments Since 1854...
authorities said.
ly, compared with the smaller
Helps ensure sounds and voices are comfortable and natural.
Our best invesimeni is you.
The state late Monday sus- boats that carry between 30 and
pended the operating certificates 50 people.
-Advanced Speech Pattern Detection
for all five boats run by tour
Shoreline Cruises did not
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including that of The Ethan Sunday and Monday.
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Jones
Ind.
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4.24
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one glass-enclosed boat told authoriCaterpillar
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computers,
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Where they're from
Amanda Herring's third
•,..rade class crackles with energy. The students are diving
into Ucreativ e $.% riling activity,
inspired by Kentucky writer
George Ella Lyon's poem,
"Where Fm Prom.To prepare the kids
to pen their
own poems.
Mrs. Herring
sent home a

When the students are
reminded that the people who
will read this article might not
remember what it was like to be
in grade three, they are asked to
explain the typical trials they
face in a day. While Matt, Finis,
Kara and Colby put on their
thinking caps, Diamond is
ready with an answer. "Staying
still is hard," she blurts.
Darien confesses that it is
difficult to figure out if people
Airtifit-14leetlike yOu.
focus parent
Amber picks science as the
and child on
biggest 3rd grade challenge.
capturing
while Lydia makes a definitive
.pecial memories. With
Main Street announcement that stress is the
third-grader's bugaboo.
.some adult
By Constance
coaching. the
Rachel declares that third
Alexander
students a CI C Ledger & Times grade demands that you learn to
weite
be responsible. "Taking care of
Columnist
down things
library books and things like
--like- when:
that can be hard." she explains.
they a CIC
"Second grade is easier,"
born, a hue from a song memo- Kaitlyn chimes in. Kayla nods
iiied when they were little:
in agreement, adding,"You
•
urafelituds'..the-narites.of
don't learn as much in second
herished relatives: a phrase
parents used to discipline them. grade.";
Kyle grins as he confesses
as the teacher goes through
hard it is to make his third
how
he listune by one. the 3rd
grade teacher, Mrs. Herring,
graders wriggle in their chairs,
mad. "You're always too
cage! to share their responses.
happy," he tells her.
f ale student's report that his
It is no wonder that Mrs_
patents is tamed. "I'm going to
Herring and her 3rd grade class
knock your block oft- evokes a
are chipper. They work in a
.horns of giggles Brittany.
stimulating setting that encour•andice. Christopher and the
test of the class
ages active learning. The walls
of the room are papered with
-you 41,1 14. Alt till your
colorful charts and illustrations
lather eel' hunks" is another
A Word Wall contains the curIferinir that is received with
rent spelling list. The planets
sis
nod,from other stuare affixed to the ceiling. A
dents \A11,, ha e heard that
;
chart that tracks what students
are reading is on view. Vividly
is
all, a milder
colored posters showcase geo;choke -You an go to your
metric shapes and math vocabu:aid think about being
lary.
In the back corner, three
ear-old
,1
ihout something they had to
computers hum cheerfully. The
chart tagged "Harvest of
nieln;st/C 411 the golden days ot
,111111)0;0 yields a rauge of
Helpers" assigns weekly jobs to
s's" Uses Jordan remembers
students. Reproductions of mastisatting her phone number.
terpieces by Vincent Van Gogh
It tu.eaeted the spelling of
are on display at the front of the
ii name. and Rachel the
room. Rules for punctuation,
fledge of allegiance
the steps of the scientific
method, graphs that show fracI he ailesoun about two
; • i,t> nispir some
tions, and_proofreader's marks
cat 111,1141',.0111hInallOtts
are visible. Each poster. chart
I )..iricit
and drawing is part of Amanda
crandlattlers
p177:1 and purple ift.rting's effort to transform the
.„fl.• tel, Litaii's v.attles and cinderblock walls into portals to
;;uts seq.. !Atka, reseals a
learning.
sddlish not the
It Will take the 3rd grade
:er laled howl hut
class at Jesse Stuart Elementary
'.in Madisonville a few more
I ii cc !atolls slum, the
writing sessions to gather their
• e; .,.111,11;hered en it a
ideas and then write their
to
,.)ting
I41.111\ tOo
poems. In the meantime, special
Ant dicr part
thanks to each one of them Zach. Brittany, Candice, Kayla,
itt"'st•,I IliShing .LaCora.. i'hristopher, Diamond.
bear
Rachel, Tylor, Jordan. Matt,
is.: 1 \ dt. retells
I.ukas, Finis, Kara, Colby,
ioa her ?...ratidpar
Dacrien, Travis, Kaitlyn, Kyle
-tlii upped her
and Amber - for being such
-f m1,0.1 hesselt shc
willing and candid subjects.
; ;ie....i like hint
To see the full text a
MAT 1 ICd, is
George Ella Lyons' poem,
1111k 4.11C riws
"Where I'm From," go to
, Tic W. N.t that
http://www.studyguideorg/wher
11Cle 101014n
e I'm_from_poem.htm.
a la
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The Smart, Safe Gamble
WASHINGTON (API - Some liberals
call it cronyism. Some conservatives call it
a betrayal. President Bush is gambling that
By Ron
it will prove smart and safe _ choosing a
little-known loyalist with no judicial experi- by some for insisting that Thomas was the
ence to fill a second Supreme Court vacanmost qualified pick available, a line echoed
cy.
by the second Bush White House concerning Miers. •
Harriet Miers seems destined for confirmation. Despite howls from the fringes of
"The president selected her because she
both parties. Democratic and Republican
'stile best person to fill this vacancy," said
strategists expect her to take a seat alongspokesman Scott McClellan.
side newly minted Chief Justice John •
In strictly political terms, it doesn't matRoberts barring a surprise development.
ter. With 51 votes required for confirmaIfs u good sign for Bush and his attortion. Bush just needs to keep GOP senators
in line and avoid a bruising political fight.
ney-turned-nominee when the first words
from Senate 1:rnocrati-Creader lizu-ry Reid
Republic-MT-gruff -egists said they would
are these: "I like Harriet Miers."
have to work hard to ensure the support of
the more conservative members of the ----It helps that Republicans hold 55 of the
Senate. That's because the GOP is divided
Senate's 100 seats.
in two camps.
It helps that Democrats are chastened
from the 2004 campaign, when leader Torn
Traditional conservatives who dominate
the GOP legal community said they were
DasChle lost his South Dakota Senate seat
-satisfied with Bush's promise that Miers
after Republicans-cast-him as an obstruc"will not legislate from the bench." The
tionist. '
phrase is a signal to the president's political
It helps that Bush bow.ed to pressure and
base that Miers Will help steer the judiciary
nominated a woman.
to the right.
•"Having never served as a judge. Ms.
"Conservatives should be very happy
Miers has no paper trail of judicial opinwith this selection," said Leonard Leo of
ions, and prospective opponents thus will
the Federalist Society.
have a hard time identifying positions to
But many social conservatives are
protest or complain about." said Supreme
unhappy. They had demanded a certified ,
Court historian David Garrow.
conservative with a long, written record in
Artemus Ward, a Northern Illinois
opposition to abortion and gay rights and in
University political science professor, said
line with Justices Thomas and Antonin
the public will he suspicious of Miers' lack
Scalia.
of service on the bench. Still, he called the
Public Advocate called her selection "a
nomination a smart move.i
betrayal of the conservative, pro-family vot"You try to pick a nominee that
ers" who put Bush in the White House.
Democrats won't be able to cnticize as
On the Internet, the writings of -social
much because they are a woman or a
conservatives dripped-with criticism and
minority." he said. "This is a classic
skepticism. "Where is our SC-alia/Tho
.
ma
. s?"
Clarence Thomas strategy."
wrote a blogger on redstate.org and con:.
Thomas was nominated for the Supreme
firmthem.com. Several bloggers com•
Court by Bush's father. Though his confirmation hearings were tumultuous, much of - plained about Miers donating to Al Gore's
1988 presidential campaign.
the controversy was over -personal rather
White House defenders quickly took to
than policy issues — and he was approved.
the same biogs and noted that Miers had
Me first Bush White HoUse was ridiculed

WASHINGTON TODAY
Fournier
fought to reverse an abortion-rights stand
taken by the American Bar Association.
As with Roberts. who breezed to confirmation, Bush is counting on his supporters
.to trust his judgment. Polls show strong
support for the president among conservatives, even as sonic other voters turn away.
A Republican strategist With close ties to
both the White House and social conservatives put it this way: If Roberts' nomination
was welcomed by Bush's base with a loud
rheee-M-iers-reeeived-poh-te-applausesand-a—
few raised eyebrows.The pick gives Bush a chance to reshape
the court for the long haul and _ in the
short term _ change the subject from Iraq,
gas prices, Hurricane Katrina and the public's rising anxiety over the economy.
Under pressure from liberal interest
groups to oppose any Bush nominee, some
Democrats are laying the groundwork to
cast the White House counsel as a Bush
crony who benefited from the same type of
political favoritism that put Michael Brown
in charge of the Federal Emergency
Management Agency.
Pete Shane, a law professor at Ohio
State University. said picking a pal for the
Supreme Court "seems like a flat-footed
thing to do" after the post-Katrina fallout.'
over FEMA.
Sen. Patrick Leahy of Vermont, the top
Democrat in the Judicary Committee who
voted for Roberts, said all he knows about
Miers is her "reputation for being loyal to
this president."
The truth is, nobody knows what kind of
justice Miers would make. Even Roberts.'
one day into his lifetime appointment, is a
mystery — a stealthy conservative.
Maybe that's how Bush wants it.
Ron Fournier has covered politicsfor
The Associated Press since 1993.
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LAMP Christian Homeschool
Group will meet Thursday

Lions Club Honors Past District -Governors

The LAMP Christian Homeschool Group
will meet Thursday from 7 to 8 p.m. at
the Calloway County Public Library. This
is open to all homeschoolers and those
interested in homeschooling who would like
to be involved in an active network of
home educators in the county.
The group will discuss ideas to help
organize and de-clutter your home while educating your children. This will be an informal and open discussion for all with conJo's
Datebook tributions by veteran homeschoolers.
For more information call 753-3626 or
By Jo Burkeen
759-1098 or visit the website at www.calCommunity
loway-lamp.org.
Editor

Pi Kappa Alpha Alumni to meet

a

The Alumni
Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity will meet Wednesday at 5:30 p.m. at The Big Apple.

MILS Fastpitch Club to meet
Murray High School Fastpitch Club will meet Wednesday
at 5:45 p.m. at the MHS cafeteria. All persons interested in
the .girls fastpitch softball program in the Murray School system are encouraged and invited to attend.

Garden Department will meet
Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club will have
a meeting and dessert Thursday at 1 p.m. at the club house.
Wayne Harper, Murray State University Landscape Designer
will present the program. Hostesses will be Carla Rexroat.
Martha Crafton, Shirley Lamb, Zula Sykes and Peggy Nieschlag.
Members are asked to bring items for victims of domestic
violence.

Glory Bound will be Thursday
Glory Bound Entertainment will be Thursday from 7 to 9
p.m. at the Weaks Community Center. This weekly event is
sponsored by Goshen United Methodist Church. The public is
invited and there is no charge. Items for Need Line will be
taken. For more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643 or
Renee Taylor at 753-1824.

Shrine Club will meet Thursday
The Murray Shrine. Club and Ladies of The Nile will meet
Thursday at 6:30 p.m. at the club building on Ky. Hwy. 121
North. Nominations for Shrine Club officers will be held: a
meal will be served. All members are encouraged to attend.

MMS Fall Festival Thursday
Murray Middle School Fourth and Fifth Graders will have
its first Fall Festival on Thursday from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. at
the MMS football field. Featured will be pumpkin painting,
face painting, cake walk, photo booth, candy in a haystack.
free throw shoot, caramel apples and lots more. Tickets are 25
cents each or five for $1. The public is invited.

Photo provided

The Murray Lions Club recently honored its 11 past district governors at a meeting at Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church. Pictured, from left, are Carolyn Reagan, representing her father, W.Z. Carter. Fred Shultz, representing his father, Fred Shultz Sr., Joe Pat James. John Bunnell. George Ligon, representing his father, George
Ligon Sr., Naomi Rogers, representing her husband, James, Yancey Watkins and Arvin Crafton. Other PDG's from
Murray are Charles Oakley, Dr. C.C. Lowry and Codie Caldwell.

Service and Ministry for All meeting on Wednesday
Murray State University student organization. Service and
Ministry for All (SAM), will
have its first meeting of the
semester on Wednesday at 4
p.m. The hour-long meeting
will be held in room. 107, Carr
Health Building on campus.
SAM provides students with
opportunities to be involved

Murray State University's
Center for Continuing Education has announced the date
for the ACT Prep Workshop.
designed to help high school
students prepare for the ACT.
The three-hour class will begin
at 9 a.m. on Oct. 8.

'Many high school juniors
and seniors will be preparing
themselves for this important
college entrance exam. The
workshop is designed to give
students an effective and affordable approach to preparing for
the test. Course topics include

Miller named award winner
Allyson Miller of Murray
has .been named a national
award winner in honor roll and
mathematics by the United
States Achievement Academy.
Miller, a student at Calloway County_ High School,
was nominated for the awards
by Data Benson. teacher.
She is the daughter of Amy
Grubbs and Scott Miller of Murray.
Her grandparents are Tom
and Starr Lewellyn of Murray
and Murrel and Janice Henson of Benton.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet each .Tuesday and Thupday
at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main St., Murray, next to St. John's
Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-4472004.

MMS announces activities
Murray Middle School invites all interested parents to stop
by the front office to sign up for school committees during
this week. Also MMS Site-based Decision Making Council will
meet today at 4:30 p.m. in the school media Center. All interested parties are invited.

.

Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 of Free and Accepted Masons
will meet thnight at 7 p.m. at the lodge hall.

SUBSCRIBE
TODAY

Kappa Department will meet
Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club will Meet
tonight at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. Jimmie Joyce of MCCH
Hospice, and Angie Hutching. cancer nurse, will present the
program. Hostesses will be Dru McKinney, 'Sondra Barnett.
Sue Allison Melva Hatcher and Lynda Chaney.

Allyson Miller

and a- discussion of eareci
opportunities in youth and
human services.
Papa John's pizza and sodas
will be served at the meeting.
•For more information on
SAM. contact Dr. Roger Weis.
faculty ads iser. at 762-3808 or
e-mail
roger.weis4_i murraystate.edu.

adiess,45411/1 44391

25% OFF

Angels Clinic will be featured on a I3-area television series
on Kentucky Educational Television tonight and again Oct. II
at 7 p.m.

Lunch or Dinner Entrees for the Ladies!
11,

Singles will meet tonight
Murray • Singles (SOS) will meet tonight at 7 p.m. in the
annex of Calloway Public Library. This is open to all singles.
For information call Mike at 75?-3180 or Pat at 489-2909.

If

istration is required.
For more information, or to
register. contact the Center for
Continuing Education at 7623659 or 1-800-669-7654. ext.
3659.

Breast Cancer'Awareness Month.
The perfect time to give your
whole-bodfsome atteriTion.

Not only can our 30-minute workout throe times a
week help diminish the risk of breast cancer, but if voL,
ioin Curves the week of October 10th, we It KAM!the
service fee. All you have to do is show proof of a current
mammogram. Because at Curves we care about You and
your health. From head to toe.

sEAF...•

STEAKS • SPIRITS

s: II a.m.-2 p.m.•Diancr noun: 4-1ft p.m.
Ow N. 12 Sr • Ilarrav •753-7726

* Notice! *

759-3400
602 N. 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
252-3399
Hwy. sr5
Benton, KY 42025

1769 Mayfield

so
SERVICE FEE

575-3800
3420 Park Avenue
Paducah, KY 42001

if

• 66/Ward
Lit/11'h

test-taking strategies and study
skills.
The price for the workshop is $25 and includes a
study packet. Registrations are
currently being taken. Pre-reg-

The power to amaze yourself.

Wednesday/is,

Angels Clinic on TV tonight

READ THE
COMMUNITY
PAGE DAILY

Line, Angels Attic and the community animal shelter.
The organization is open to
Christians and non-Christians
alike.
Wednesday's meeting will
feature Kelly Cruse. an Illinois beauty queen and cancer
survivor: Pearson Griffith, center for the MSU basketball team:

ACT Preparatory Workshop planned

Narcotics Anonymous will meet

Temple Hill Lodge will meet

with other students, faculty and
staff in addressing the service
and/or Christian ministry needs
of individuals in many different situations. SAM is primarily a bridge to ministries such
as the Baptist Student Union
or Ministry Open to All (First
Presbyterian Youth Group) and
service organizations like Need

curve'. Corn
'Oiler bard on 1,4

ennarne. rrommum 12 Tr.

,•tron

,a1K1

,,her .

You Are Invited To Attend Our

GOSPEL MEETING

Mil\ NOW
OPEN

at the

Coldwater Church of Christ

_-

Ask Us About

YOUR CHOICE
AMC

8467 State Route 121 N., Murray, KY.

11111.12.1•0116
011

(Located about 8 miles west of Murray)

Come visit us at our
New Location!
509 N.8th Street

Ttormond
ihSiinANCE

.

•Sony Big Screens
•Sony Video Equipment
• Home.Theater Systems
•Surround Sound/Outdoor

„

or

1

a1

residential phone. sound
and security systems.
Over 100 years of
combined experience'

TIME: Friday & Saturday 7:oo p.m.
Sunday Services; 9:30 & 10:15 a.m., and 7:30 p.m.
LUNCH SERVED FOLLOWING MORNING WORSHIP

SALIM I SERVICE I INSTALLATION

MURRAY ELECTRONICS. INC.*
1*

Friday,Saturday & Sunday
October 7-9, 2005
SPEAKER: Jim Dearman

(Corner of 8th &Arcadia)

On-displayIn ow
HUGE new showroom:

(270) 753-7567

•

A Warm Welcome Awaits You

Come Bring Your Bible and Hear God's Word Preached.
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Grand jury turns attention
back to Fletcher's office

Kentucky New Era/AP

State Rep. James Carr, center, holds up paperwork
which makes otficial his
change from Democrat to
Republican on Monday in
Hopkinsville, Ky. With Carr
Mitch
Sen.
were
McConnell, R-Ky., left, and
Rep. Ed Whitfield, R-Ky.
defection,
Carr's
With
Democrats now hold a 5644 advantage in the House.

By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Wnter
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) The special grand jury investigating Fletcher administration
personnel practices turned its
attention back to Gov. Ernie
Fletcher's office on Monday.
Kathy Harman, who was an
assistant to former Fletcher personnel aide Basil Turbyfill,
spent nearly two hours before
the grand jury. Turbyfill, who
was indicted for conspiracy to
violate personnel laws before
Fletcher pardoned him and eight
others, was later fired by
Fletcher.
Also testifying Monday was
Kathy
Harman,
were suffering from the ongoing Wayne
attorney general's investigation Harman's husband and a cominto the administration of missioner in the Personnel
Fletcher, the first GOP governor Cabinet.
elected in more than three
The Harm-ans and their attordecades. Members of the admin- ney declined to answer quesistration have been indicted for tions about their testimony.
alleged political interference in
The grand jury, impaneled on
hiring decisions. Fletcher has
6. has indicted II current
June
issued pardons, saying the
members of Fletcher's
former
or
investigation is politically motiadministration on charges they
vated.
"It's amazing to me that with violated personnel laws by makall the things going on in ing hiring and firing decisions
Washington, -they're down here based on political consideraover one representative switch- tions. Other charges have grown
from the personnel allegations,
ing parties," Pendleton said,
Republicans have had some including felony charges of evisuccess with Democratic law- dence and witness tampering.
makers switching to their party.
Fletcher's pardons covered the
Democrats lost control of the first nine indicted, but a question
state Senate in •1999 when two hangs over how far the pardon
senators — Dan Seum of extends.
Louisville and Bob Leeper of
Transportation
Acting
became
Paducah
Cabinet Secretary Bill Nighbert
resulted
Republicans. The move
was indicted for seeking to retalin Repubbitans taking control of
an-agency employee
iate-against
haS"'
that
lead
a
Senate,
the
with the
cooperating
was
who
increased since then. Leeper has
since left the.GOP and become investigation.
Just last week. two more foran independent.

III McConnell ...

Jody
Speaker
House
Richards. a Bowling Green
ing is they really wanted to keep Democrat, said Carr mischaracterized Democrats and "misled,
this very quiet."
McConnell refused to -answer deceived and betrayed the voters
when asked about anything of his district."
defeated
41,
Carr,
regarding Fletcher or the mystery leading up to Monday's Republican Tom C. Jones by
scheduled news conferences. An 200 votes in the 2()04 general
advisory , announcing the, news election to win the seat that repconferences, issued late Friday resents the western Kentucky
by the state Republican kuty, counties of Christian and Trigg,
along the Tennessee border.
was silent on the topic.
"As you know, I've told you , Carr, a Baptist. holds a bacherepeatedly that were here today lor's degree from Murray State
to celebrate the decision of University and is a former magarr to join our istrate in Christian County. He
James
Republican Party," McConnell defeated Democratic incumbent
said. "I'd like to keep on cele- John Adams in the May 2004
primary.
brating."
State Sen. Joey Pendleton, a
Whitfield indicated the secrecy was perpetuated over the Hopkinsville Democrat who
the. Hopkinsville
weekend to help boost atten- attended
announcement, . said he wasn't
dance.
"We didn't say what this was surprised by Can's defection.
about and sometimes specula- Carr had "fallen into the trap
(ion leads to large attendance." that _y_ou've got to be a
Republican to he a Christian."
Whitfield said.
Rep. Jeff Hoover: the House Pendleton said.
from
Pendleton said McConnell's
leader
minority
Jamestown, also did not attend presence indicated Republicans
the news conferences but said
The
McConnell called him with the
news Monday morning. Hoover
Retirement Answer For Small Businesses•
said Cart's switch "shows a lot
Plan is an individual retirement annuity designed
IRA
SIMPLE
sfdmen's
of character."
fsecially tor small business owners It is one ot The least expensive retirement
Carr said he left the
rw available. featuring easy set-up and low-coseadmirtistration,
Democratic Party because. its
le your local Woodmen representative about a SIMPLE Way to provide retire
leadership was "out of step with
writ benefits to your employee",
many rank-and-file Kentucky
OF THE WORLD
11 WOODMEN
Sheha Crouse
Democrat voters" who hold
unusutAxasocart,
330 CC Lowry
, issues such as gun control. aborMurray KY 42071
HOME OfINE 0M4.114 VE11106101
tion and the military :low to
270-753-4741
--ertrumrTaidlibta.trera
cell 270-293-7197
their hearts.

From Front

mer Fletcher aides were ind4c-igki
for personnel violations — exChief of staff Daniel Groves and
Vince -Fields, former director of
the Fletcher local 'outreach program called Local Initiative for a
New Kentucky, LINK. They are
alleged to have filled a highway
department job in Breathitt
County based on political considerations.
Lawyers for all three said
Fletcher's pardon covers their
clients even on the latest
charges. Prosecutors said the
pardon can cover people and
specific charges. not vague topics.
Prosecutor Scott CrawfordSutherland said Nighbert's
arraignment has been postponed
so it can be held at the same time
as Groves' and Fields', which
-have- not yet been scheduled.
Crawford-Sutherland said he
expects attorneys for all three to
seek dismissal of the charges
based on the Fletcher pardon.
"There has to be a limit on a
governor's power to issue
amnesty for a person's conduct,"
Crawford-Sutherland said.
The grand jury appeared to
return to another topic on
Monday, hearing from Mark
Cornett, a staff assistant in the
Cabinet for Health and Family
Services.
Last week, several cabinet
employees testified about the
circumstances surrounding a
family services job filled in
Powell County.
Cornett confirmed he was
asked about the Powell County
matter during nearly two hours
of testimony.
On a related topic, the State

Board 4.31- Uections hasanswered
an Open Records law requesi,
from the attorney general's
office about the work and status
Disponett, ,_a
Dave
of
Lawrenceburg builder who has
become closely identified wit4
the personnel investigation-.
Disponett, the treasurer of the
Kentucky Republican Party, had
an office in the Capitol and a
state government secretary
while acting as an unpaid voluti.
teer for Fletcher. While Fletcher
said Disponett was advising him
on political appointments, court
documents indicate he was also
involved in Merit System job
decisions.
Disponett is a longtime
gubernatorial appointee to the
elections panel. The agency was
asked to provide records on
Disponett's pay and benefits and
use of state offices and personnel.
Board Director Sara Johnson
declined on Monday to provide
the same information to The
Associated Press without a _formal request. Even after the
request was filed, the records
were not made available
Monday.
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• Been told "no" by others? Give us a call or come by our office!
• We have programs that allow us to say "yes"
to your home purchase or refinance.
• Cad or come by today for your tree pre-approval!

200 Poplar St. • Murray, KY
Phone 270-753-7665 or Toll Free 888-246-4093

1-800-363-4720

t
October 6th, 7th it 8th, 2005
Water Heater Blanket
Insulating Pipe Wrap
Faucet Cover

Outdoor Power Cord
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A win would cure pain of ailing Racers

By SCOTT NANNEY
400 total yards in dropping their OVC
Sports Editor
opener 42-21 at Tennessee Tech last
If this were baseball, Joe- Pannun- Saturday. in the last two games, the
zio would be 0-for-the-season at the MSU defense has allowed 84 points.
plate.
Meanwhile, the Racer offense has
As it is, the Murray State head struggled with consistency and point
football coach is barely above .000 production as its main weapons have
on the gridiron as his ailing Racers been in and out of the lineup.
limp into Saturday's crucial Ohio ValTopps, who bruised both shoulders
ley Conference matchup with two- in a 27-15 victory over Indiana State
time defending league champion Jack- in Murray's only home game this
sonville State at Roy Stewart Stadi- season, played sparingly in a 42-0
um.
loss at Illinois State and was knocked
A hobbled offense is struggling out in the first half of last weekmightily without its top two play- end's contest after re-aggravating the
makers, a young and inexperienced injury.
defense is taking some hard lumps
Turner, meanwhile, played just one
and the kicking game is non-exis- series at Tennessee Tech after suffertent. As a result, the wounded Rac- ing a sprained ankle the week before
ers are just 1-3 and desperately in at Illinois State. Both he and Topps
need of a Win to keep their fading are considered game-time decisions
OVC championship hopes alive.
for Saturday.
-The three biggest questions we
The offensive line is expected to
had coming into the season' were: get starting guard Phillip Hall back
Would the defense hold up? Could this week from an injury. However,
we keep (quarterback) Ken Topps it will likely be without tackle Jonathan
healthy? And could we keep (tail- Harper, who left Saturday's game with
back and kick returner) Nick Turner an ankle injury.
healthy?," said Pannunzio."Right now,
Despite all the ailments, the Racer
the answer to all three of those ques- unit did manage to outgain Tennessee
tions is no."
Tech 475-406 in total yardage. HowIt's been an uphill climb all sea- ever, backup quarterback Ryne Salyson for the Racers, who allowed 35 er, a sophomore, completed just half
unanswered points and gave up over of his passing attempts (16-of-31) and

threw three interceptions.
Pannunzio conceded that switching from the mobile Topps to Salyer, who is less mobile and more of
a classic drop-back passer, has contributed to some of the inconsistencies offensively.
"You've got to prepare two different offenses because Ryne's style
is so radically different than Ken's,"
Pannunzio explained. "If the defense
sends a blitz after us, there's a good
chance Ryne's going to get hit, where
Ken probably wouldn't. ... Right now,
we're kind of like a batter being in
a slump. If we keep taking cuts,
eventually we're going to get out it."
One positive on Saturday was the
emergence of wide receiver Johnathan
Eiland, who earned OVC Newcomer
of the Week honors for his 10-catch,
136-yard effort against the Golden
Eagles. It was the first 100-plus-yard .
performance for an MSU receiver since DeAndre Green caught seven
balls for 141 yards in November
2003.
"Jonathan Eiland is a guy who
can make some plays down the field,"
said Pannunzio. "I guess the one thing
I'm pleased with is that we're throwing the ball down the field a little
IN See RACERS Page 2B
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Ailing
Braves try
to avoid
another
earn exit

•

to

Murray State tailback Nick Turner tries to shake the tackle of.
Tennessee Tech's David McMahan (11) during the first quarter of
last Saturday's 42-21 loss at Cookeville, Tenn. The ailing Turner
played sparingly against the Golden Eagles and is questionable
for this weekend's showdown with visiting Jacksonville State.

New season
starts for Cards'
struggling rotation

• ATLANTA (AP) — Eager
to avoid another first-round exit,
the Atlanta Braves come into
the playoffs with all sorts of
worries.
John Smoltz's shoulder has
been ailing, so he'll apparently start Game 2 of the NL
_division series against the Houston Astros instead of Wednes__ day's opener at Turner_ Field.
That's not all. MVP candidate Andruw Jones and celebrated rookie Jeff Francoeur
are mired in slumps. Another
rookie, Blaine Boyer, may be
left off the postseason roster
because of a sore shoulder —
a major blow to the shaky
bullpen.
The Braves' problems have
been reflected in their play.
They are barely above .500
(29-28) since the beginning of
August and closed the regular
season with a four-game losing streak and only seven wins
in their last 19 games.
The last four losses can be
somewhat excused,coming after
the team clinched its 14th
straight division title. Manager Bobby Cox used those mean
ingless games to audition
youngsters and little-used playAP
ers who might help on the
fringe of the postseason ros- St. Louis pitchers Jason Marquis, left, and Jeff Suppan clown around during the
team's batting practice Monday at Busch Stadium, The Cardinals were scheduled
ter.
Still. Atlanta is hardly on a to face the San Diego Padres in the first game of the National League Division
roll going into the playoffs.
Series this afternoon.
"We need to step it up another notch before Wednesday,"
second baseman Marcus Giles
said. "It seems like we've been
sitting around on our heels the
past few weeks playing not to
ANAHEIM. Calif. (AP) — way we have to approach these
get hurt. When you do that, Joe Torre has a hard time things."
you wind up playing not to tielieving there's a job in sports
That might be easy for the
win, and we have to clean that that compares to the pressure players, but Torre always seems
up before our first playoff he faces each day managing to be reminded when the Yangame."
the New York Yankees and kees fail. After New York lost
The Braves have lost in the working for overbearing owner the 2001 World Series to
Arifirst round the last three years George Steinbrenner.
zona, a fan the following spring
_ all with Game 5 defeats at
Getting to the playoffs is stopped the skipper for an autohome. Since making its last never enough. and until last graph
at the team's Tampa,
World Series in 1999, Atlanta weekend the Yankees were in
Fla.,- =lining facility.
has gotten past the, division jeopardy of missing out on an
"This gentleman came down
series only once in five tries. 11th consecutive trip to the postand said. 'You'll do better next
Smoltz (14-7) is a major season.
year.- Torre recalled Monday.
concern this time around. His
Nc)w that they're in. every- "When you realize that Game
shoulder began hurting late in
body seems determined to make 7, leading in the ninth inning
the year, reflecting the wear
Joe Torre
this a fresh start, beginning wasn't good enough to have a
and tear of a team-high 229
Tuesday
night
when
Yanthe
good
then
year.
you
know
what's
their
regulars
heading into the
2-3 innings. The Braves shut
him down for the final nine kees open the AL division series expected of us. It's pressure, opener.
The Yankees wrapped up
days of the regular season, against the AL West champi- sure. But it's a good pressure,
because George Steinbrenner another AL East title Saturday
hoping the pain would go away on Los Angeles Angels.
New York is trying to for- puts his money where his mouth at Fenway Park. But New York's
with rest.
loss to Boston on Sunday cost
While the right-hander felt get the ups and downs of this is.
The Angels pose quite a the club home-field advantage
better during a bullpen session •season, the team's embarrassSunday. the Braves can't afford ing exit in the 2004 AL cham- challenge for the Yankees. Los in this series and sent the team
to take any chances. Cox will pionship series to the rival Angeles, with its aggressive trekking across the country'.
"After what we've needed
likely use Tim Hudson.(14-9). Boston Red Sox, and even the baserunning, strong defense and
against Andy Pettitte in Game Yankees' first-round loss to the deep pitching staff, became the to do to get here, I don't think
first AL team to clinch a play- we have a problem dealing
I. apparently believing Hud- Angels three years ago.
"In my point of view, we've off berth when it beat Oak- with whatever we have to deal
son is better suited to come
back on three days' rest if the forgotten a lot of things that land last Tuesday _ so the with," Torre said.
best-of-5 series goes to a fourth happened yesterday," catcher Angels have had several days
The Angels send 21-game
game Sunday.
Jorge Posada said. "That's the to set their rotation and rest winner Bartolo Colon to the

ST. LOUIS (AP) - The St.
Cards vs. San Diego
Louis Cardinals are about to
Today
find out if their late-season
San Diego (Peavy 13-7) at St. Louis
pitching swoon was just a coltCarpenter 21-5i. 1209
pm (ESPN)
.
Thursday
lective exhale after months of
San Diego (Astacio 4-2) at St. Louis
dominance, or a reason for
(Mulder 16-EO, 309 p.m. tESPN2)
concern.
Saturday
St.
Louis (Moms 14-10) at San Diego
St. Louis, coming off its
(Eaton 11-5)
second straight 100-victory seaSunday
St. Louis at San Diego, it necessary
son, opens the postseason TuesMonday
day in a best-of-five division
San Diego at St. Louis, it necessary
series against the San Diego
Padres, who were only 82-80. off, contributing to a
6-8 finBut the Cardinals' recent pitch- ish after the Cardinals
became
ing struggles could be the equal- the first team to clinch on
izer— --St-pc-447- The-Cardinals-Feces,-"I know the last couple of ered with a three-game
sweep
weeks we _hadn't pitched as of Cincinnati to close the sea_
well as we're capable of pitch- son despite poor starts
from
ing," pitching coach Dave Dun- Mulder. Marquis and Morris,
can said. "I'd like to attribute
In Carpenter's case, there's
that to maybe that edge that a string of mediocre
performyou lose when you know you ances. Heading into
Septemdon't have to win the game.
ber, the right-hander was the
"At the same time, these guys likely favorite for the NI Cy
are going to have to step 'up Young Award, but
not anyand be the pitchers they were more. He has a sorry 9.14
the majority of the season for ERA in his last four appearus to have a successful post- ances, hiking his overall
ERA
season."
62 points to 2.83.
-The Cardinals trot out a forCarpenter threw 241 2-3
midable group: Chris Carpen- innings, by far a career
high.
ter (21-5), Mark Mulder (16- but insists that disinterest —
8) and Matt Morris (14-10) in not fatigue — is responsible
the first three games, with Jeff for his fade.
Suppan (16-10) and Jason Mar"We clinched and there was
quis(13-14) in reserve. Because nothing on the line anymore,"
of two days off in the series. Carpenter said. "Everybody
was
Carpenter could go again if a talking about who we're going
Game 4 is needed on Sunday, to play and what day we're
just as the Padres likely would going to play and all
that kind
return with their ace and Game 'of stuff and you lose
that lit1 starter Jake Peavy (13-7).
tle tiny edge.
But all of St. Louis' starters
"I think everybody is ready
except for Suppan have bad to go and we're excited
about
outings to live down or shake this series."

Torre always feeling pressure in October

•

mound for. Game 1 against
Mike Mussina, who certainly
can remember the way the Yankees were beat up here in 2002.
The right-hander allowed four
runs in four innings of New
York's 9-6 loss in Game 3.
The Angels took the series 31 after dropping the opener at
Yankee Stadium.
While the Yankees' pitching
is more sketchy now, the freeswinging Angels aren't nearly
as dangerous on offense as
they were when they beat San
Francisco to win the 2002 World
Series. They hit .376 and scored
31 runs in the series against
the Yankees that year — all
the while with a rally monkey
on the scoreboard.
Angels manager Mike Scioscia refuses to believe any of
that matters now, though Los
Angeles is the only team with
a winning record (49-48)against
the Yankees since Torre became
manager in 1996. The Angels
took six of 10 meetings this
season.
"I don't think what happened in 2002 is going to affect
what will happen in this series,"

Scioscia said. "That's long gone
We're playing at a high level
right now, and that's what we're
going to focus on."
Los Angeles won 14 of its
final 16 games to finish 9567. New York has the same
record, but lost the tiebreaker
for home field based on headto-head record.
"We're a team that's played
extremely well on the road."
Alex Rodriguez said. "In a
five-game series, I don't see it
making a lot of difference in
terms of home-field advantage."
In the turns' first meeting
this year on Aril 26, Rodriguez
homered three tiims off Colon,
who was done atiei 3 2-3
innings.
Colon -- still dealing with
stiffness in his lower back but
not allowing himself to think
about it — is eager for another shot at A-Rod. The burly
right-hander rebounded for the
first 20-win season by an Angels
pitcher since Nolan Ryan in
1974. He's vying to
become
the club's first Cy Young
Award
winner since Dean Chance
in
1964.
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Panthers edge Faure,Packers
• CHARLOTTE. N.C. (AP)
--- Brett Favre never believed
Ins Green Bay. Packers were
out of it. Not when they Malice]
by 19 points in the second
half, and certainly noi when
he was doyen to-his final dunce- to finish another improbable
rally.
"I tell the guys.- 'If you
kise, go down swinging,'" Favre
said.
Fortunately for the Carolina Panthers. Favre's final flurry missed the mark.
Fas re threw four touchdown
passes, hut couldn't overcome
two early toms ers that the Panthers used to build a big lead.
and Carolina held on for a 3229 victoey Monday night.
Rallying Green Bay from a
I9-point deficit in the third
quarter. Favre threw two touchdown passes and two 2-point
_con.versions .in . the .fount). And
had the Packers in position to
. _

AP

Carolina Panthers' running back DeShaun Foster (26
tries to break free from the Green Bay Packers' Ear
Little (21) during a 47-yard gain in the second guar
ter on Monday night's game in Charlotte. N.C. The
Panthers held off Brett Favre and the Packers 32-29.
win the game on their final
drive. But he couldn't complete the comeback, and the

Packers fell to 0-4 for the first
time since 1988.
Fa% re finished 28-of-47 for

303 yards and four scores —
his 19th game of four or more
touchdown passe!,_ second to
Dan Marino's record of 21.
Not that any of that Mattered
to the I5-year veteran and likely Hall of Father who's possibly playing his final season.
"This is as bad as I've ever
felt," Favre said. "The only
-thing I'm thinking about right
now is this loss."
With running back Ahman
Green sidelined by an injured
knee and no timeouts, Favre
had to do it all on his own
when Green Bay got the ball
back with 1:58 to play. He
completed two passes before
Carolina(2-2)stopped the Packers on a fourth-and-2.
Favre threw the ball to Donald Driver past the first-down
line, but Chris Gamble knocked
the ball out of his hands and
it fell incomplete. Favre stood
alone on the field and watched
as the Panthers celebrated.

World Series drought: Both Sox know the deal

alines meshed and won a championship.
CHICAGO (AP) - I he Boston Red advance: the Chicago White Sox.
Damon also sees some similarities
Cleve--Chreatrri swept three games in
Sox foiled the "Curse of the Bambino"the two Soxes.
between
eight
with
season
the
frustrafinished
and
baseball
of
land
and ended 86 years
"They remind me of us last year," he
tion with ti spectacular ride through the wins in its last 10 games, stopping a
ucky guys
playoffs last year for their first World slide that had seen its once 15-game lead said. 'They're crazy. happy-go-l
backs."
others'
each
led
Sox
got
who
White
evaporate to 1 1/2. The
Series win since .1918.
a leagueAnd Damon admitted that if the Red
But just getting back to the playoffs the Central wire-to-wire and won
Sox don't repeat, he'd be pulling for the
this season was no easy assignnicnt. not hest 99 games.
. The best-of-five series between the Red White Sox because Chicago right fielder
that Boston expected it.
White Sox starts Tuesday with Jose Jermaine Dye is a good friend from their
and
yourself
throw
can't
you
"You know
facing Matt Clement. Game 2 days together in Kansas City.
Contreras
on the field. You got to go out and play
And if the Red Sox could finally break
at U.S. Cellular Field, matchis
Wednesday
the
That's
it.
like
I
and
with passion.
Buehrle
Mark
— they were nearly on their way
teammates
through
former
up
ing
way it should be," Red Sox center fieldwinning eight straight to
before
Wells.
home
David
and
said.
Danion
er- Johnny
in the ALCS and
Yankees
the
out
wipe
last
teammates
his
ed
Damon characteriz
The Red Sox won the AL wild card
Cardinals in the World Series
the
then
way
the
for
idiots"
of
"hunch
a
as
season
weekfinal
Sunday and got help over the
and person- — -why not the White _Sox?
end frnm----tlfe team they must heal to sanous clubhouse characters

CCMS football captures WKIVISFC title
before' Willis and Michael
The contest remained that v‘.1
until Tilghman Jim Hank ran Treadway provided the play of
'14 yards tor touchdown with the game for CCMS. After Har2:35 left in the third quarter. grove's scoring run, Tilghman
But the 1.akers answered back Stepped out of bounds at the
when Ty tell Willis scampered 2-yard line on the ensuing kick15 sards tor his team's first off. On the next play from
scrimmage. Willis forced a Blue
score w oh 54 seconds to go
Tornado fumble. Treadway
period
in the
To0440
"w cal
hen
, recovered on the 2, setting up
.
swapped touchdowns - the a 2-yard run by Willis to put
..Lakers on top. The Lak_ _lAkers scoring on
added the 2-point conhen
O
6e
Harems
Austin
by
run
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Id 'the
die School football team captured the championship of the
West .Kentucky Middle School
Football Conference with a 221.$ sit.tor oser Paducah Tilghrhi• iuile game last
...404150 .
'Thursday.
Ike two squads ended the
tuthall in a Ncoteless tie.

The Insurance
Center of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency"
753-8355
901 Sycamore

David King
NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE STANDINGS
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W L T Pet
2 1 0 667
Miami
2 2 0 .500
New England
3 0 250
1
Buffalo
3 0 250
1
N se Jets
South
L T Pet
W
4 0 0 1 000
Indiar1410111.
Jac.ksonvillk-...2..2. t) 500
1 3 0 250
Tennessee
0 3 0 000
Houston
North
W L T Pet
.
4 0 0 1 000
Cincinnati
2 1 0 667
Pittsburgh
2 0 333
1
Baltimore
2 0 333
1
Cleveland
Wsst
W L T Pct
3 1 0 750
Denver
2 2 0 500
Kansas City
2 2 0 500
San Diego
3 0 250
1
Oakland

Last Sunday's Scores

New Orleans 19, Buffalo 7
N Y. Giants 44, St. Louis 24
Washington 20. Seattle 17, OT
Denver 20. Jacksonville 7
Indianapolis 31, Tennessee 10
Cincinnati 16. Houston 10
Tampa Bay 17 Detroit 13
San Diego 41. New England 17
Baltimore 13. NY Jets 3
Atlanta 30, Minnesota 10
Oakland 19. Dallas 13
Philadelphia 37. Kansas City 31
Anzona 31. San Francisco 14
Open: Miami. Pittsburgh, Chicago.
Cleveland
Monday's Game
Carolina 32, Green Bay 29

NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W L T Pet
3 0 0 1 000
Washington
3 1 0 .750
NY Giants
3 1 0 .750
Philadelphia
2 2 0 500
Dallas
South
W L T Pct
4 0 0 1 000
Tampa Bay
3 1 0 .750
Atlanta
- - 2- 2 11- .500
Carolina
2 2 0 .500
New Orleans
North
W L T Pet
1
2 0 .333
Chicago
1
2 0 .333
Detroit
1
3 0 .250
Minnesota
0 4 0 .000
Green Bay
Mist
W L T Pet
2 2 0 .500
Louis
St
0.500
2 2
Seattle
1
3 0 .250
Arizona
250
0
1
3
Sari Francisco
Sunday. Oct.9
Baltimore at Detroit. Noon
Miami at Buffalo. Noon
Seattle at St Louis, Noon
Tennessee at Houston Noon
Tampa Bay at NY. Jets, Noon
New England at Atlanta, Noon
New Orleans at Green Bay. Noon
Chicago at Cleveland. Noon
Indianapolis at San Francesco. 3:05 p.m.
Philadelphia at Dallas. 115 p.m.
Carolina at Arizona. 3:15 p.m.
Washington at Denver, 3:15 p.m.
Cincinnati at Jacksonville, 7:30 p.m.
'Open: Kansas City, Oakland. N.Y
Giants, Minnesota
Monday, Oct. 10
Pittsburgh at San Diegb. 8 p.m

CCHS volleyball gets win

Willis led the Laker offense
with 94 yards rushing and two'
scores. Hargrove had 65 yards
on the ground and one touchdown, while Justin Hill had
one catch for 47 yards. Hill
also had two interceptions on
defense.
CCMS'f bed -die-12005
campaign with a perfect 8-0
record.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times •
The Calloway County High School volleyball team fell, to
Graves County in three sets Monday night at Jeffrey Gymna•
sium.
The Lakers lost the contest by scores of 17-25, 25-14 and
23-25.
Teala Penick led the way for CCHS with three assists. Abby
Kvily -trad--four-4644s-, while-Mandie_Schroader added_ three. Jes- •
sica Dial and Megan Newberry had two aces apiece. Newberry led CCHS with seven points. -while Dial added six.

High product.on short field goal
attempts Saturday. but instead
elected to go for it on fourth
down. MSU was just 2-for-5
on fourth down attempts at Tech.
"I looked at (Crass) a couple of times and hesitated."
said Pannunzio, who lost his
other kicker, Morgan Riley. to
a season-ending knee injury in
the preseaon. "Gary doesn't
have a real strong leg. and it
seems like every time we get
in a situation to kick a field
goal. it's always against the
wind. But we need to get him
out there and give him a
chance."
The biggest area of Concern
for Pannunzio. however, is a
defense that has had a penchant for giving up big plays
through the first four games.
The Racers gave up five touchdown passes at Tennessee Tech.
Eagle quarterback
Golden
Stephen BrittOn, who had
thrown eight interceptions and
no touchdowns in his previ-

ous three outings, tossed a
school-record five scoring
strikes against a youthful and
inexperienced Murray secondary. MSU has allowed II touchdown passes and has just one
interception so far in 2005.
The cornerback spot opposite Mayfield product Derrick
Parrott has been the biggest
problem area. Three different
Racers have tried their hands
at the position — none of
which has had much success.
Paul Walker started the season
at that spot, while a pair of
freshmen — Dominic Spinks
and Steve Chaney — have also
played there in the past couple of games!
- To help shore up that area,
the MSU coaching staff is planning to give free safety Koji
Farrington at least a part-time
role at cornerback. Freshman
Will Werner would likely slide
into Farrington's safety spot
when the switch is made.
-That would help us get our

III Racers ...

Ne-srer
Clean
'Your
Gutters
Again!

•

From Page 1B

t;etter than I anticipated we
would at this point."
Pannunzio also admitted that
he needs to place more confidence in a kicking game that
has not attempted a field goal
this season.,The Racers had at
least two chances to use placekicker Gary Crass. a Munay
• TODAY'S Low stolooitui BY:

LEAF SOLUTION

Lindy Switor

The latest in gutter protection.
Leaf Solution has a 100% guarantee.
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TV, radio
Today
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
6 30 p.m
ESPN2 - Troy St at North Texas
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
Noon
ESPN — Playoffs NL Division Series
Game 1. San Diego at St Louis
3 p.m.
ESPN — Playoffs AL Division Senes
at Chicago
Boston
Game 1
7 p.m.
FOX — Playoffs. AL Division Series.
' Mew York at Los Angeles

ALL
!.:3carnless Gutter Company
We offer a 5 year workmanship warranty and
lifeforne materials warranty.
5", 6" and 8" Gutter Systems

270-753-6433 • 1-800-264-1433
1604 St. Rt. 121 N. Murray

best 11 players on the field."
Pannunzio claimed. -You can
ask. 'What's the problem'? The
answer is D — all of the
above. We're young on defense.
We lost two guys (cornerback
Laroni Gallishaw and end Marcus White) who are in the NFL
now, and we have just two
starters back there."
Things won't get any easier for the Racers this week,
as the defending champion
Gamecocks enter Stewart Stadium for Saturday's 6 p.m.
kickoff licking their wounds
from a 31-14 loss at Eastern
Kentucky last week. It marked
just the second league defeat
for JSU since it entered the
league three years ago.
"We've got our backs against
the wall right now," noted Pannunzio. "But we've got to come
out swinging and fight back.
... The good thing is that our
kids are giving effort. As long
as you're getting that, you've
got a chance."

CREDIT/DEBIT CARDS

ACCE
ONLINE- RAN** in.

RATE

YOUR SPEED OF BANKING.
WITH CASH, CREDIT OR DEBIT. Personally, we like them all.
or
And from a business standpoint, we've got them all. For your personal accounts
for business accounts (of any size), Heritage Bank

TI. r•st

ArT

.004-alkit' vs Eli% Not. Mie

•

your accounts, loan you money, provide you
competitive credit cards and convenient debit

with

•-74

cards for you and your employees. You choose
the product or service, we make it quick and easy.
Were in the business of banking at the speed of Miff

HERITAGEBANK
10111,1111V•AN141,11'1414FRIT AGE COM
210 hourim IS,,. STIPt ir • 7S372,
Mus.•4• KIIIIITUCINI• 45071

can manage

YESTERDAY. TODAY. TOMORROW.

RITAGEBAK
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Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

NOTICE
New.Cingular Wireless, PCS, LLC has proposed the construction of a telecommunications tower Site #443G0142 at 2001
College Farm Road, Murray, Kentucky
42071 136° 36' 56.22 North latitude, 88'
20'01.88" West longitude). A public hearing
has .been scheduled before the Murray
Planning Commission on October 18, 2005
at 5:00 P.M. in Council Chambers, City
Hall, 104 N. 5th St., Murray, Kentucky
42071. If there are any comments please
respond, within 5 days of public notice to:
Cingillar Wireless, Attn: L. Glass, 5310
Maryland Way, Brentwood TN, 37027; or
Pike Legal Group, PLLC, P.O. Box 369,
Shepherdsville, KY 40165; telephone (800)
516-4293. Please reference Site Number
and Address with any comments.

Notice

Help Wanted

Bare Beauty Mineral
Cosemetics and

COOK

Skin Care are now
sold locally.
Call Paula at
753-2783
COMPANY launches
new product. Free promotional facials. Make
appointment.
(270)748-6277

Work as needed NOT
lull time, experience
preferred, good working conditions, pleasant atmosphere.
Apply in person.
FERN TERRACE
LODGE
1505 Stadium
Niew Dr.
EOE

Lost and Found

150
Help Wanted

NOW hiring for all
shifts. Apply in person at Sonic, 217 S.
12th St., Murray. No
phone calls, Meese.
NOW taking applications for
Resident
Assistants FT & PT,
good pay, nice community, great residents,
friendly staff. CNA
training a plus Apply at
Glendale Place 905
Glendale Road.
PERSON needed for
lawn & misc work
(888)534-6138
POSTAL JOBS
$15.22 to $21.62/hr,
now hiring. For application and free government job info. call
American Association
of Labor 1-913-5998042.
24
hours.
Employment service.
l'Itt II I ss1(1\ \I.
N \ I .1..S1)1F.t
NEEI)F,I)
Manufactured Homing
TOP COMMISSIONS
5 DAY WORK WEEK
BEST INVENTORY
LOTS OF FINANCING
IN BUSINESS SINCE 1976
SEND RESUME TO
731-644-0403
ATTN: CHUCK KEEL

Houses For Rent

Arkin
For Sails
ARBONNE
International. What's
on your face? Animal
feces, animal products,
mineral oil. Call today
for a free facial or catalog filled with makeup,
skin care, acne control,
and our baby lines. Call
Suzie at (731)4141678
CINDERELLA
prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614
FREE
Satellite system up to 4
rooms, free DVR or HD
upgrade. Call now to
see how you can get
your first month free.
Also
get
HBO,
Cinemax & Showtime
free for 3 months.
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite 759-0901 or
877-455-0901
GIRLS' 26" Huffy bike.
Paid $140 new. Used
about 5 times. Asking
$75. 767-0567
STRAW for sale. $2 a
bale. 489-2436, it no
answer leave message

DIRT DADDY'S
TOP SOIL
Gravel & White rock also
Call Terrell Ticrwett.

SAFETY
advisors
DENTAL office manag753-9075
FOUND.
near er. Experience pre- $2500 month, manager
month
227-2193
_traiRees
$3000
C-eritereury-male
-domed. _Send resume__
Lab w/collar, no tags. to: 1653 Calloway Company will train. Call
WHITE satin wedding
M-F 9am-1pm only! 1753-2660
Avenue Murray. KY
dress
w/
capped
800-578-8799
42071. sleeves, size 16, $200
JUST give us a call,
Call
270-753-6909
well be glad to help,
TRAVELING
DRIVER to pull mobile
after 5PM.
Your loved one we'll
Disthbution Manager.
homes. 3 year CDL
try to find.
Small growing compaWHITE wedding dress.
minimum. No mobile
'Cause we all have
ny seeking hard worksize 22, white cape, fur
home
experience
Furry or Feathered
required.
270-293- ing. self motivated, hood and accessories
Friends. Here at the
1837, 270-293-1244, honest individual. Must (270)328-8677
Ledger & Times.
have
warehouse,
270-753-7975
inventory. origination.
Appliances
DRIVERS:
and managerial skills.
Call 753-1916 Company/Owner
Manage 25-100 peoPUPPY FOUND. Male. Operators.
Large Selection
ple. Job requires extenFull Time Regional
black with tan & white.
sive travel 10 days-6
USED
OTR
Blue eyes. No collar.
weeks at a time across
APPLIANCES
Start 5.35 per Mile!
Found in town. 753U.S. & Canada. Must
Ward-Elkins
99% No-Touch!
1164
be able to run a forklift
THC Fuel Card!
on the square
and lift to 50 lbs.
a
i
d
753-1713
Computer skills, Word.
Vacation/Holidays!
Excel a plus. Retirees
Excellent Benefits!
SHARP
microwave.
welcome to apply. Call
Place
o
ARBOR
Health/Prescription/
Like new. used 2
(270)395-0296 or fax
Puryear seeking LPNs,
401K!
weeks, 1200 watt, 2
(270)395-9710
CNAs and weekend
Performance/Safety
feet
with
cubic
RNs
0'0
Bonus!
carousel. Paid $130
We offer competitive
Domestic & Childcare
CDL-A lyr. OTR Exp.
new, asking $75. 767salary, 401k, health
Renee: 800-860-2181
0567
insurance, vacation,
NEED a good House
Your Road to a Brighter
160
holiday pay, Christmas
and business cleanFuture!
Home Furnishings
Club savings program,
ing? Call 753-1016
EXPERIENCED caradditional training/certiNEED your home or
penter needed 270fication. Call Carolyn
ANTIQUE Antebellum
Kaczor, RN, D.O.N. at 759-9780 between 5 business cleaned? Call
wood table 40" round
Teresa 489-2957 or
and 8 PM
(731)247-3205. EOE
with leaf, 40"x48", con227-8380
toured legs on ceramic
CABLING Technician: EXPERIENCED carrollers, $150 753-4864
penters to do contract
WILL clean before and
Candidate must have
DINING room table
work on houses and
after renters, sale of
minimum of 1 year in
home, remodeling, new
with 5 chairs and china
the' installation, test, mobile homes Call
705-8250
construction, kit, bath, cabinet, $200. Coffee
troubleshooting. and
windows,
etc. table, two end tables.
repair of twisted pair, FULL OR PART time
Experienced- Valerie. sofa table all matching,
coaxial, and fiber optic
housekeeping. Murray
436-5914
$150. Call 759-9040,
cabling
systems. Plaza Hotel. Apply in
leave message.
Technicians : will be
only.
120
person
responsible for working
FLINT Ridge solid
C.oniputers
KITCHEN. waitstaff,
'independently and as
maple, dark walnut
host/hostess.
part of a team to pro- and
color, 60" oval table
MOM COMPUTERS
person
at
only
in
Apply
infrastructure
vide
w/18" extension, 2 capA+ Certified Technician
Dumplins, 305 S. 12th
service to our custain's chairs, 3 side
Spyware removal.
Murray.
St.,
tomers located in KY,
chairs. 55" hutch/buffet
759.3556
TN, and MO. Salaned
LOCAL church seeking
lighted with dovetail
140
position of $30K up
custodian.
part-time
drawers, good condiWont to Buy
with more than 30 days
OBO.
Send resume with reftion,
$600
vacation. Van furerences to: PO., Box
(731)232-8307
ANTIQUES/OLD
stuff
nished. Send resume
1040-C, Murray, KY
SERTA Perfect Sleeper
We buy 1 or all Cal
to P.O. Box 467, 42071. EOE.
queen size mattress
Larry at 753-3633
Murray. KY 42071
and box springs. Very
MURRAY law firm
BUYING junk cars, good condition. 753needs permanent partCNA/Nurse Aide
trucks, tractors and
0872
time legal secretary.
metal boats. 436-5235
PRN or lull-time.
Must have flexible
Prefer experience but hours between 9-5 M-F
CASH paid for
Law & Garden
will train Must enjoy
good, used guns
but employer will try to
working with the
Benson Sporting
work wischoot - schedCUB Cadet 19HP 42elderly. Good
Goods. 519 S. 12th,
ule if needed. Minimum
inch cut riding lawn
working conditions,
typing
wpm
40
Murray.
mower. Series 1000,
pleasant
required Legal experiLT 1042 Purchased
atmosphere
ence a plus, but not
May 15, 2005. Comes
NICE wash kettle
Apply in person
required. Send resume
with 3 year extended
(270)435-4336
Fern Terrace Lodge
to; P.O. Box 1040-D.
protection plan. Less
1505 Stadium View
USED carpeting, elecMurray, KY 42071.
than 20 hours of actual
Dr.
tric baseboard heaters,
usage. $1,400. 753NEW interviewing for
EOE
refrigerators, air condi1178
day shift customer
tioners, stoves and
service reps and cooks
earn
DANCERS
doors 753-4109
in
Hardee's
51.000+ weekly! The for
WANT to buy Junk Car
Draffenville To schedPurple Building 270ule an interview, call and Trucks Call (270) FIREWOOD $40 a rick
759-2153. 270-293ext. 474-2540 or 293-6199 delivered
Tree
2069. or (270)534- 888-398-3556
Six days a week
0951
removal 527-8368
0333 after 5PM

Ar•iwd

COMPLETELY set up
1/2 acre. $12,500 753E012

1980 Schultz 14x60
mobile home Must
move, $2.700 or bes
offer 761-3536 or 227
0422
1996 Crimson Deluxe
16x80 3BR 2 bath
excellent
condition,
delivered, set-up and
underpinned, $19.900.
(270)489-2525

1 OR 2br apts. nea
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
1.2, & 38R apts. available Please call 7538221
1-3 apts. 4BR house
753-1252 or 753-0606
•1BR 1 bath washer &
dryer, $335
•2BR, 1 Bath apt, kt,
appliances, w/d, $425.
•1BR, 1 bath, with
study, w/d, $350
753-7559

1999 14'x56', 2 bedrooms, 1 bath, shingle
roof, vinyl siding, new
deck.
appliances
included.
$15,000.
(Coach
Estates)
(270)759-2427

1BR apartment. 1604 &
1606 Miller Lease,
deposit required. No
pets. Laundry room
provided. Partial utilities paid. 270-5192699

2005 CLOSE OUTS and
Singlewides
Doublewides - Buy
today
and
save
$1,000's WE OWN
THE BANK - Call today
at 731-642-6438
3 BEDROOM SINGLE WIDE
Only
$15.0001!1 Call today!!
731-584-9429

1BR apt available, all
appliances furnished.
Mur-Cal Realty. 7534444.

LAND -HOME
Packages are our specialty.
FHA
or
Conventional Let us
do the work! Call 1800-533-3568 or 731644-0012
NO money needed.
FHA land packages
available now. Limited
funds. Don't -miss- ;out Call 1-800-533-3568 or
731-644-0012
REDUCED:
38R
mobile home and lot.
$15,500. 753-6012
REPOS!!!: We've got
to move 'ern, Singles &
Doubles! Land packages available! 731584-9429
REPOS,
REPOS,
REPOS. Doubles, singles. Land home. Call
1-800-533-5368
SHARP 4 BEDROOM,
2 BATH REPO OW:
Fireplace. must see!!!
731-584-9429
SINGLE AND DOUBLEWIDES - Bring
your deed - That's all
you need - New Used
and Repo's - Call today
at 731-642-6447.
TAKE YOUR PICK Need 5 Bedrooms and
3 Baths or how about 4
Bedrooms
and
2
Baths? Both priced in
the $50'5. Call 731642-6438 today!!
WE have 97% financing on land home pack
ages and we can help
on the other 3%. 100%
loans. Call 1-800-5333568
280
Robb Homes For Rent
2 bedrooms. 2 baths
on 1/2 acre lot. Freshly
painted, new carpet.
Yard mowing included,
no inside pets. $275 a
month plus deposit.
Call 270-623-6314 or
270-994-9064
LARGE 28R, $275
753-6012
NICE 2BR
753-9866

No pets

1121
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
LOTS for rent
9866

753

1BR apt partially furnished, partial utilities
paid, $260 per month +
deposit. 752-0456
1BR some utilities paid.
no pets. 767-9037
1BR.411-112S. 8th St.,
$250/mo + sec. 4742520
1BR, all appliances,
Oaks Apts.. starting at
$250. Coleman RE
759-4118
1BR, low
utilities.
$225/mo, no pets, no
lease. 753-3949
1BR-4BR apartments
Ask about move in free
days. Coleman RE
759-4118
2 BR. 2 Bath apt.
washer & dryer, water
furnished, close to
MSU, 1 year old
$550.00/mo. 753-2225
day, 759-1509 night.
2BR Apt
Cambridge
area 293-6968
2BR, central gas heat,
central air. $275 and
up, some with new carpet. Coleman RE 7594118
2BR, some utilities
paid, $270. No pets.
767-9037
4BR, 2 bath, all appliances. central H/A.
Reduced
rates
Coleman RE 759-4118
View
FORREST
Apartments 1213 N.
16th St.. now accepting
applications for: 2br
townhouses, basic rent
$360/ month. Call 7531970. Leave Message.
LARGE duplex 2BR, 2
bath. garage, $600.
436-5685
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
38R $425.03
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221

1 bedroom apt., OW,
washer/dryer, stove,
refrigerator,
pets
allowed, 1619-D Chris
Dr., $335. Call 7534219
1 bedroom furnished
duplex near lake, $250
monthly plus utilities
and deposit. 270-4366061

SOUTH Hazel 3BR, 2
bath, C/H/A. 492-8526

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
.We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
7534668.

VERY roomy. 2br,
2 bath. garage, C/H/A,
All appliances, 1 year
lease. 1 month deposit,
no pets. 753-2905.

'All Size Units
Available
*Now Have
Climate Control

753-3853
Homes For Sale
3 bedroom, 2 bath on 3
acres, 16x16 deck. 2
car attached: new 2-1,2
car detached. South of
Midway on Bakers
Crossroad. 492-8033
after 6PM

\Vet I Hi

--VII toil

•
.'
Ili ill,
Call us we will be
glad to help
Murray Ledger & Times
270-753-1916

Commerical Prop For Rent

HOUSES and mobile
homes for sale and for
rent in 6 west Kentucky
counties Call 270-3398824 or 270-339-8.823

707 South 12th Street
South Center. 700,
1,000, 1,200 sq .ft
in
Available
Phone
September.
753-1252, 753-0606

IMMEDIATE POSSESION: 3 bedroom. 1
bath. All appliances
included. 502 Olive St.
$79,900.
759-2097
after 5

-COMMERCtAt arretait- -LAKE
750 up to 3,000 sq. ft. sale
by
owner,
C/G/H,
restroorns.-- _Immediate possession
parking, 3BR, 1 bath, C./14/A.
plenty of
built in 96/97. $69.900.
excellent location near
judicial building. 404 N. ( 6 1 5 )26 4 - 2 9 7 9
4th St. complex. 759- appointment only.
3772.
MODULAR home with
PROFESSIONAL garage and lot. 3 bedoffice located on 2nd
room. 2 bath 5 miles
floor at 309 N. 4th St. out on Hwy 94E. 270
Across from Judicial 753-5947
Building. Two offices,
RANCH Style. House &
waiting room, full bath
10.5 acres, 1 mile from
and shower. Public and
entrances. SW school, 3 bedprivate
rooms. 2 full baths.
parking
Covered
30x40 heated shop. 4
space. Approximately
stall horse barn. 22x40
625sq ft $450 per
shed,
month plus utilities. equipment
$224.900. Shown by
759-3954
appointment 753-9212,
VERY large warehouse
753-3992
on approximately 3
470
acres. Office space, 2
Motorcycles & ATVS
bathrooms, equipped
with gas heat, air
hookup, 'steel hoist
beam, great lighting,
extra large overhead
doors, excellent location. Call 753-2905 or
293-8595.

ECI
Pets & Supplies
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
SHIH-TZU S&W paper
trained. 731-352-0037
731-642-5151

STRAW for sale $2.25
bale (day) 753-4582,
(night) 759-4718

TWO story brick apart
ment building with 5
two-BR units. Excellent
income-producer.
$125,000. 270-7534109. 270-227-1545
Lake Properly
WATERFRONT prop
erty! KY's largest lakes
10 acres only $79,900!
Ideal location! New to
market. Won't last! Call
owner: 270-924-4328

2003 Polaris Predato
90 Excellent condition
$1,200 753-6865
Used Cars
2001
Intrepid ES
excellent
condition
Call 489-2324, 293
6201, 759-1204, 293
4111

2004 Dodge dually
diesel. White/grey interior, like new. $26.900.
731-336-3661, 731642-5671
2002 3 car hauler,
$7,000. 731-336-3661.
731-642-5671
'99
Dodge
Ram
57,000 miles, nice
truck
with
topper.
$7.000 293-9970 '

11111
Boats & Motors

2BR, newly renovated
furnished
bathroom
cabin, fireplace, KY
Lake 12 miles South
Murray city limits. 205
Mills Ln. (731)3645596 •

492-8688 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types 29
years experience. Call
Carters
767-0533 MOWING,
trimming,
mulching.
painting, odd jobs.
cleaning.
Free
Estimates. 978-1115.
A-1
Lamb's Tree
Trimming,
Service.
_removal etc._ hauling,
junk clean up. gutter
cleaning. 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044
AAA Handyman
Electrical, plumbing.
carpentry, decks,
ceramic & floor tiles,
etc. New, remodel. 30
years
experience.
Prompt, dependable.
Free
estimates.
(270)753-9210 any:
time.
.
ALL CARPENTRY
Rem-odeling, additions,'
porches, decks, suri •
roams, vinyl siding;
mobile home repair,
sagging floors. termite
& water damage. Larry
Nimmo (270)753-9372
or (270)753-0353
ANDRUS Excavating
.Certified septic
installation
•Custorii dozer
backhoe service
•Ponds
*Driveways
•Insured
753-9503. 978-0343
APPLIANCE &
ELECTRICAL REPAIR,
USED APPLIANCES
CHAD B. HUGHES
22 VF.ARS EXPERIENCE
(270) 226-9398
12701 492-8191
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
ASPHALT
SEALCOATING
.Commercial
•Residential
Free Estimates
TRAVIS
SEALCOATING
(270) 753-2279
BACKHOE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system gravel
white rock
436-2/13
Dozer work & Track
hoe

BLUE SKY
LANDSCAPE
IMESIGPI & MAINT.
24 YRS.EXP
CALL MARK H AYES'
7SS-14IPS-.

LOOKING for a boat
slip on Kentucky
Lake?
Now pre-leasing new
boat slips on Cypress
Creek for 2006/07 seasons. Lakeview Manna
minutes
from
20
Murray. Call now for
details (270)436-5876
Services Offered

CLEAN room for rent
w/full house privileges
64" Big Screen TV, w/d,
surround sound, color
TV in room Off street
(888)534parking
E138

VISA

NEON BEACH
MININSTORAGE

NEWLY
upgraded
charming 2BR. 1BA
lakefront house in
Panorama
Shores
w/d,
C/H
$400/month
plus
deposit.
Available
immediately. (310)5679321.
References
required.

NICE 2BR duplex 7537457 or 436-6357

SMALL 1BR, no pets,
water paid. 753-5980
1 and 2 BR furnished
apts. Coleman RE 7594118

3BR,
2 bath, 309
Woodlawn $510,mo +
sec 474-2520

Awn \R

436-2867
Lamb's
Mower Repair Free
pick-up/delivery.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages gutters,
funk & tree work

CALLOWAY
Trash
Service
761-3741),
293-4045
CONCRETE finishing.
Driveways, sidewalks.
etc. 752-0500. 7593229

'CAPRI ROOt((ARK'
NI
,
30 years
o irpenence
Eves S
• 753-7728
LEAVES MULCHED.
BAGGED, AND GUTTERS CLEANED 7670734 OR 752-0635

Horoscope

••••111..

l'fr•

Run a 1)(1 ad in our
Classified section
for only
$75.00 per month
(Includes shopper)
This space
could be yours

Call Classified
Advertising at

for $75
per month'

(270) 753-1916

David's Cleaning
Services
- We Specialize in Cleanint!"
•Vitiyi- Siding & reiteing •Moinle Minh
I..‘ternal CleJning
•Bnci,
•At..id Cleaning ANailable
II,a Nater *Parking I 'I'
•Vt,e

Murray Ledger & Times

CLASSIFIEDS

411 • Itiesday, °clutter 1, 2005

LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
rice 1971"
-<,,,rpets *Upholstery
*Emergency Water
Removal *Quick
Drying
Free Estimates
-Got Dirt?"
753-5827

by Jacqueline Bigar
for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Wednesday, Oct. 5, 2005:
Your emotional and financial
generosity draw many people.
You can be hard on others this
year, bet-also op yourself.-R-e- -evaluate expectations. friendships and goals. Perhaps what
you want is no longer reflective
of who you are. You have a natural talent that could help you
make money, if you don't go
hog-wild with spending. The
tendency to go to extremes
marks your year. A child or
loved one might be pulling the
wool over your eyes, and you
might not care. If you are single.
a relationship takes on a magical
quality, though at times there
might be glimmers of reality. If
you are attached, you adore your
sweetie and always see him or
her in the best possible light.
Work with SCORPIO to make
mime).
The Stars Shou the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so;
I -Difficult _ -

gs

— — ---
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DISN
LIFE
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Nanny

fanny

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
arik** A partner or associate
needs-to discuss what is on his
or her mind, even if you would
natid Borders
rather not. A conversation could
1270)527-7176 or (270) 293-0939
be quite healing. as long as you
both are clear about what is Said
MASTER Plumber.
Almost retired drains An element of confusion runs
cleared plumbing fix- through the day. Tonight A oneor on-one talk.
repaired
tyres
(270)978- TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
installed
FUTRELL S Tree
105
Movie MOMer eat "To Se, Wit Love"(19S7) Yoe* Ins Meade Worker(1962)14A ** "Or. RAN aVollAOPh"
FUX
DNJ HANDYMAN
**** How you approach oth0133.
Service
°
Movie: Footloose Illidele: "Goodie asides r(t9)PG'Ilhorie: The Clean"(2004) Violence 1"Peoplell(now"'R
51
11602
Ne do althe odd jobs
removal.
ers could allow even more good
Trimming,
WALTERS
you don't have time
MEDIACOM.0-GALAXY
stump grinding, firefeelings to evolve. In fact, much
CONTRACTING
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON S_',,ii‘RTER. II- MURRAY ELECTRIC,Cfor
that is said and done right now
wood Insured 4896:00 i 6:30
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4:30
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1
3:30
euilder,
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1:30
1:00
1
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Call about our tall
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could be very healing. A boss
News Fortune
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,News News ABC
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Judge
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Hospital
specials
General
Live
to
UN
One
I
x
My
All
Children
WICRI-MIC
usual.
as
could be confusing.
293-5438
News X EnterJ&D Motors. 624 N. 4th
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Teen should get to work
using her own two feet

I0 years ago
Three Murray State University supporters 55111 be honored during the upcoming inauguration tor
MSU—President Kern Alexander
on Oct. 7. Golden Horseshoe
awards will be presented by Roger
Perry. president of MSU Alumni
Association, to Charles Leroy
Eldridge of Murray, Marshall Gaga of Indianapolis, Ind.. and Virginia
Strohecker of Horse Cave.
Calloway County High School
Band was named grand champion of the Murray State University "Festival of Champions" Marching Band competition.
Births reported include a boy
to Mark and Regina Hudgens.
Sept. I.
20 years ago
Published_iS a picture of Frank
Brown Jr., executive director of
Paducah Human Rights Board,
speaking at a meeting of Murray
Human Rights Commission.
M.C. Garrott writes about Andy
Batts and Howard Giles Jr. and
their 4.700 mile bicycle ride to
Alaska in a series of three columns.
"Garrotf-s- Galley."
Recent births reported include
a boy to Jerry and Susan Moses,
a boy to Mark and Teresa Lee
and a boy to Troy and Teresa
Bradford, Oct. I.
30 yeas ago
The College of Industry and
Technology became.the sixth cplleg . at Murray State University
on Oct. 3 when the MSU Board
of Regents approved the move.
To become effective Oct. 15, the
college is the second to be added
to the university since its reorganization of the school 20 months
ago, according to President Constantine Curris.
Installed as new officers of Murray Kiss anis Club's Ladies Night
meeting were Perry Cavitt, Ken-

neth Owen. Dr. Durwood Betty
and Glenn Hicks, Max Bailey was
DEAR ABBY: I just finished
named "Kiwanian of the Year."
Births reported include a girl
reading
the
letter from
toW and Mrs. Keith Higgins:- --Standing on Principle,' who
Sept. 21; a girl to Randy and Cilthinks she should get $5 a week
lia Shelton. Sept. 23; a boy to
for driving her 17-year-old
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Parker. Sept.
niece to work half a mile away.
24.
Because it is
40 years ago
such a short
Published is a picture of Rob
distance,
Ray, president, Bernice Wilfred,
member, and Joe Pat James. forthat
girl
mer Lions district governor, of
should
the Murray Lions Club who are
WALK to
working toward the pledges of
work!
District 43K toward the $1.4 milOur nation
lion eye research medical center.
is growing
Pvt. Jackie Wilson, son of Mr.
fatter and
and Mrs. William C. Wilson of
Dear Abby fatter, more
Hazel, has completed a 10-week
and
supply and parts, course at Army
more
Engineer School at Fort Belvoir,
By Abigail
out of shape
Va.
Van Buren
physically,
Andrea Sykes, daughter of Mr.
because of
and Mrs. Dick Sykes of Murray,
less and less exercise and active
has been re-elected "Sweetheart"
play, and more and more comof Pershing Rifles, honorary milputer and video games. I am a
itary fraternity at Murray State
registered nurse who sees a lot
College.
of people in ill health. I know
...SO years ago
. .
The entire amount of $2,500
that a major portion of that ill
to the Hal E. Houston Memorial
health could be avoided or
Fund has been released to the
improved by eating a healthy
Murray Hospital by Dr. and Mrs.
diet, being active and losing
Hugh Houston, according to Karl
weight.
Warming, hospital administrator.
I understand that for some
These funds will be used to compeople it's hard to get in that
plete the remodeling and refurmind-set. But it's a simpler, far
bishing of the Hal E: Houston
Memorial Library and conference
less expensive solution to health
room at the hospital.
care than medications, tests and
Recent births reported at Murmore tests, and frequent docray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
tor/hospital visits, to say nothand Mrs. George Turner.
ing of a poor quality of life.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry HampshAdults need to think about
er presented a musical program
this, not only for themselves but
at a meeting of the Alpha Departalso for their children -- who are
ment of the Murray Woman's Club.
They were introduced by Mrs.
at increased danger of diabetes,
Parker, program chairman.
etc. because of poor lifestyle

By The Associated Press
(AP)- Today is Tuesday. Oct.
4, the 277th day of 2005. There
are 88 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Oct. 4, 1957, the Space
Age began as the Soviet Union
launched Sputnik, the first manmade satellite, into orbit.
On this date:
In 1777, George Washing-

ton's troops launched an assault
on the British at Germantown.
Pa., resulting in heavy American casualties.
In 1822, the 19th president
of the United States, Rutherfora B. Hayes. was born in
Delaware, Ohio.
In 1931, the comic strip
"Dick Tracy," created by
Chester Gould, made its debut.
In 1940, Adolf Hitler and

Benito Mussolini_ conferred at
Brenner Pass in the Alps, where
the Nazi leader sought Italy's
help in fighting the British.
In 1957, the television series
"Leave It to Beaver" premiered
on CBS.
In 1965, Pope Paul VI
became the first reigning pontiff to visit the Western Hemisphere as he addressed the
U.N. General Assembly.
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habits. -- A VERMONT
NURSE
-DEAR
VERMONT
NURSE: You are not the only
reader who was quick to point
out that a half-mile walk isn't a
hardship. The face with the egg
on it is mine. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: With regard
to "Standing on Principle in
Knoxville," who "needs" a ride
to work every day, I think a couple of points are in order.
First, it's not'unreasonable for
that girl to pay for gas. She is
earning a few bucks, I expect.
But if she's going a mile a day
five days a week, even an SUV
would make a profit on $5. How
about $5 a month?
My other point is really the
reason for this letter: Why does
that kid need a ride? Unless she
lives in the worst neighborhood
in all of Maryland, she could
easily walk -- and it would do
her some serious good to do so.
I'm older than dirt and had a
coronary bypass nine months
ago, and I walk a couple of
miles every morning without
fail. If I can do it, why can't she?
-- WALKING ON PRINCIPLE
IN SAN JOSE _
DEAR WALKING ON
PRINCIPLE: That's a good
question -- and one that only the
young lady can answer.
DEAR ABBY: I charge my
son for driving him to and from
work, not because I need the
money but because he needs to
understand that there are costs
associated with transportation.
He earns a reasonable wage,
and the amount I expect is just
sufficient enough to let him
know that nothing is free, and
therefore he should plan ttisexpenses carefully. My time is
valuable, but I give it willingly.
That niece should Understand
that $5 is less than a taxi, and
certainly more convenient than
a bus. -- MARC L., CLEARWATER,FLA.
DEAR ABBY: There's
another way to look at that situation. Years ago. our local
chamber of commerce sent 10
underprivileged kids to two
weeks of overnight camp. Five
of them paid $5 and five paid
nothing.
Upon their return, we
received five thank-you notes
from the ones who paic1.--Weheard nothing from .those who
attended for free. I think people
only put a value on things that
cost them something. -PENNY C., PARADISE VALLEY, ARIZ.
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips, and
was founded by her mother,
Pauline Phillips. Write Dear
Abby at www.DearAbby.com
or P.O. Box 69440, Los
Angeles, CA 90069.

DEAR DR. GOTT: I was
taken to get a CAT scan while
in the hospital. Thedi- big red
band on my wrist to let personnel know I
was allergic
to red dye.
The nurse
put me on the
table and told
me she was
going to give
me an intravenous with
dye in it. and
t
would
•
make me feel
warm.
By
Before
Dr. Peter Gofl she
said
another
word, I told her apparently she
did not check my wristband, and
that no one was going to give
me red dye.
went into shock the first time
they used it on me. I was told
then to never let anyone give it
to me again.
On another occasion I had a
nurse tell me, "Well, it's not the
same as it was 25 years ago." I
told her I didn't care — I was
not going to let anyone us it on
me.
Dr. Gott, what is your take on
this?
P.S. Thank goodness I was conscious on these two occasions!
DEAR READER: The dyes
in X-ray scanning material can
be exceedingly dangerous in a
person allergic to them. You
behaved appropriately under the
circumstances.
This might be a good time for
you to be tested by an allergist
to determine which dye(s) should
be avoided. Also, it would be
helpful to document a dye allergy — if, indeed, you haven't outgrown the. sensitivity.
•
__related .Anfonmar...

tion, I am sending you a copy of
my Health Report "Allergies."
Met-1$15106%—witcr-svciti1d—tikr a
copy should send a long, self
addressed, stamped envelope and
$2 to Newsletter. P.O. Box I t•,Wickliffe. OH 44092. Be suf.
mention the
DEAR DR. GOTT: I've never
seen this in your column before.
but is there anything on the mar
ket to help women with their I
of sex drive? I asked more
bugged) my doctor for something,
but he insisted there was nothing
to give me.
I have everything going tor
Me. I'm 65. My husband and I
are still very much in love. we'vc
been together 30 years. our children are .married. our grandchildren are great, we are both retired,
not nch hut have no money problems, and we have fun together
at home and going out. I've always
entoyed sex. I talk about it. can
joke about it, it's always on my
mind because I miss it. My husband's kisses still turn me on, yet
nothing. nothing we try gives mc
that wonderful drive. and I'm si,
tired pretending. It's not fair t,
him or me.
DEAR READER: Loss ot
libido (sex interest) can be challenging to diagnose. It has several causes, ranging from hormone
deficiency to a side effect of mans
medicines. You don't seem to tit
the profile of a wife who is bored
by her husband; that is. your
diminished libido probably does not
have an emotional basis.
I recommend that you address
this issue with your gynecologist.
who will examine and test you.
Also, there has been talk in medical circles that Viagra given to
women may stimulate the sex drive.
Ask your gynecologist about this,

East dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
•Q .1 3 2
V K 52
*A 19
+9 5 4
EAST
WEST
498 5
•Q 10 8 7
•7 3 2
+Ql06
+J83
SOUTH
•A K 4
Vh-1
•Q 1065
411.A_K 7.2.
'The bidding:
East
South _ West
North
Pass
1 NT
Pass
3 NT
Opening lead — seven of hearts.

rule is applied.
West led the seven of hearts, won
by East with the jack. East returned a
club to South's ace, and a diamond
finesse lost to East's king. Declarer
won the club return and cashed three
diamonds and four spades to make •
exactly nine tricks.
However, three notrump would
have failed had East played the four
on the opening heart lead, allowing
West's seven to hold the trick! A
heart continuation by West would
have given the defenders the first
four tricics.7--and-Eaet,s7k-ing--e1-4ia-----•
mends eventually would have done
South in.
How could East have known that
West's seven would win the first
trick? The answer lies in the Rule of
Eleven, which can be applied whenever a player leads fourth-best of a
Most experts advocate opening sun.
one notrump even when the opener
Since there was no reason to
holds a weak doubleton in one suit doubt that West's lead was fourth— provided the rest of the hand
best. East should have subtracted
meets all the usual distributional and seven — the card led -- from 11.
point-count requirements. The chief The resulting number —7 in this case
advantage of this is that it simplifies four — would tell East how many
the bidding on many hands while cards higher than the seven were it
resulting in ver5+ little harm over the the other three hands.
Since East could see all four of
long haul.
One natural adversary of them in his own hand and dummy. he
notrump bids is the Rule of Eleven. could conclude that South had no
.which can dramatically pinpoint a heart higher than the seven, enabling
weak spot in declarer's hand. him to safely play the four at trick
Today's hand demonstrates how the one.
Tomorrow: Make haste slowly.

ACROSS

ASKED oke',Ours& mAN
PolD I woNoewsp,v114ok1vs)).4y HE HAD Wort() eataglo
1-E.Af2S
RED TEAR., eusituri& ERceil t
WouLD TELL..
Os Eyes MD MotrIN lIE
SAiD rT WAS To NEt.p
SPVAK 114E liZiffik

THAT WHERE I'M PLACING
THE BLAME,ANYWAY

REMEM5ER ME?M`f NAME
t5 CORMAC ...I HAVE THE
DESK RIGHT BEHIND YOU

1 Female antelope
4 Not even one
9 Ms Basinger
12 Teacup handle
13 Basketball
venue
14 Deep distress
15 Travel cc powder
16 Zenith
17 Boarded up
18 Pocket change
20 Suffice
21 Tfn, in the lab
23 Director
— Craven
24 Night flight
(hyph.)
28 Open meadow
30 Lo-cal snacks
32 Dublin's and
34 Dwarf
with spectacles
35 Mermaids'
domains
36 Cook's
throwaways
39 Weathervane*

40 Album contents
41 1, to Wolfgang
43 Memphis loc.
44 Such as, briefly
45 Meddle
47 Bnng up
50 Procter's word
51 Coflee dispenser'
54 Wall hanging
55 Separate
56 Make a bet
57 Right, to a mule
58 Garden flower
59 Dell neighbor
DOWN
1 — Plaines, Ill
2 Squirrel
hangout
3 Ambler or Stoltz
4 More wacky
5 Cromwell's
nickname
6 Many August
people
7 Cable channel
8 Snort otsurpnee
9 Elec, measure

MOMMO OMUUM
UMMMOO @ODOM
MOM =MUM MU
000 0MM
00U
0000 BOO 0MENA
MONO 00000
00 0012 MMO DB
CUOMO 0000
OMMM OIRM 0DMM
MOO
DUO MUM
UM 20000 MMOM
OMMUUM UMOMMO
COMMA M0000
10 Debt memo
11 Got acquainted
17 Bubbly drinks
19 Ouch!
20 Yr ender
21 Lie dormant

I
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22 Whinny
24 Comfy chairs
25 Scrapes by
26 Bread nser
27 Ruhr Valley
city
29 Golden Fleece
ship
31 Mil rank
33 Banara oi. e.g
37 Haney. to scme
38 James Doohan
rote
42 Westward
45 Sax man Getz
46 Part of
an orange
47 Third-rate
newspaper
48 Afore
49 Gulped down
50 Workout
facility
52 — Dawn
Chong
53 The Big Apple
55 News agcy
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Robertson receives CHA recognitio
-0

David Robertson
from
way County High School
recently received his Certificate
of Recognition from the
Commonwealth
Honors
Academy at a reunion of the
scholars at Murray State
University on Sept. 17.
Robertson and 93 other stu-

dents- participated in the threeweek academic scholarship program at Murray State University
between June II and July 2.
Those
completing
the
Commonwealth
Honors
Academy receive six credit
hours of college-level academic
credit, and have the opportunity

to take six additional credit
hours, tuition free, at Murray
State University during their
senior year in high school.
The Commonwealth Honors
Academy, currently in its fifth
year, acknowledges and rewards
outstanding rising seniors in
Kentucky, Tennessee, Indiana.

.1 Missouri and southern._
Illinois. Its mission is "to chal.
lenge, educate, enlighten, and
nurture the next generation of
academic and business leaders
of the region."
To qualify for selection to the
2006 Academy, a student should
have a 3.5 GPA and an ACT

f,041(ile.

score of,25 for an equivalent to
this on the SAT, PSAT or
PLAN). More information is
available
online
at
the
Commonwealth
Honors
Academy Web site at www.murraystate.edukha or by calling
762-3166.

David Robertson

Oriental Expressions

Nex Fall Decor
Tarrim Your Door...
and yard,and table,and walls and more!
• New Line Jewelry
by Jody Coyote
Beautiful, stylish earrings
in goldtone & silvertones

• We Now Carry Dynasty
Handbags & Wallets
(The Brighton-look!)
Several colors & styles

• Also. Dynasty Fashion Watches in goldtone & silvertone
• New Bean Pod Jar Soy Candles
• Now Carrying Caspari Designer Paper Goods

4
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4
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"The Area's Most Unique Shopper

Photo Provided

Students at North Calloway Elementary are excited about Sherri Gibson's writing
lab this year. The theme of her room is Oriental Expressions. Pictured above are
4th graders working on the computers wearing Asian-style hats and typing their
portfolio entries. "North students are really excited about writing," explained
Gibson. "Creating an atmosphere where their creativity is stirred up is the best
teaching practice have used. Finding small things tomotivate them goes a long
way."

A BARN*4
GIFT SHOIPIPE
Hwy.94 West•435-4770
outlay — Saturday, 10 a.m. — S

MSU CyberCave a haunt
to explore technology
Developed in 2004 trom a I. .S. Department ot Education grunt,
Murray State University's Cylvertase has quickly emerged as the
place where students go to explore today's world of technology.
The CyberCave is an interactive, hands-on laboratory that caters
to high school students throughout the region. Inside the CyberCave
students can get a glimpse into the increasinglv 'popular method of
communication known as videoconterencing. or delve into wireless
networking, pocket PCs and telephony. A biometrics station is also
set up where fingerprint and ins scanmrs are-rtsed-to--demoosti ate
inforhow biological features can he the ke% to unlocking .en:ai
mation.
Class groups are encouraged to schedule s isas to the facility during the academic year. Students who want more can stay on campus
during one of the summer Cybercamps where ttjey wiThreceive use
days of intensive technology instruction along with extracurricular.
activities during the esenings.
CyberCamp 2005 participants more than tripled from its first
offering in 2004. Over 50 students representing 26 high schools
from Kentucky. Tennessee, Indiana, Missouri and Ohio took part in
CyberCamps that were held oser three sessions this past summer.
CyberCave is part of Murray State Universitys Program of
Distinction in Teleconmiumcations System Management ITSM).
For more information or Iii schedule a 1,01 to the CyberCave call
sbc,i km ef,murray state.edu.
762-5391 or send an e-mail

CCHS grad has hand in work
on antibiotic resistance
hernistry_
Resistance to antibiotics-isAssistants to Cox on the
major health concern and is reason for alarm around the world, research project and paper coResearch on an en/s me authors are Murray State student
involved in antibiotic resistance 'kra Rica Murdock, a senior
is being conducted in the lab of chemistry and Spanish major
Dr. J. Ricky Cox. associate pro- from Murray. and Adam Farley.
fessor in the department of a 2004 MSU Chemistry graduate
chemistry at Murray State and current doctoral student at
Vanderbilt
l'niversity
in
University.
The project is being conduct- Nashville, Rim,.
"Faculty7iiientored research
ed in collaboration w ith insestigators in the Antimicrobial is an important component of a
Research Center at McMaster modern undergraduate science
University in Hamilton, Ontario, education and I am proud to
Canada. A portion of the work have toy research students congenerated in this collaborative tribute to a paper published in a
effort was published in the Sept. high-impact chemistry journal."
20 edition of the journal said C,,s
"4.

Photo provided
WNBS-1340 AM and Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors
recently recognized Darcy Stephenson, a student at
Calloway County Middle School. as their Student of the
Week. Also shown are (left to right) Scott Pile, CCMS science teacher; Rebecca Landolt, Century 21 realtor, and
Amy Gannon. WNBS 1340 AM representative.
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Chapter IV
cious as those burgers were,*
Hello. Woody Readers! it made me wonder why anyAfter a week in Western Ken- body would ever want to eat
tucky. it was—decision time. -a-hot dog!We took our time
Since we were in Columbus.
Kentucky. we could head west -traveling from Murinto Missouri, north to Illi- ray to Bowling Green,
nois, south to Tennessee or driving through many
turn back east to enjoy more towns before arriving
tras els in Kentucky. Easy deci- in Bowling Green. The
sion! Hard decisions are things first sign we saw said,.
like."Do I have bacon or chick- "Greenwood Mall."
en? Do- play with my mon- "Hey! Shouldn't that
GreenWOODY
key. or my rubber ball'?" Ken- be
lucky won unanimously! We Mall?" Since Mommy.
wanted to find the very best had shown us where
place in Kentucky! What bet- she graduated. Daddy
ter way than to keep travel- had to show us his
ing the Bluegrass! We unfold- alma motet., "Western
ed the Kentucky map of 120 Kentucky University counties.
Home of the HilltopWe--saw -.Armco/Oyu, names pets." It was time to
like "Fancy Farm" (whoever stretch our legs and
heard of a farm that's fancy?). tour the campus. There
"Coldwater" II prefer hot bath were so many buildwater.) and "Possum Trot" ings. people, trees,
what can I say?), Bowling birds and 'squirrels. It
Green caught Chloe's eye. "If was a dog's paradise.
we can't play ball for the -Everything was going
Cats." Chloe' said, "Maybe we great until Chloe startcould try our paws at bowl- ed barking. She spoting." She is so smart! Bowl- ted a big red monster! It wasn't Clifing Green it was.
Mommy
said
"Great ford and she knew
choice!" She had a surprise things were going to
for us. We couldn't wait! get ugly. She barked
Mommy tola us We would see and growled before
in about 55 miles. We checked Daddy picked her up
the mileage - 42.242. Then and said every-thing was going
we did our usual, "Are we to be fine. Then, he invited
there yet'?" routine. Mommy the big red monster to join
made us count the miles (with, us. When Daddy said he want8 paws between us, it was ed to introduce us. we thought
easy) and. we finally arrived. he had lost his marbles. It
"Welcome to Murray State wasn't a monster after all. It,
University!" We were at the was BIG RED, the mascot of
place Mommy went to col- the Hilltoppers. Big Red shook
lege. She and Daddy took us our paws. He told us he knew
on a campus tour. It looked the Wildcat of the Kentucky
so exciting! Chloe and I wished team, the Cardinal of the Uniwe could go to college. She ve(sity off Louisville and he
told us wiener dogs didn't go was a Clifford fan himself.
to college. but promised we He was our new friend.
could visit another university
We told Big Red about our
soon. We had to say "arr to tour. He wanted to show us
'Murray. hut not before stop- around. Red took us to the
ping at Sammon's Bakery for National Corvette Museum:
a burger and the newsstand We couldn't believe our eyes.
to buy a copy of the Murray We saw the coolest cars! Chloe
Ledger & Times. As dogli- and I wanted it c_orvette.

LG8SNERGY
ICU WE

Woody, the Kentucky wiener dog,
his
family crisscross the Bluegrass State
and
in search of the best place. Follow along on
this great adventure every Tuesday
for this 10-part serial story,
written by Leigh Anne-Florence-and---illustrated by James Asher.
Mommy said Corvettes were
expensive and wiener dogs
didn't drive. Big Red said he
would treat its to a ride in a

U.S. 3IW. The man who made
all those yummy cakes was
from Bowling Green. We went
to Beech Bend Park and the

Corvette. We clapped and
barked, but there was one
problem. Corvettes are sports
cars and sports cars are small.
Plus._ there were four of us
and a big red, loveable creature. The car held only two
people. Chloe decided I should
be the one to ride iin the
Corvette with Red. She is the
best big sister! Wait! Can a
mascot drive? Red said it was
safe. Mommy said to buckle
my seatbelt. mind my manners and be back by 4:30. I
had 30 minutes.
Red took me to the Fruit
of the Loomir) factory, where
they once .made underwear. I
snickered. Dogs don't wear
underwear! We then traveled
down Duncan Hines Highway.

Warren County Library. We
were having a great time, until
I checked my Scooby watch.
OH NO!!! It was 5:15 and
I was late!, "Red. we have
to go now!" I knew
was
going to hear "Dogwood" and
I knew I was going to be in
doghouse. Was this the end
of the tour?
Work and dream like a Big
Dog!
Thanks
to
LG&E
Energy/KU/LG&E . and KPA
for making this project possible.,For online questions and
learning activities go to
www.kypress.com.
Thanks to the following
Sponsors:
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